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ANNEXES 0-20

EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATED, MULTI-SET CONCEPT SCHEMES
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These Annexes are discussed in the paper on: Patterns of N-foldness;
comparison of integrated multi-set concept schemes as forms of
presentation.
The items within each Annex are ordered according to the number of
set elements. This number is given as that portion of each (non-zero)
item number before the decimal.
The number after the decimal is a
sequence number of no significance.
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ORDERING WITHIN ANNEXES AND

E~TRACT

CRITERIA

Order
Following the brief introductory references to the work(s) from which the
items within each Annex were obtained, the items are ordered sequentially by
a numeric code structured 85 follows:
number before decimal
- when 0 signifies: general contextual extracts
" non-zero.. : number of elements in the concept set described in
that extract.
number after decimal
- used to separate and sequence extracts with the same initial number;
the order is not significant, except that occasionally related items
have been placed together, especially for contextual extracts.
Example: 12.2 indicates, the second extract containing information on a concept
set of 12 elements. Some references to annex material in the introductory
paper are made in the form 17.12.2, meaning Annex 17, item 12.2.
Extract criteria
The extracts within each of the following Annexes were selected in the light
of the following considerations:
-

G~ne~al

contextual extracts (prefix 0)

a) Brief indication of the general approach.
b) Remarks touching on the problem of comprehension.
c) Remarks concerning the use of number or geometry as an ordering aid.
- Concept set extracts (non-zero prefix)
a) Any clear identification of a complete set generally indicated by a
reference to a number of elements.
b) Duplicate references to the same set were included when this might
assist comprehension of the set.
c) Sufficient contextual material was given, when available. to assist
comprehension of the significance of the set within the concept scheme.
d) Extracts which seemed of questionable interest were incl~ded if there
seemed some possibility that they might later prove to be of significance in relation to corresponding extracts in other annexes.
In general, the extracts were selected in the spirit of a "data gathering
exercise", namely they might (or might not) prove to be of interest In
continuing; this investigation.
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REVIEW OF CONCEPT SCHEMES INCLUDED
Annex 0: UNU/GPID Project: It is appropriate to employ the same presentation
method to the GPID concept scheme as it is now emerging.
Annex 1: Geometry of Meaning: This is a modern effort to order a complex
pattern of information on change and development in the light of physical
concepts of dimensionality and control.
Annex 2: Book of Changes: This is the 3000-year old Chinese I Ching which
is conceived as encoding the complex pattern of changes in physical and
social phenomena. It has been of considerable interest to Leibniz (philosopher).
Jung (psycho-analyst) and western mathematicians. and its poetic expression
has proved highly acceptable to a segment of western society.
Annex 3: Catastrophe theory: This is a new controversial way of thinking
about change in all kinds of phenomena in the light of the mathematics of
differential topology.
Annex 4: Tibetan Baddhism: This is a highly structured traditional scheme
of concept sets which. because of both illiteracy and the absence of paper.
uses powerful imagery to facilitate memorability and communicability.
Annex 5: Genetic oode: This recent fundamental breakthrough in the biological
sciences groups a number of concept sets in a highly integrated pattern.
Annex 6: Chinese Communist terminology: This is included because it
illustrates the importance. in one major non-western political system of
concept sets governed by number.
Annex 7: Tonal patterns of Rg Veda chanted poetry: The Rg Veda is. in terms
of survival over 4000 years. the most successful active communication
vehicle. The concept scheme interlinks many concept sets in a very powerful
way.
Annex B: Movement and dance notation: This concept scheme is one of the most
widely accepted frameworksjhrOugh which understanding of dance is ordered.
Annex 9: Chinese art of war: This traditional scheme is even now considered
basic to ordering perceotions of strategy and tactics.
Annex 10: Art of colour: Artists achieve certain visual effects by selecting
intuitively amongst a range governed by a percept1onoriented concept scheme
distinct from the colour preoccupations of physicists and chemists.
Annex 11: Islamic cosmological doctrine: As in the case of Tibetan Buddhism.
this concept scheme has been of special significance to Islamic culture for
an extended period.
Annex 12: Language and transformational-generative grammars: Language itself
should be rich in concept schemes which are themselves a'form of language.
This annex. unlike the others. considers aspects of current thinking which
have rendered superficial the traditional concept sets in this area.
Annex 13: Thermodynamics: This fundamental discipline is concerned with the
description of change in physical processes. It has been applied by analogy
to social processes. Its pattern of concepts is very well integrated.
Unlike the other concept schemes. the concept sets are not explicitly set
out. An attempt is made in this annex to show how they might emerge for
comparison with other schemes.
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Annex 14: Periodic classifieation of chemical elements: This fundamental
scheme is included because of the comprehensibility of the pattern governing
the complexity of the information ordered.
Annex 15: Systematics: This modern scheme. formulated by a philosopharmathematician, is included because of the variety of phenomena it encompasses
and the leads it offers to understanding number-governed pattern1ng complexity.
Annex 16: Periodic coaction coordinate system: This ambitious modern scheme
is included because it purports to order patterns of interaction in a
variety of complex systems.
Annex 17: Synergeticsl geometry of thinking: This highly original and wellintegrated scheme is included because of the multiplicity of concept sets
it includes and the leads it provides as to how tranformations between them
may be accomplished.
Annex 18: Polygons and polyhedra: This annex indicates the sets of polygons
and polyhedra. It is significant in the light of the previous annex as
indicating how set elements can be interrelated in an integrated whole.
Annex 19: Topological features of polyhedra: Again, in the light of Annex 17,
the number-governed sets associated with this material offer useful indications as to how such sets are interrelated in patterns.
Annex 20: Chladni patterns: This is included as a systematic study of the
range of patterns arising form the vibration of a surface area. It is
significant in that it indicates how a zone is "broken up" into sub-zones.
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UNU/GPIO PROJECT

ANNEX 0

This is a project of the Human and Social Development Programme of the United
Nations University on "Goals, Processes, end Indicators of Development" (GPIO).
The project was planned in 1977 and is scheduled for completion in 1982. The
points below are mainly extracted from a document prepared by the project
Coordinator, Johen Galtung:
- Goals, Processes and Indicators of DevelopmentJ a project description.
Tokyo, United Nations University, 1976
1.1

The purpose of the project is stated as being "to contribute to new theories
and practices of development" (p. 1). As one of five features characterizing
the project "Development is defined as development of people. It is not
defined 8S the production of goods and services, nor as ·their diStT1bu'tton,
nor as institution-building, nor as structural transformation, nor as cultural
development, nor as ecological balance." (p. 1). It is doubtful, however,
whether defining development as "development of people" can be considered as
hav'DC completed the definitional exercise or clarified the intended meaning
unambiguously. Indeed later it is stated that "the use of 'country , as the
unit of development will be seriously questioned, and even the concept of
'development' itself -- possibly a latter-day expression of Western models
and ideas of progress" (p. 2).

2.1

"Development" is contrasted in the project with various kinds of mal-development (p.1). Note however that the contrast between "development" and
"over-development" or "under-development" (p. 2) involves a distinction
which must be carefully considered.

3.1

The project is, from its title, concerned with "goals", "processes· and
"indicators" of development -- the "three major divisions of the project" (p. 6)

4.1

In order for appropriate work to be carried out on the project, "in addition
to the three major divisions ••• already reflected in the project title ••• a fourtt
division, "Tools," had to be included. This is not merely a question of
listing research approaches that will be usedJ they are also seen as research
topics 1n their own right." (p. 6)

5.1

The introduction to the project descri~es it as "characterized by" five
features of which the key phrases might be (p. 1-3):
-

development of people ("basic human needs")
conditions for achievement of development goals ("concept/theory-)
people as active sources of insight ("dialogues")
necessary geographical symmetry of research effort ("network")
"integrated approach"

The "five terms in Quotations above ••• are the key terms to define the project."
(p. 3)

6.1

The documentation on GPIO does not appear to contain any explicit sixfold
division of the concept scheme. It might however be expected that such a
dfvision could emerge from the breakdown of the 24 subprojects into 4 groups.

7.1

The documentation on GPIO does not appear to contain any explicit sevenfold
division.

8.1

An explicit eightfold division exists as "A tentative list of GPIO dimensions·
(by the project E-oordinator, circulated 8S a memo) and "suggested for the
purpose of bringing about comparability within the GPID project, and also to
suggest to all of us aspects of the total 'development problemat1que' that
we may, accidentally or intentionally, have left out ...... It consists of:
- spece (regions. ethnocentrism)
- intellectual style
- time (processes. tempocentrism)
- social science style
- social space (other groups)
--GPIO style
- leve~ (personal, globalg
- pragmatics
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12.1

The documentation on GPIO does not appear to contain any explicit twelvefold
division of the concept scheme. However. in order to provide a simplified
presentation of the GPID research process. the Coordinator of the project
recently chose to focus on 12 sUbprojects "to illustrate the methodology
of the GPIO project" (Synergy paper for networks subproject). This selection
may. or may not. be indicative:
-

24.1

ANNEX 0

expansion/exploitation processes
autonomy/liberation 'processes
militarization
strategies
energy
food

-

human development
visions of desirable worlds
visions of desirable societies
alternative ways of life
rights
needs

The GPIO project has since its inception been made up of 24 Bubprojects.
divided into 4 grou~s:
Goals:
- concepts of development
- alternative ways of life
- visions of desirable societies
Processes:
- theories of development
- liberation/autonomy processes
- alternative strategies/scenarios
Indicators:
- goals indicators
- indicators of ecological balance
- politics of indicators
Tools:
- dialogues
- networks
- semiotics
- mathematics

- needs
- rights
- visions of desirable worlds
- expansion/exploitation processes
- militarization
- processes of the UN system
- indicators of territorial systems
- indicators on non-territ. systems
- forms of presentation
- methods of analysis
- interregional studies

27.1

The GPIO is organized in 27 research units. of which one is the coordinating
unit in Geneva. It has been decided that no further units should be added
in the immediate future.

29.1

The GPIO is currently made up of 24 "subprojects" together with 5 "study
groups". The latter are not usually distinguished from the sUbprojects.
although a subtle distinction does exist. The 5 study groups. additional
to the 24 subprojects (indicated under 24.1) are:
- economics
- food
- energy

- dictionary
- human development

It is interesting to note that they do not appear to have been distinguished
according to the fourfold grouping of: goals. processes. indicators or tools.
There is an indication 1n the "List of dimensions" (8.1 above) under "GPIO
style" that a fifth gFouping may be emerging under the term "concrete fields"
30.1

In addition to the special meetings for the 29 groups noted above. a special
series of meetings has been arranged under the topic "integrative workshops".
bringing the total series to 30.

31.1

Although it has not taken the form of either a subproject.
meeting series. there has been an acknOWledged exchange of
on the nature of the GPIO project itself (as distinct from
This might be considered as bringing the total substantive

a subgroup or a
papers reflecting
its integration).
groupings to 31.
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32.1

In addition to the previous foci of concern. the members of the project meet
as e whole in a distinct series of ~n.twork meetings" to consider the
complete range of substantive and other issues. This might be considered
a8 brini6ng the total number of streams of concern to 32

33.1

The affairs of the GPID are steered and coordinated by a small group "of the
wise" amongst the members. This might be considered as bringing the total
number of substantive and administrative streams of concern to 33

-
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ANNEX

GEOMETRY OF MEANING

1

The following points are mainly extracted from the first of two books by Arthur M
Young. The books are in fact complementary:
- The Geometry of Meaning. (Boston 1) Delacorte Press/Seymour Lawrence, 1976
- The Reflexive Universe; evolution of consciousness. (Boston
Seymour Lawrence, 1976

?)

Delacorte Press/

The author is a mathelnatician who invented and developed the Bell helicopter
0.1

"In the pursuit of meaning, the measure formulae (of physics) are invaluable
because they replace words. Words depend upon definitions, which in turn
depend upon other words, making a closed circle. The measure formulae, as
we have seen in the case of length (L) and its derivatives, are more explicit
than words in that they define operations ••• Thus they anticipate the aspects
or categories that we may expect a situation to have •••• The measure formulae
are the outcome of centuries of struggle on the part of physical science to
arrive at a set of terms that can be formulated in such a way as to leave no
vagueness, no ambiguity." (Geometry, p 32)

0.2

"A true scientific inquiry must be based upon some paradigm, and if this is not
recognin1zed the paradigm remains unconscious. Such is the fourfold paradigm
which structures "objective" scienoe and leads to determinism. It is false
because it overlooks first Cause and makes rationality the f1nal arbiter.
Its emphasis on objectiVity omits the projective aspect and leads to a cul-de-sac
It fails to discover the reflexive quality of the oniverse. The sevenfold
paradigm corrects these errors and opens the closed system that the fourfold
would dictate. It frees us from 8 misinterpretation of the constraint of
law. Approaching a subject with the sevenfold paradigm can be compared to
approaching a machine with a knowledge that, in addition to its structure, it
has a purpose and can be turned on, whereas the objective paradigm would
permit only a stUdy of its structure." (Refiexiv8,'P 279)

1.1

"tet us first note that it is much easier to talk about the divided than the
undivided •••• Of the initial unity. we can say nothing, except to regard it as
a dynamic potency (we cannot predict where such potency will lead)." (Geometry,
p 79)

2.1

"What then is the two-operator? It is the operator which is not mediated by
an independent duality. It differs from the dualities in fourfold analysis
(quadratic analysis) 1n that it requires three dimensions 'to express it (ef
the chirality of structures) •••• Furthermore. this operator cannot be described
objectively. It requires participation. which is projective •••• besides
corresponding to the directions of time, the chirality correlates to the two
directions in which one can move in the cycle of action." (Geometry, p 104)

2.2

"It is important to realize at the outset that this operator is not to be
confused with "pseudo-dichotomies" such as positive and negative. true and
false. Such apparent dichotomies, as I explained, actually involve four
distinctions. In the case of positive and negative, the two hidden distinctions
are positive and negative imaginariesJ in the case of true and false, the
distinctions are consistent and inconsistent, without which no use could be
made of the true-false distinction." (Geometry, p 79)

2.3

"While we found that we could use the same(circular)diagram to desoribe both
the (fourfold) learning cycle and the controlled motion of 8 body. recall that
the order in which the steps were taken had to be reversed. While the analysis
of motion used clockwise rotation on the diagram. learning was counterclockwise ••
Generalizing. we may say that clockwise rotation is informed or premeditated
(toward goals), whereas counterclockwise motion is natural or naive (giving
rise to effects) •••• these considerations are so basic that for their formal
expression we need a new operator - a twofold operator - to accommodate leftand right-hand ~otation in our system." (Geometry, p 78-79)

-
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2.4

·1 prefer to think of the reversal of time not as negative time (-T) but as
inverse time (lIT). This is, of course, conjectural, but it has some
interesting implications. If one thinks of normal time as being very long
(even if not infinite), then inverse time (lIT) would be very short -- eternity
in an instant. In the photon, it has long been known that the energy is
inversely proportional to time (h • ET). This implies that in the "anti"
(matter) world there might be an unlimited amount of energy in an instant of time
reversing our normal relationship between size and importance. This compaction
of time would give it the character of omnipresence -- not going "backward"
in time, away from the present, but instead going more deeply into the present.
This interpretation has the merit of conforming to references in countless
religions and mythologies to the super-sensible, nonp~ysical celestial world."
(Geometry, p 81-82)

3...1' "In discussing the (fourfold) learning cycle, I implied that fourfold analysis
is insufficient as a general description of process •••• the cycle includes not
only actions but other factors as well. This is the threefold cycle of
stimulus. response. and result. The three aspects in this case are again
different categories. for which it is quite difficult to find sufficiently
general names." (Geometry. p 25)
3.2

·So the generalized description of the threefold cycle is ••• relationship. act.
state. In returning to a state. which it must do to be a cycle. the process does
not necessarily return to the same state that initiated itJ it only returns to
a state of some kind •••• The threefold is not limited to this cycle. In fact.
the cycle. as an analytic concept, does not fully describe the threefold. In
the more general sense, this is a.way by which wholes divide into three interrelated factors. often. but not always, in the form of two elements plus
that which is between them •••• Since it is basically nonconceptual, it cannot
be defined ••• • (Geometry. p 26-27)

3.3

"The threefold operator, represented analytically as equidistant points on a
circle. is actually a three-dimensional activity, whose measure gives only its
analytic aspect. The analytic aspeet,which is in two dimensions, does not
convey the full meaning of the cube root. it is like the shadow of a solid
figure. The threefold nature of the cube root is nonanalytic. It involves
categories which differ from one another more profoundly than those of the
fourfold." (Geometry, p 55)

3.4

·We may think of the threefold as an endless line (curving though space in an
arbitrary fashion). Between any two points on this line, we can say which is
before. but we cennot look at a piece of it without getting off the 11ne •••• It
is a reality which is always with us, yet perpetually eludes analytic descriptior
•••• If we try to analyze what it is that the threefold describes. we are in a
bind, for it is just that element of participation in life that analysis cannot,
and does not even pretend to, cope with." (Geometry. p 57)

3.5

"The threefold is an entirely different way of cutting the cake. It is much
more fundamental (than the fourfold), and it cannot be anelyzed •••• In fact. the
threefold is the naturel way we move in life. We see something, buy it, and
enjoy itJ food. eating, satisfactionJ stimulus, response, result. There are
three categories of terms: relations, acts, and states. The reader will recall
the difficulty of finding sufficiently general words." (Geometry, p 99)
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3.6 "But when the stimulus causes wrong action and the result is not achieved. the
(fourfold) learning cycle becomes necessary. Thus the learning cycle occurs
only when there is an obstacle in the larger. threefold cycle." (Geometry. p 24)
3.7 "In Bum. we have shown that the threefold, despite the seamless quality which
makes it difficult to get "hold of". is still in the measure formulae of science.
These expressions. which constitute a basic vocabulary of science, fall into
three groups of four: actions. states, relations." (Geometry, p 102)
4.1 "We have shown that the motion of a body, even one controlled by an operator,
may be formally described by the 20ur categories Sf measure ••• Postion (L).
Velocity (L/Tl. Acceleration (LIT ). Control {LIT l. This is the form used
1n so-called measure formulae. the then formulae used in physics to describe
the motion of a body •••• ln describing these measures -- position and its
derivatives -- we have sought to establish:
1. That four categories of measure are necessary and sufficient for the analysis
of motion of a moving body.
2. That the graphic representation of these measures as four right angles
diViding the circle has a special significance -- each right angle is a
phase shift of 90 degrees and correlates with the derivative of the one
before." (Geometry. p 19)
4.2 "The four types of action in the learning cycle corrspond to the four measure

formulae:
Spontaneous act (impulse)
• acceleration
Reaction (also spontaneous)
• velocity (i.e. change)
Observation
• position (the observable factor)
Control
• control
The same {circularl diagram that we used to depict the cycle of action (position.
velocity. acceleration. control) may be used to represent the learning cycle
(spontaneous act. reaction. observation. control). but it is necessary to reverse
the order ••• " [Geometry. p 23)
4.3 "The fourfold operator applies to analysis. concepts. forms. Consisting of two
dichotomies that are mutually orthogonal'. or independent. it tells us that in
any situation that can be dichotomized. or divided into two opposite aspects.
there must exist a second dichotomy which mediates or measures the first."
(Geometry. p 94)
4.4 "While there is no assurance that this approach will solve all problems. it has

the merit of inclUding all possible permutations of the relations between
knower and object ••••
The first category. that of the relationships contained within the object.
conforms to the scientific requirement for a valid description •••
The second category, sense perception of the object. while also objective and
the basis for all scientific experiments. provides only a transition to
scientific knowledge •••• Thus we may describe the objectivity of the first
category as [eneral. that of the second as particular.
The third category consists of values projected upon the object. for instance.
its beauty or ugliness •••• But the further implication that value. because it
1s not inherent in the object. is SUbjective. or limited to the particular
conscdousness of a particular knower. deserves closer scrutiny. For the moment.
I will simply point out that I am replacing "subjective" with the more accurate
word "projective" •••
The fourth category, the function of the object. we also refer to as projective.
An alternative key word is orientation ••• lt refers ••• also to the way in which
the object relates to a larger context •••• We may call the third projective
and general. the fourth projective and particular". (Geometry. p 3-4)
~
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The four states
Because they are not conceptual. the human states must be apprehended through feelings. While each physical state is
the rate of change of the one before. it would appear that the human states do not change into one another except
through the appropriate relationships and acts; and we are reminded that the fourfold is essentially secondary to the
threefold.
Significance/Moment (ML): These two terms come together when we refer to "matters of great moment." meaning
significance. In a broader sense, it is the extent to which things come into focus on an issue. In science, moment is
leverage--the "state" of a mass at a distance-as when a man uses a crowbar to move a stone many times his own
weight.
Establishment/Mass control (ML/T'): Recent
aeronautical practice refers to this product of
mass times control as'''power control," but
strictly it is "force control" or "mass control."
One can recognize the difference between
controlling a small mass, say, a pencil, and
bringing a ship into dock. The control of a
greater mass is a greater accomplishment.
"Establishment" is a tentative general name for
this product. We could also use
"accomplishment" or "consolidation."

Transformation/Momentum (ML/T): By
"transformation," we mean the state resulting
from a change-a certain condition within an
overall "state of flux." It is distinct from
"establishment," which is a final state of control,
usually changeless. Thus the woman admiring her
new hairdo is celebrating a transformation. rather
than the possession of beauty. In science, this
"state of changing" is called "momentum," as the
momentum of the hammer drives the nail, or the
momentum of the car breaks the telephone pole.

Being/Force (ML/'P): Like "impulse" and "spontaneous act." "being" is elusive as a concept. Insofar as it can be
objectively described. it is the result (within the actor) of a spontaneous act-the incorporation of spontaneous action.
It is helpful to contrast it with "having." It may be more easily understood in its scientific guise as force. a condition
which is caused simply by the presence of something-as the force of gravity is caused by the presence of the earth. So
"being" is like the force of personality.

The four acts
Con~rol/Cont~ol.(LIT'): Control is the final stage of the learning cycle. and in a
movtng body It IS the rate of change of acceleration. Control is free' it is at the'
'
disposition of an operator and correlatcs with will.
As the reaction to observation. it is conscious action.
.'ipoflIUflt·OU' actlAcct'!eration (l./7~): Thl'
spontaneous /let is primar.}" and simple. wlI!lout
lllltc\.'cdent. In motion, the initiating factor is
ltcccJeration. as in starting a -car from rest.
Both the spontaneous act and acceleration are
Uf/(OnSClOUS action.

Observation/Position (L): The midpoint in the
learning cycle is observation-the consideration of
what has taken place. For the scientific term, we
may equate it with the thing observed: position.
All the other measures ultimately involve a
measure of Observable position, such as a needle
on a dial.
The observation of position is a conscious
reaction.

ChQllgt'/Vdocity (L/T): \\'h:ity is thc ~hange of,Position, and wc may generalize it
as the change of any obscn'able property. In the learning cycle. it is the point of reaction
to the initial act.
Velocity and changc <passlvc) arc unconscious reaction.
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The four relationships
Impulse/Action (MJ.lI1J: In physi.:s, Ihe quanlulII of a~lion exisls in its pure slate as 11 quantum (discrete particle)
of radiation, having an undividedness which makes it uniqce among physical measures. These "quanta of action" are
the origin of matter, and in having till" power to alter tht' state of an atom, they are the origin of change.
Impulse, like the quantum, is the illitiatlllg fllctor in a process. Also like the quantum, it is instantaneous and
quantizcd--occurring in discrete un lis. Two of its forms, decision and recognilion, emphasize this--you cannot
ref;ognize somebody, nor make a dl',:ision. onc and a half times.
Impulse and action are particular, pOlential, unknown. projectinginlo Ihe future.

Fuith/Moment of inertia (MV): In science, Ihe
moment of inertia is the tendency of a thing to
continue in a given state of rest or mol ion. In
mecl>anical systems, it serves the function of
maintaining steady motion and l'alH:ding oul
fluctuations, as with the flywheel of an engine.
Its human equivalent. faith, is the tendency 10
maintain a given credo .without examination. Like
the flywheel. it serves to maintain steady motion,
carrying us through the vicissitudes of life.
Faith and inertia arc in Ihe present. Faith is
the projection we put upon the present situatioll.

Fllct/Work (MU/P): Work is energy-the
amount of energy expended to perform a task. It
is opposite to inertia.
FM the mind. work is the readjustment of its
implicit beliefs when confronted with fact. Like
work, it is a physical exchange of energy, as
when a scientist tests his theory on physical
objects.
Work and fact are in the present--they are tbe
impingements of the physical world upon the
person. Fact is equivalent to work because the
word is derived from factus. past participle of
facerc. "10 make," as in "factory."

Knowledge/Po .....e r (MU /TJ): Knowledge, or data, is objective descriptive information which sits in the library or in our
minds until it is used.
Power is an Objective measure·-the description of the dimensions of an engine. for example. By itself it is nothing;
power has no actuality until it operates for a time to produce work. Power X time = work.
Knowledge and power manifest through application.

7.1

"The development of process occurs in stages. There are seven steges. Each
stage develops a new power. Powers are cumulative, each one retains the
powers developed in the previous stages:
1. potential
7. dominion
2. SUbstance
6. mobility
3. form (identity)
5. organization
4. COmbination
(Reflexive,-p 255)
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The Chinese Book of Changes (1 Ching) embodies a special system which represents
the results of three thousand years of reflection on the nature of change. The
binary notation system used has attracted the attention of western philosophers
and mathematicians. As a model of change processes in human beings it has been
studied by psychoanalysts. The poetry of its imagery has helped to make it widely
consulted by the younger generation. The points below are extracted from the
- The I Ching or Book of Changes. Princeton University Press. 1967 (English
version of the original 1924 Richard Wilhelm translation. with foreword
by C G Jung)
0.1

The Book of Changes: "Its principles contain the categories of all that is -literally, the molds and the scope of all transformations. These categories
are in the mind of mans everything, all that happens and everything that
undergoes transformation, must obey the laws prescribed by the mind of man.
Not until these categories become operative do things become things." (p. 296)

0.2

The Master said: Writing cannot express words completely. Words cannot express
thoughts completely.
Are we then unable to see the thoughts of the holy sages ?
The Master said: The holy sages set up the images in order to express their
thoughts completely; they devised the hexagrams in order to express the true
and the false completely. Then they appended judgments and so could express
their words completely." (p 322)

0.3

"The established language for communication with supra-human intelligences was
based on numbers and their symbolism." (p. 263)

1.1

"The nUmber one could not be used. as it 1s too abstract and rigid and doss not
inclUde the idea of the manifold." (p. 263)

1.2

"In the Book of Changes a distinction is made between three kinds of change:
nonchange, cyclic change (recurrence), and sequent change (non-recurrence).
Nonchange is the background, as it were. against Which change is possible. For
in regard to any change there must be some fixed point to which the change can
be referredJ otherwise there can be no definite order and everything is dissolvec
in chaotic movement. The point of reference must be established, and this always
requires a choice and decision. It makes possible a system of coordinates into
which everything else is fitted. Consequently at the beginning of the world.
as at the beinning of thought, there is the decision. the fixing of the point
of reference •••• The ultimate freme of reference for all that changes is the
unchanging." (p. 280-1)

2.1

"The Creative produces the invisible seeds of all development. At first these
seeds are purely abstract. therefore with respect to them there can be no action
nor acting upon; here it is lnowledge that acts creatively. While the Creative
acts in the world of the invisible. with spirit and time for its fi.ld, the
Receptive acts upon matter in space and brings material things to compl.tion ••••
The nature of the Creative is movement. Through movement it unites with ease
what is divided •••• The neture of the Receptive is repose. Through repose the
absolutely simple becomes possible 1.n the spatial world. This simplicity,
which arises out of pure receptivity. becomes the germ of ell spatial diversity."
(p. 285-6)
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-There is heaven, the upper world of light, which though incorporeal, firmly
regulates and determines everything that happens, and over against heaven there
is the earth, the lower, dark world, corporeal and dependent in its movements
upon the phenomena of heaven ••• The two principles are united by a relation
based on homogeneity, they do not combat but complement each other. The
difference in level creates a potential, as it were"by virtue of which movement
and liVing expression of energy become possible. This association of high and
low with value differentiations leads to the differentiation of superior and
inferior. This is expressed symbolically 1n the hexagrams of the Book of
Changes which ere considered to have high and low, superior and inferior places.
Each hexagram consists of six places, of which the odd-numbered ones are
superior and the even-numbered ones inferior. There is another difference
bound up with this one •••• The firm, the stong, is designated as the principle
of movement, the yielding as the principle of rest. The firm is represented
by an undivided line, corresponding with the light principle, the yielding by
a divided line that corresponds with the dark principle.
yang

yih
(p. 261-2)

2.3

-When the trigrams intermingle, that is. when they are in motion, a double
movement is observable: first. the usual clockwise movement. cumUlative and
expending as time goes on, and determining the events that are passing, second,
an opposite backward movement, folding up and contracting as time goes on,
through which the seeds of the future take form.- fp. 266-7)

3.1

Three world principles:

heaven
man
earth

dark/light
content
humane feeling/
subject
rectitude
yielding/firm
object having form

3.2

Three positions in trigram

3.3

Three position-pairs in hexagram:

4.1

-These are the two primary forces later designated as yang. the bright principle,
and yin, the dark. Then, through doubling. there arise the four images:

heaven, man, earth

old or great yang
young or little yang
old or greet yin
young or little yin
These correspond with the four seasons of the year." (p. 319)
4.2

"There is nothing that has more movement or greater cohesion than the four
seasons.- (p. 319)
J

4.3

"What manifests itself visibly they called an image, what has bodily form they
called a tool. What is established in usage they called a pattern. That which
furthers on going out and coming in, that which all men live by, they called the
divine.- (p. 316)

4.3

"Therefore four operations are required to produce a change" (p. 312)
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5.1

"Since the Han period especially, when the magic of the "five stages of
change" became associated with the Book of Changes, more and more mystery end
finally more and more hocus-pocus have become attached to the book." (p. 356)

5.2

"The "five stages of change" are usually incorreectly translated ae elements."
(p. 309)

5.3

"There are five heavenly numbers (1,3,5,7,9). There ere also five earthly
numbers (2,4,6,8,10). When they are distributed among the five places, each
finds its complement." (p. 310)

5.4

"Five operations ere undertaken in order to obtain a change." (p. 315)

6.1

Six derived trigrems representing forces acting in pairs to engender cyclic
movement:
Water and fire complement each other
Thunder and wind do not interfere with each other
The forces of mountain end lake are united in their action
(p. 272)

6.2

"The six places in the hexagram are distinguished as follows: The lowest and
topmost are, so to speak, outside the situation. Of these, the lowest is
inferior, because it has not yet entered the situation.
The uppermost is
superior. it is the place of the sage who is no longer involved in worldly
affairs, or, under certain circumstances, of an eminent man who is without
power. Of the inner places, the second end thecfourth are those of officials,
or of sons or women. The fourth is the higher, the second inferior to it.
The third and fifth are authoritative places ••• " (p. 292)

6.3

"The trigrams contain only the images (ideas) of the things they represent. It
is only in the hexagrams that the individual lines come into consideration,
because it is only in the hexagrams that the relationships of above and below,
within and without.appear". (p. 325)

6.4

A changing divided line (old yin) is associated with the number 6 (p. 311)

7.1

It is not in the scheme of hexagrams that a sevenfold division appears but
rather as a factor underlying the emergence of a partiCUlar hexagram in a given
set of circumstances through a ritual procedure with-a set of 50 yarrow stalks.
"The number of the total is fifty. Of these, forty-nine are used. They are
divided into two portions. to represent the two primal fare.s." (p. 310)

7.2

Yarrow stalks "are symbols of heaven and the spirit. Their basic number is
seven, their total number is forty-nine (7x7)." (p. 317)

7.3

An unchanging, undivided line (young yang) is associated with the number 7.
(p. 311)

8.1

"The four images generate the eight trigrams." (p. 318)

8.2

8.3

"Heaven and earth determine the direction.
The forces of mountain and lake are united.
Thunder and wind arouse each other.
Water and fire do not combat each other.
Thus are the eight trigrams intermingled." (p. 265)
An unchanging, divided line (young yin) is associated with the number 8 (p. 311)
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8.4

Thunder (Arousing) brings about movement
Wind (Gentle) brings about dispersion
Rain (Abysmal) brings about moisture
Sun (Clinging) brings about warmth
Keeping still (Mountain) brings about standstill
Joyous (Lake) brings about pleasure
Creative (Heaven) brings about rulership
Receptive (Earth) brings about shelter. (p. 267)

8.5

Arousing: all things come forth' awakening, sttrring, germination and sprouting,
thmnder and electrical energy
Gentle: they come to completion, organic development, things flow into their
forms prefigured in the seed
Clinging: the brightness in which all perceive each other, transformation from
vegetative to psychic awareness, conscious regulation
Receptive: care that all are nourished, mutual service, ripening, harvest,
joint labour
Joyous: fruition and. joy
Creative: mutual arousel of dark and light forces' judment of .deeds accomplished
Abysmal: concentration, toil
Keeping still: perfection, death, renewal (p. 268-9)

8.6

The 64 hexagrams are considered to be divided into 8 "houses" of 8 each (p. 725)

9.1

A changing. undivided 11ne (old yang) Is associateQ with the number 9 (p. 311)

10.1

"There are five heavenly numbers.

12.1

Although not explicitly mentioned. a given 6-position hexagram. together with
the hexagram into which it is changing (or which is its inverse). total 12
positions.

18.1

"Eighteen mutations yield a hexagram." (p. 312)

25.1

"The sum of the heavenly numbers (1.3.5.7.9) is twenty-five. that of the earthly
nUmbers is thirty" (p. 310)

30.1

"The sum of the heavenly numbers is twenty-five. that of the earthly numbers
(2.4.6.8.10) is thirty". (p. 310)

49.1

"The number of the total is fifty. Of these forty-nine are used. They are
divided into two portions to represent the primal powers." (p. 310)

50.1

-The number of the total is fifty." (p. 310)

55.1

"The Bum total of heavenly Bombers and earthly numbers if f1fty-five."(p. 310)

64.1

There are ax8. namely 64 hexagrams in the scheme.
eight houses of eight each. (p. 725)

There are also five earthly numbers" (p. 310)

These are divided into

144.1

"The numbers that yield the Creative total 216, those which yield the Receptive
total 144 •• making in all 360." (p. 311)

216.1

"The numbers that yimld the Creative total 216, those which yield the Receptive
total 144.~aking in all 360." (p. 311)

360.1

"The numbers that yield the Creative total 216, those which yield the Receptive
total 144. making in all 360. They correspond to the days of the year." (p. 311)
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364.1

4096.1

11,520.1

2

Each of the 64 hexagrams with 6 lines has commentaries on the consequences
of the change or movement of the individual lines, making a total of 6x64,
namely 384 commentaries

~Each of the sixty-four hexagrams can change into another through the
appropriate movement of one or more lines. Thus we arrive at a total of
4096 (64 x 64) transitional stages, and these represent every possible
situ8t1on.~ (p. 313)

"The numbers of the stalks in the two parts amount to 11,520, which correspond
with the number of the ten thousand things." (po 312)
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This theory is believed by many to have considerable significance for a wide range
of domains, whether the concern of the natural or the social sciences. The following
points ere extracted from:
- Rene Thom. Structural Stability and Morphogenesis; an outline of a general
theory of models. Reading. Mass •• Benjsmin. 1975
- Alexander Woodcock and Monte Davis.
1978

Catastrophe Theory. London. Penguin.

0.1

"One of the central problems . . . . . ., t'tankind is the problem of the
succession of form. Whatever is the ultimate nature of reality (assuming
that this expression has meaning), it is indisputable that our universe is
not chaos. We perceive beings, objects. things to which we give names. These
beings or things ere forms or structures endowed with a degree of stabilitYJ
they take up 80me part of space and last for some period of time. Moreover,
although a given object can exist in many different guises, we never fall to
recognize itJ this recognition of the same object in the infinite multiplicity
of its manifestations is. in itself. a problem (the classical philosophical
problem of concept) which, it seems to me, the Gestalt psychologists alone
have posed in 8 geometric framework accessible to scientific investigation ••••
If the ahsnge of forms were to take place at all times snd plsces according
to e single well-defined pattern. the problem would be much easier •••• The
fact that we have to consider more refined explsnations ••• to predict the
change of phenomena shows that the determinism of ,the change of forms if not
rigorous. and that the same local situation can give birth to apparently
different outcomes under the influence of unknown or unobservable factors."
(p. 1-2)

0.2

"We may then ask whether we cannot, by a refinement of our geometric intultiQR~
furnish our scientific investigation with a stock of ideas and procedures
subtle enough to give satisfactory qualitative representations to partial
phenomena. It is necessary to emphasize one point: we cen now present
qualitative results in a rigorous way, thanks to recent progress in topology
and diff'erential analysis, for we know how to define a form and can determine
whether two functions have or have not the same form or topological type. We
therefore endeavor in the program outlined here to free our int6ition from
three-dimensional experience and to use much more general. richer. dynamical
concepts, which will in fact be independent of the configuration spaces."(p. 6)

0.3

" ••• when we speak of "information" we should use the word "form". The scalar
measures of information (e.g. energy and entropy in thermodynamics) should be
geometrically interpreted as the topological complexity of a form." (p. 127)

0.4

"It is sometimes said that all information is a message, that is to say, a
finite sequence of letters taken from an alphabet, but this is only one of the
possible aspects of information •••• To conclude. it must not be thought that a
linear structure is necessary for storing or transmitting information (or, more
precisely. significance). it is possible that 8 language. a semantic model,
consisting of topological forms could have considerable advantages. from the
point of view of deduction. over the linear language that we use. although
this idea is unfamiliar to us." (p. 144-5)

0.5

PThis methodology goes against the present dominant philosophy that the first
step 1n revealing nature must be the analysis of the system and .its ultimate
constitutents. We must reject this primitive and almost cannibalistic delusion
about knowledge. that an understanding of something requires first that we
dismantle it. like a child who pulls a wetch to pieces end spreads out the
wheels in order to understand the mechanism •••• Our method of attributing a
formal geometrical structure to a living being, to explain its stability, may be
thought of as a kind of geometrical vital1sm; it prOVides a global structure
controlling ,the local details ..... (p. 159)
I
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0.6

"Summary: 1. Every object. or physical form. can be represented as an
attractor C of a dynamical system on a space M of internal variables.
2. Such an object is stable. and so can be recognized, only when the corresponding attractor is structurally stable.
3. All creation or destruction of forms. or morphogenesis. can be described
by the disappearance of the attractors representing the initial forma. and thei!
replacement by capture by the attractore representing the final forms. This
process. called catastrophe, can be described on a space P of external variable!
4. Every structurally stable morphological process is described by a structur~l.
ally stable catastrophe. or a system of structurally stable catastrophes.on P.
5. Every natural process decomposes into structurally stable islands. the
chreods. The set of chreods and the multidimensional syntax controlling their
positions constitute the semantic model.
6. When the chreod C is considered as a word of this multidimensional language,
the meaning (signification) of this word is precisely that of the global
topology of the associated attractor (or attractors) and of the catastrophes
that it (or they) undergo. In particular. the signification of a given
attractor is defined by the geometry of its domain of existence on P and
the topology of the regulation catastrophes bounding that domain.- (p. 320-1)

0.7

"It may seem difficult to accept the idea that a sequence of stable transformations of our space-time could be directed or programmed by an ongoing centre
consisting of an algebraic structure outside space-time itself. The important
point here. a8 always. ie to regard it as a language designed to aid the
intuition of the global coordination of the part1alsystem controlling these
transformations." (p. 119)

0.8

"Catastrophe theory is a controversial new way of thinking about change
change in a course of events. change in an object~s shape. change in a system's
behaViour, change 1n ideas themselves. Its name suggests disaster. and indeed
the theory can be applied to literal catastrophes such as the collapse of a
bridge or the downfall of an empire. But it also deals with changes as quiet
as the dancing of sunlight on the bottom of a pool of water and as subtle as
the transition from waking to sleep." (Woodcock. p. 9)

0.9

"Greek geometry was essentially timeless: any triangle or circle in the real
world was considered an imperfect. changeable 'shadow' of ideal. eternal.
mathematical form. Thom uses differential topology to start from the opposite
premise: that changes of form (1n processes as well as objects) are real, and
that the aim of science is to grasp what he calls the universe's 'ceaseless
creation, evolution and destruction of forms.'.~ •• Thom's goal is to describe
the origin of forms, which he calls morphogenesis. borrowing a word used by the
Greeks and also by modern biologists. To do so. he has created a mathematical
language -- catastrophe theory -- built on the assumption of structural stabi11t~
and stressing qualitative rather than quantitative regularity. He believes that
it is general enough to fit the snowflake, the butterfly, and the processes that
shape them, as well as the Inore complex and highly organized processes by which
the words 'snowflake' and 'butterfly' enter our minds and speech." (Woodcock,
pp 15-18)

1.1

"When laplace was working on celestial mechanics at the beginning of the
eighteenth century. he developed a convenient mathematical shortcut to represent
the action of gravitational force. This was the potential, a concept that
summed up all the forces acting on an object in a single quantity •••• lt has
become customary since then to view many systems as govenned by the tendency to
seek a minimum of potential energy. although the energy may be of many different
kinds •••• Biology. social science and ordinary language also use the concept of
potential •••• The concept of potential is closely linked to that of equilibrium."
(Woodcock. pp 43-44)

I

-
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1.2

n-dimensional space-time manifold

2.1

"If each of the at tractors involved in a catastrophe enters into competition
in the neighbourhood of the given point only with one or several other
attractors, this is calleD. conflict catastrophe •••• When an attractor enters
into competition with it••lf ••• tt te ealled a bifurcation catastrophe." (p. 41)

3.1

"The rule of three states: A m.DraMllecular structure can occur 1n three
different states.
- At stage 1, formation, the structure is generated by a conflict of ambient
dynemics or, more generally, a singularity of the ambient metabolism
- At stale 2, functional activity, the structure has acquired a aupramoleculer
order with internal stability and properties enzymatic for the ambient dy~
tcs, therefore it acts on these dynamics
- At stage 3, rest or death, the molecular structure remains but is completely
passive in the environment, the structure has no influence on the local
dynemic, and its enzymatic effect is zero ••••
The normal evolution of a structure is from stage 1 via stage 2 to stage 3,
but the transitions 1 to 2 and ~ to 3 are often reversible, for example,
in mitochondria and nuclear membranes." (p. 273)

3.2

"The umbilic catastrophe graphs (hyperbolic, elliptic and parabolic) are
respectively five-, five- and six-dimensional. Instead of one behaviour axis
(see 4.3 below), they have two, so that a catastrophic transition must be
imagined not as a point jumping along a straight line ••• but as a line jumping
across a plane. Obviously, these three types of umbilic catastrophe are
'elementary' only in a technical sense. Their geometry 1s very rich ......
(Woodcock, pp 64-5)

3.3

When a system is governed by 3 control factors, whether it has one or two
behavior axes, there are 5 el
"tery getastrophes

4.1

4.2

"This type of phenomenon, ~1ch" aall generalized catastrophe, occurs
frequently 1n nature. The topological appearance can be varied, and we can
give here en overall qualitiativ9 classification ••• Formally a generalized
catastrophe is characterized by the destruction of a symmetry or homogeneity •••
1. Lump catastrophes •••
2. Bubble catostrophes •••
3. Laminar and filament catastrophes •••
4. Catastrophes with a s~a~ ~~r ••• " (p. 103-4)
4' ~simple" archetypal inte!"_~Mft IIOI'p_10gie8 (in a set of 16) whose graphs,

linear in form, are labelled as follows:
- being
- beginning
--------:':el'tc1 in g
- changing

(p. 307)

4.3

When a system is governed by 4 control factors and one behaviour axis, there
ere 4 elementary catastrophes. If the nUmber of behaviour axes is increased
to two, there are then 7 elementary catastrophes. (Woodcock, p 53)

5.1

When a system is governed by 3 control factors, whether it has one or two
behaViour axes, there are 5 possible elementary catastrophes. CWoodcock, p 53)

5.2

"Since 1965 the theorem has been extended to describe systems with five control
factors, thus adding another four catastrophes, even more complex than the
original seven. For catastrophes with more than five control factors, there
is an infinite number of singularities without unique unfoldings n (Woodcock

p 65)

•

,
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7.1

7.2

"In situations involving thre. d1Menetefta of space and one of time, the number
of elementary catastrophes is seveD. these are:
- the Fold Catastrophe -- which, for example, can be used to explain the
refraction of sunlight by raindrops to form a rainbOW.
- the Cusp Catastrophe -- which can be used to study such events a8 the
transitions from flight to fight, love to hate, and anxiety to calm in
man and animals.
- the Swallowtail Catastrophe -- which can be used to predict certain kinds
of behavior patterns in human nervous disorders,
- the Hyperbolic umbilic Catastrophe -- which 1s helpful in analyzing the
collapse of bridges and the development of sonar devices.
- the Elliptic Umbilic Catastrophe -- which provides a model for the flow
of fluids.
- and the Parabolic Umbilic Catastrophe -- which can serve as a model for
solving problems in the field mf linguistics."(Newsweek 1976 review of
the book by Rene Thorn)
"In any system governed by a potential, and in which the system's behaviour is
by no more than four different factors, only seven qualitatively
di'Fferent types of discontinuity are possible. In other words, while there are
an infinite number of ways for such a system to change continuously (staying
at or near equilibrium), there are only seven structurally stable ways for it
to change discontinuously (passing through non-equilibrium states1. Other ways
are conceivable. but unstable. they are unlikely-to happen more than once ••• To
put it very simply, in a wide range of situations -- physical, biological, even
psychological -- where experience tells us that 'something's got to give' (i.e.
there is a potential and a possible discontinuity), the classification theorem
indicates that there are only seven fundamentally different ways i t could
happen." (Woodcock. pp 52-3)
det8~ned

7.3

"There is a subtle paradox here: each model summarizes the appearance and
disappearance of stability, but it does so in a stable way. This is possible,
as Thorn discovered. because the equilibrium points for general classes of
equations can be represented as unfoldings of topological singularities, and
because for each of the seven simplest singularities, there is only one stable
unfolding: others are possible, but the 'collapse' into the stable form at the
slightest disturbance." (Woodcock, p. 49-52)

7.4

" ••• Thom reached a remarkable conclusion in 1965: that for a very wide range of
processes. only seven stable unfoldings. the seven 'elementary catastrophes',
are possible. The unfoldings are called catastrophes because each of them
has regions where a dynamic system can jump suddenly from one state to another,
although the factors controlling the process change continuously. Each of
the seven catastrophes represents a pattern of behaviour determined only by the
number of control factors. not by their nature or by the interior mechanisms
that connect them to the system's behaviour. Therefore the elementary
catastrophes can be models for a wide variety of processes, even those in which
we know little about the quantitative laws involved. This is an extraordinary
idea: haw is it possible that two processes can have features in common even
when they are on different physical scales. operate under different quantitative
laws and are affected by different sets of causes ?" (Woodcock, p 34)

11.1

"Since 1965 the theorem has been extended to desc~ibe systems with fiVe control
factors, thus adding another four catastrophes, even more complex than the
original seven. For catastrophes with more than five control factors, there
is an infinite number of singularities without unique'unfoldings. When this
occurs, it is no longer possible to distinguish among the possible catastrophe
surfaces." (Woodcock. p 65)

-
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12.1

12 "complex" archetypal interaction morphologies (in a set of 16) whose graphs
are labelled as follows:
- crossing
- sending
- capturing
- giving
- fastening
- "almost"
- taking
- failing
- rejecting
- cutting (p. 307)
- e",U:tlft&
- stirring

16.1

"In fact every linguisticallr -..er1", process contains privileged domains
of space-time bounded by catastrophe hypersurfaces. these domains are the
actants of the process. the beirlgs or objects whose interactions are described
by the t.xt •••• At each moment ••• we contract each actant to a point. and when
two actants interact this implies that their domains come into contact in a
region of catastrophe pointB Which we also contract to a point of intersection
of the lines of the two contiguous actants. In this way we associate a graph
with every spatiotemporal process. I then propose that the ••• interaction
sUbgraph ••• belongs to one of ••• sixteen archetypal morphologies •••• (made up of
a "simple" linear group of 4 and a more "complex" group of 12)." (p. 311 and
307. see 4.2 and 12.1 above)
l

16.2

The parabolic umbilic may be represented on a plane surface by a cyclic
sequence of sixteen sections. of which several depict conditions characterized
by other elementary catastrophes. The cycle includes eight "principal
changes of topological type" (p. 85-6)

TIBETAN BUDDHISM
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Tibetan Buddhism has developed a highly detailed integrated set of concept sets.
They acquired their present form approximately five centuries ago. The points
below are extracted from two books:
- Detlef 1ngo Lauf: Secret Doctrines of the Tibetan Books of the Dead. Boulder
and London. Shambhala. 1977
- Lama Geshey Ngawang Dhargyey: Tibetan Tradition of Mental Development.
Dharamsala (India). Library of Tibetan Works and Archives. 1976
It should be noted that each concept is usually associated with: an image (often
of a specific deity). a tone. a syllable. Concept sets are often associated with
complex images (composed of many deities). Great stress is placed on the procedures
6f transferring from one set to anotherJ these will not be considered here.
0.1

"The symbols which are of interest to us here are not so much the individual
numbers. colours. or forms. but rather the number and aspects of the divine
worlds that appear in the visions. The Tibetans have always had a predilection
for gathering together important concepts or groups of teachings into numbervalues. As a simple example we could mention "the three deities of long life,"
or the "four blisses" of yoga ••• The language of the religious texts and
especially of the great treatises of Tibet is extremely rich in such groupconcepts. It is understandable that as definite verses they could be more
easily remembered ••• (end) therefore afford us an important classification and
overview.
We generally find in the writings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead a progression
from the number one to the number two (as the most important tantric polarity),
the number three (as trinity). the number four as quaternity (or as a unity fron
out of the trinity). and the number five as the centering of the quaternity
and the tantric uniting of the cosmological and psychological opposites. This
leads in its double aspect to the number ten. There then follow the equally
significant symbolic groupings under the number six. under seven unities.
and finally various kinds of symbolic groupings of eight ••• lt is clear, just
from an overview of these symbolic groups. that the Tibetan Book of the Dead •••
has synthesized this knowledge about the direction of awareness into a
harmonious unity as a guide through the bardo (after-life)". (Lauf. p. 48-9)

2.1

"All the deities of the Tibetan Book of the Dead. and in fact most deities
in the Buddhist-Tantric system of India. can be represented as a unity of
polarities. In the lower stages of Buddhist Yoga the deities are considered
in their single aspect ••• The middles stages teach alternating realization of
either the masculine or the femine aspects of the buddhas and initiation
deities ••• ln the higher and highest Tantras the student experiences teachings
connected with the simultaneously appearing double aspects of deity and female
deity in tantric embrace." (I. Lauf. p. 52)

2.2

"The buddha (as path) and the female partner (as goal) are the two concepts
which serve to describe the process of meditation and ultimately also every
activity." (Lauf. p. 52)

2.3

"Even more extensive is the next double aspect, in which buddhas and bodhisattvas can assume a peaceful or a wrathful form of emanation •••• They are
related to two ways that human awareness manifests, namely, as pure knowledge.
wisdom. and enlightenment on the one hand. and intellectual wisdom, discriminating thought, and rationality on the other •••• The terrifying deities are
seen as forms of the intellect which appear as long as it is involved in the
dualistic struggle within itself of "for and against"."(Lauf. p. 52-3)

2.4

"The two causes of suffering are Karma and Klesas (hindrances)."(Ohargyey, p.30)
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- physical form
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(Lauf, p. 23)

3.2

"In the Tibetan Book of the Dead the tikaya symbolism is closely related
to the three bardo (after-life) experiences which we saw to be planes of
transformation 1n the world beyond." (Lauf, p. 54)

3.3

"In Tibetan texts we often find mention of the "three jewels", which are
supported by many layers of meaning •••• (for example) ••• the Buddha, the
teachings, and the community of disciples." (Lauf, p. 54)

3.4

"We thereby come to the third well known triad, which is a complex expression
of three different processes of awareness. The religious teachings are
to be learned by listening, deepened by contemplation. and actualized by
meditation •••• The threefold practice is one of the foundations of Buddhist
teachings."(Lauf, p. 55)

3.5

"The most important mantric triad in all the holy scriptures and ritual texts
of Vajrayana Buddhism is the three seed-syllable, Om Ah Hum." (Lauf, p. 56)

3.6

"Desire belongs to the three basic faults of human behavior, which become the
causes of all other failings and thereby of all suffering. The other two are
hatred and ignorance."CLauf, p. 57). They correspond to the 3 doors of
the body: body,: speech, and mind. (Dhargyey, p. 20)

3.7

There are 3 groups of deities, corresponding to the 3 failings and to the
3 lotus centres (chakras): 58 wrathful deities,S vidyadharas (with pr6jna),
and 42 peaceful deities. (Lauf, p. 59)

3.8

3 kinds of suffering experienced by all sentient beings: misery, change,
and extensiveness (Ohargyey, p. 20)

4.1

4 noble truths: truth of suffering, origin of suffering, cessation of
suffering, path to the cessation of SUffering. (Dhargyey, p. 20]

4.2

4 qual!fications of suffering:
- impermanence (death, momentary changes of thought, etc)
- unsatisfactoriness (cyclic existence and misery)
- voidness of independent self-existence
- no-self (dependence on cause and effect)
(Dhargyey, p. 20)

4.3

4 aspects of the arising of Buffering: cause, source, circumstances, violent
development or growth. (Dhargyey, p. 29-30)

4.4

4 opponent powers to be employed whenever one of the 10 non-virtuous acts is
committed:
- strong remorse, from contemplating its effects
- firm intention not to commit the act again
- taking refuge in universal love to all beings
- persistent effort to abandon non-virtue
(Dhargyey, p. 51-2)

4.5

"An interesting iconographic and psychological phenomenon in the Tibetan Book
of the Dead are the deities known as the four Guardians •••• (which) appear as
masculine-femine pairs •••• As a rule, the four male Guardians point towards
the "four limitless ultimate questions" •••• the four female Guardians usually
stand for the "four divine boundless states". Both groups together constitute
the most important elements of a meditational practice that in every respect
transcends the individu8l personality and which is said to11ead to correct
insight into the right kind of awareness and of corresponding hurnan behavior."
(Lauf, p• 60 ) I
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4.6

"The "four limitless ultimate questions" concern the meaning of birth and
death, of immortality and extinction [of life), of Being and Not-Being, and
of the phenomenal world and emptiness. These are ••• the questions that determine
one's fate ••• They are associated in their meaning with the well known
"four infinities" •• :(Lauf, p. 60)

4.7

" ••• the "four divine boundles9 states" •••• are the most important qualities or
ways of acting for leading a spiritual life in the sense of Buddhist teachings.
The "four divine boundless states" are the conscious development of kindness,
compassion, sympathy, and equanimity." [Lauf, p. SO-1)

4.8

MA further fact worth noting is the fourfold arrangement of the visions of
the 110 deities of the bardo. The 49 days of the after-death state until the
next incarnation include four groups of seven days in which the peaceful
deities appear (7 days), the wrathful deities appear (7 days), and all the
deities together (14 days)." (Lauf, p. S1)

4.9

"The "four consecrations ..... constitute for us the most important foundation
for an understanding of the "four bodies", which we localized in four different
lotus centers as planes of psychic development of spiritual powers." CLauf,
p. 61-2) The consecrations noted are: profane to consecrated body, verbal
plane to pure word, heartto spiritual center, earthly man to universal man.
(p. 62)

4.10

4 categories of the noble eightfold path:
- cutting root of ignorance (1st path)
imparting understanding to others (2nd)
bringing others to strong conviction about the truth of Oharma (3-5th)
(Ohargyey, p. 200)
applying opponent powers to hindrances (S-8th)

5.1

"The foundation of all mandalas is the scheme of the five Tathagatas or
transcendent Buddhas, who, together with their female counterparts, the
Buddha-Oakinis, open up a realm of symbolism rich in interrelationships •••• The
five Tathagatas correspond to the five skandhas or groups of human personality,
which stands at the center of the Buddhist analysis of Being •••• The five
Tathagatas as emanations of the five transcendent wisdoms are each assigned
to a specific psychic center, in order to eliminate in it, by means of certain
meditative practices, one of the five poisons, or hindrances, which obstruct
the path towards enlightenment and liberation." ([auf, p. 65-6)

5.2

5 interruptions or hindrances constituting obstacles to the development of
enlightenment:
- laziness
- forgetting instructions and objective
- mental agitation and dullness
- neglecting the application of remedies
- unnecessary application of remedies
(Ohargyey, p. 149-153)

5.3

5 powers needed for development of understanding:
- faith
- armour -like perseverance
- awareness of four noble truths
- combination of Samatha and Vipayana
- ability to examine the void nature of the four noble truths (Ohargyey, 194)

5.4

5 paths of Mahayana Buddhism: ,direct understanding of Oharma, of the profound
meaning of Dharma. of Truth. post-meditational underst~nding of Truth, and
the wisdom of abandonment of both types of mental obstacles (Ohargyey, p. 198)

5.5

5 wisdoms: emptiness, mirror-like wisdom, equanimity, clear sight, perfected
activity (lauf, p. 164)
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-The five groups, or skandhas of the personaltty are the body as a physical
form, sensation, perception, motivation, and ewareness. These five groups
mutually interact and form what we call the human personality, or the presence
of the individual in the world." (Lauf. p. 16)

5.1 5 planes of humsn activity: body, speech, mind, deserving action (merit),
and deed (karma)

(Lauf, p. 66-6)

5.8

5 psychic centers associated with the 5 Tathagatas: "In the lotus canters
1n the skull, the throat, the heart, the navel, and the perineum are
situated the spiritual forces ••• that oppose the five hindrances •••• They
correspond to a descending arrangment of tantric psychophysical symbols
for the transformation of the five planes of human activity ••• " (Lauf, p. 66)

5.~

5 groups of deities: 58 wrathful deities, 5 wisdom-possessing deities,
42 peaceful deities,S forms of
Oakinis, one wrathful protective deity
(Lauf, p. S8)

5.10 "Before entering this world, Buddha mede five observations concerning the time,
pIece, caste, lineage and mother to whOm he would be born." (Ohargyey, p. 13)
This may be compared with the "five certain conditions that invariably
accompany the (body of bliss): place ••• discourses ••• physical form ••• circle
of disciplas ••• time." (Dhargyey, p. 206)
6.1

"In the teachings of the Tibetan Book of the Dead there is a detailed
description of the six realms of incarnation which are called the wheel of
life. This sixfold world opens up to the wandering awareness-principle ••••
We can describe the six realms of existence as symbols of the working out
of human vices •••• The six forms of existence appear as one-sided exaggerations
of human ways of behaving and can be derived from the six failings or
hindrances. They are represented pictorially as the worlds of gods, titans,
human beings. animals, hungry ghosts, and denizens of hell." (Lauf, p. 68-70)

6.2

6 primary hindrances which result in continued wandering in illusion: ignorance,
desire and attachment, anger and hatred, pride, dOUbting truth, false views
(delusions)." (Ohargyey, p. 33)

6.3

6 realms of existence: 3 upper, 3 lower (18 hells, preta realm, animal realm)
(Ohargyey, p. 53)

6.4

6 perfections or kinds of conduct: giVing, morality, patience, enthusiastic
perseverance, samadhi. discriminating wisdom (Ohargyey, p. 130-161)

6.5

6 forces employed to attain the 9 mental stages of en~dihtenment:
- hearing (1st)
- alertness (5th and 6th)
- contemplation (2nd)
- enthusiastic perseverance (7th and 8th)
- memory (3rd and 4th)
- complete acquaintance (9th)
( Ohargyey, 160)
6 forms of suffering experienced by all beings: uncertainty, greed,
necessity of repeatedly abandoning the body, conception, uncertain level of
future birth, lack of friends or companionship (Ohargyey, p. 26-28)

6.6

6.7

6 kinds of primary consciousness: visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory,
tactile, mental. (Ohargyey, p. 31)

6.8

6 categories of secondary consciousness. which is of 51 types: enabling use
of object of perception (5), understanding things indiVidually (5), virtuous
mind (11). primary hindrances (6), secondary hindrances (20), remainder (4).
([lhargyey, 31-5)
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6.9

"Knowledge required for the path through the intermediate realm of the bardo
(after-life) is six-fold:
- of former place of birth or realm of existence
- of dying, of the crossing over of ewareness, and of new rebirth
- of transcending spirit
- of all hidden ••• appearances
- of the six realms of Bxistence •••
- of all liberating (purifying) capabilities.
Here we have a series of very subtle pieces of knowledge which all relate to
how the path through the dangers of the bardo can be traversed with awareness."
(Lauf, p. 22)

6.10

6 kinds of bardo ,intermediate state:

- realm of life (place of birth
- meditation
- experience of reality
6.11

- dream state
- experience of death
- seeking rebirth

(Lauf, p, 36)

6 Buddhas of the bhavacakra, associated with the 6 syllables of the great

mantra (Lauf, 70-71)
6.12

Om ma ni pad me hum: "This six-syllable mantra is for every Tibetan the most
holy invocation of ••• (the great Bodhisattva of active compassion, the merciful
onlooker) ••• who is directly- associated with the six worlds." (Lauf, 70)

6.13

6 wisdoms: meditation, moral education, energy, knowledge, generosity,
equanimity. (Lauf, p. 123) (Note also 6.4, above)

7.1

"It is generally accepted that the total time of the intermediate state (bardo)
between two successive earthly incarnations is 49 days. The var10~scycle8
of emanations of the deities divide this time into a rhythm that is always
determined by the number seven." (Lauf, p. 95-6)

7.2

7 causes of enlightenment:
- memory
- discriminating wisdom
- enthusiastic perseverance
- equanimity

- gladness
- ecstasy
- samadhi
(Ohargyey, p. 196-7)

aspects of Buffering relating primarily to that of mankind:
- separation from that to which one is
- birth
- old age
attached
- sickness
- undesirable events
- not finding sought happiness and pleasures
- death
(Ohargyey, p. 23-6)
- haVing a body
of life

8.1

B

8.2

8 freedoms of a fully endowed human body:

- 4 freedoms from fetters within human existence
- 4 freedoms from non-human types of birth
8.3

8 wordly practices to be renounced:

6.4

(Ohargyey. p. 39)

pleasure from gain
displeasure from not giving
happiness from worldly pleasuresadness from displeasure
-

pleasure at pr~ise
displeasure at abuse
pleasure from pleasing words
displeasure from unpleasant speech
~Ohargyey, p. 45-6)

8 beneficial qualities to the attainment of higher states of existence

(Ohargyey, p. 95-6)
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8.S

8 conditions essential for attaining enlightenment (Ohargyey, p. 147-8)

8.6

6 remedies to the 5 hindrances which are obstacles to the development of
enlightenment CDhargyey, p. 149)

8.7

8 characteristics of a true refuge, as possessed by the Buddha (Ohargyey, 61-2)

8.8

Eight-petalled lotus of the heart chakra, the place of spiritual actualizations
in the dharmakaya (Lauf, p. 26)

8.9

8 great Bodhisattvas who rule over the 8 kinds of awareness and are associated
with 6 Bodhisattva-Oakinis (forming a group of 16 deities). The latter are
associated with the 8 realms of operation of these kinds of awareness. -Thereby
the potential inner world of amn is addressed, as well as his outer world with
which he is connected by the eight functions of awareness. The synthesis
of all these connections corresponds to complete detachment from the material
world as a means toward liberation." (Lauf. p. 114)

8.10 8 kinds of awareness. corresponding to the
- visual (recognition of illusions) - hearing (recognition of dharma)
- smell
- taste
-

8 Bodhisattvas:
body sense
thinking (knowledge)
wisdom (awareness)
enlightenment of hindrances
(Lauf, p. 116-7)

8.11 6 realms of awareness, corresponding to the 8 Bodhisattva-Oakinis:
- visual field (objective things)
- perceptions of tone
- karmica.ll1usory thinking
- thought-awareness
- religious thinking
- intellectual activities
(Lauf. p.

11~-7)

8.12 ·With the Fury-like eight wrathful female deities. called the Keurima, we

encounter the terrifying aspects of the eight peaceful Bodhisattvas from the
first cycle of bardo deities •••• The Keurima are called "Wisdom-Oakinis of
the eight kinds of awareness"." [Lauf. p. 147)
8.13 BA second group of eight terrifying goddesses are the eight therioMorphic

Ma-mo Goddesses or Phr-men-ma. who rule over the eight realms of awareness ••••
they are the wrathful counterparts to the eight Oakinis of the Bodhisattvas
from the first cycle of ~eaceful deities." (Lauf. p. 148)
8.14 Noble eightfold path:

- right
right
right
right

view [of appearances)
thought (of desires. etc)
speech [avoiding lies. ete)
behavior

-

right
right
right
right

livelihood
effort (in the right direction)
mindfulness
concentration (Ohargyey. p. 198)

9.1

9 points to be remembered concerning death (Ohargyey, p. 21-2)

9.2

9 categories of inborn delusion (of which there are 108) to be abandoned.
(Ohargyey, p. 204)

9.3

9 mental stages of enlightenment:
- placing the mind
- placement with continuity
- patchlike concentration
-close placement of mind on object
- controlled mind

•

-

pacified mind
pacification of dullness and agitation
single-pointed concentration
mind on subject with equanimity
(Ohargyey. p. 156-9)
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10.1

10 endowments of a fully endowed human body: 5 personal, 5 circumstantial.
(Dhargyey, p. 40)

10.2

10 non-virtuous acts (for each of which there are three kinds of effect):
- killing
- abuse
- idle gossip
- stealing
- craving
- sexual misconduct
- ill-will
- lying
(Dhargyey, p. 41-2, 78-85)
- wrong views
- slander

10.3

10 innermost jewels: entrustments (4), convictions (3), changes in living
status (4). (Dhargyey, p. 46)

10.4

10 Bodhisattvabhumis or stages of enlightenment (Dhargyey, p. 202-3)

10.5

10 powers of understanding characteristic of full enlightenment (Dhargyey,
p. 209-211)

11.1

11 kinds of mind of virtue (Dhargyey, p. 32-3)

11.2

11-round contemplation exercise (Dhargyey, p. 123-4)

11.3

11 ways of helping sentient beings (Dhargyey, p. 133-4)

11.4 "In the Tibetan Book of the Dead Avalokitesvara appears as the bringer of
salvation who shows the path of release to the beings in the six worlds.
We find him described there ••• more often in his eleven-headed and eightarmed form as Avalokitesvara of great compassion."(Lauf, p. 70)
12.1

12 principal deeds of the Buddha involving the 3 doors of body, speech, and
mind. COhargyey, p. 13-19)

12.2

12 links of interdependent origination whereby sentient beings come into
existence:
- propulsive causes
- results of propulsive causes
- dependent origination of birth
- ignorance
- throwing karma
- name and form
- growth and development of the
- consciousness
causes of existence
six entrances
- craVing
- contact
- grasping
- feeling
- existence
- result of existence
- dependent origination of old age
end death
(Ohargyey, p. 100-102)

13.1

13 golden doctrines of Saikya CDhargyey, p. 5)

13.2

Dhameraja. the judge of death. has 13 demonic assistants who help him make
judgment over the dead person's individuel Rarma.
CLauf. p. 135-6)

16.1

16-petalled lotus of the throat center, the center of the actiVity of
Sambhogakaya, the verbal plane of mantras and invocations to the transcendent
buddhas. Clauf, p. 28)

16.2

Combined group of 8 Bodhisattvas and 8 8odh1sattva-Dakinis (Lauf. P. 114)

16.3

16 incorrect views (in 4 groups) concerning the four noble truths. (Ohargyey.
p. 37-38)
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17.1 The Tibetan Book of the Dead is divided into 17 chapters (lauf. p. 3)
18.1 18 characteristics of a fully endowed human body:
- 6 freedoms
- 10 endowments
(Ohargyey. p. 39-41)
18.2 16 kinds of knowledge characteristic of Buddhas

(Dhargyey. p. 211-213)

18.3

18 states of hell: hot hells (8). cold hells (8). occasional hells (2)
(Dhargyey, p',53-6)

20.1

20 secondary hindrances binding people to illusion:
- growth of anger
- avarice
- grudge holding
-.;; pride
lack of faith or joy in virtue
action resulting from anger
laziness
- intention to harm
jealousy
carelessness
- hiding faults
- forgetfulness
- pretence of virtue
- unalertness
inward shamelessness
- depression. dullness
- mental agitetion
- outward shamelessness
- mental wandering (Dhargyey. p. 34-35)
- hiding hindrances

-

-

-

25.1

26 difficulties or hindrances which must be eliminated before nirvane
(Ohargyey, p. 36)

28.1

28 powerful, animal-headed goddesses. also called the 26 flesh-eating
Oakinis (lauf. p. 150-2)

30.1

30 effects of the 10 non-virtuous acts. (Dhargyey. p. 67-9)

32.1

32 major charactsristics signifying the Buddhas supreme attainment (Dhargyey.
p. 64)

32.2

Topmost 32-petalled lotus. the plane of intellectual experience and discrimin
ating thought. (lauf. p. 28)

38.1

38 chapters of a particular edition of the Tibetan Book of the Dead ([auf. p.

42.1

42 peaceful deities. as emanations of the heart (lauf. p. 99-140)

49.1

"It is generally accepted that the total time of the intermediate state
(bardo) between two successive earthly incarnations is 49 days. " (lauf, p. 9

51.1

51 kinds of secondary consciousness (Dhargyey, p. 31-35)

58.1

58 wrathful deities, as emanations'of'the intellect (lauf. p. 141-155)

54.1

Navel. solar plexus chakra, 54-petalled lotus, the focus of the emanations
of physical plane of development of action and karmic activity (Lauf. p. 28)

80.1

80 minor characteristics signifying the Buddhas supreme achievement (Dhargyey
p. 64)

100.1

56 wrathful and 42 peaceful deities (lauf, p. 112)

10i8.1

108 inborn delusions to be abandoned (Ohargyey. p. 204)

110.1

110 qualities attained on path of insight (Ohargyey, p. 197)

110.2

"In the bardo (after-life) the 110 deities of the mandalas eppear as emanatiol
from the three centers of intellect (58 wrathful deities), speech (10 wisdom
de1tie~ and dakinisl. and heart (42 peaceful deiti.s).
We must conceive the
three ran~s of deities as complementary images whose purpos•••• is to raise
the totality of human awareness out of the realm of ignorance ••• " (Lauf. p. 5

-
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GENETIC CODE AND AMINOACIDS

The fundamental breakthrough in the biological sciences represents a valuable
indication of the degree of patterning complexity which it is useful to consider.
The information below is extracted from a number of sources
1.1

A single codon triplet contains the minimum information to specify an
amino acid. Two amino acids are so specified: methionine. tryptophan

2.1

Two codon triplets are required for the specification of
acids

2.2

Two of the 20 amino acids ere acidic (bearing a net negative charge): aspartic
acid. glutamic acid
There are two sets of triplets which are used as terminators

2.3

~;

of the amino

2.4

For combinations of 3 (of the 4) genetic letters A. T (or U). C, and G to
specify the 20 amino acids. each letter c~n be considered as specified by
2 digits of binary code in the 64 (i.e. 4 ) possibilities required to
construct the code

2.5

In the helical structure of DNA. tn. four chemical bases ("letters")
always link in pairs: A with T, and C with G • These links cross the helix,
the sides being formed by sug..s.· and phosphates
Three (of the 4) genetic letters A, T (or U), C, and G are required to
specify an amino acid, as the minimum informatioo necessary: a codon triplet
Three of the codon triplets are used to define only one of the 20 amino
acids: isoleucine

3.3

Three of the 20 amino acids are basic (bearing a net positive charge):
lysine. arginine. histidine

4.1

The sequence of the genetic letters. A (adenine). T (thymine). C (cytosine),
and G (guanine), in the DNA is first transcribed into the corresponding
sentence of the letters A. U (uracil). C. and G in the messenger RNA. There
are thus four possible elements from which the codon triplets can be
constructed, the "words"

5.1

There are 5 of the 20 amino acids which are composed of 4 codon triplets:
proline, threonine. alanine, valine. glycine

6.1

A codon triplet is defined by 6 positions of binary code in a set of 64 (4 3 )
elements

6.2

7.1

B.1

8.2

There are 3 of the 20 am1noacids which are composed of 6 codon triplets:
serine. argin9ne. leucine
Seven of.,the 20 amino acids are POlar: glycine, serine, threonine. cysteine.
tyrosine, aspargine, glutamine
Eight of the 20 amino acids must, in the ceseof man at least, ba present in
the diet and cannot be synthesized: methionine, tryptophan, threonine, valine.
isoleucine, lysine, leucine, phenylalanine
.
Eight of the 20 amino acids are hydrophobic: alanine, valine. leucine,
isoleucine, proline, phenylalanine, tryptophan, methionine
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20.1

One or more of the 64 possible codon triplets is required to construct
each of the 20 amino acids essential to all forms of human life (as well
as the 2 terminator codes)

64.1

(see 20.1)
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ANNEX 6

The political system of the Peoples Republic of China makes considerable use of
concepts and slogans which are grouped and often specifically identified by number.
The examples included here are extracted from:
- A Comprehensive Glossary of Chinese Communist Terminology. Taiwan,
Institute of International Relations, National Chengchi University, 1978
1.1

One complete elimination: obliterate the bourgeois outlook

2.1

Two decisions: build a Mao memorial, pUblish his works.

3.1

Three airs: arrogance of the technically advanced, frustration of the technically backward, evil of disseasion.

4.1

Four, Gang of

5.1

Five loves: motherland, people, labor, science, public property.

6.1

Six checks on students: check thefts and robbers, teenagers' untimely involvement in love, improper work style, incorrect attitudes toward study, behavior
in disrupting public property, selfishness

7.1

Seven shoulds: think about the revolutionJ insist on principlesJ expose problems
trust, help, support and learn from one another; be humble and prudentJ look
at problems from both sidesJ develop a system of democratic centralism

8.1

Eight elements to be got rid of: renegades, spies, capitalist roaders, landlords
rich peasants, counterrevolutionaries, bad people, rightists

9.1

Nine stinking categories: the eight elements, plus intellectuals

10.1

Ten word method for fertilizers: cauterize, burn, dig, exchange, sweep, shovel,
soak, heap, pick, fish

12.1

Twelve whys

16.1

.16 Points

20.1

20 Manifestations

21.1

21 Crimes

23.1

23 Articles

25.1

25 Points

28.1

28 Bolshevists

40.1

40 Articles

50.1

SO Word program

60.1

60 What to dos

70.1

70 Articles

100.1

100 Flowers blooming
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TONAL PATTERNS OF RG VEDA CHANTED POETRY

ANNEX 7

The Rg Veda is a collection of hymns which constitutes the earliest literary document
of the Indian tradition. which is believed to have been composed between 2.500 and
1.500 BC~ 'Tne hymns are still chanted and their is considerable interest in exploring
both their special use of language and their relationship to the mathematics of music.
The following points are extracted from two complementary books:
- Ernest G McClain. The Myth of Invariance. Boulder and London. Shambhale. 1976
- Antonio T de Nicol~s. Meditations through the Rg Vede. Boulder end London.
Shambhala. 1978
0.1

"In the beginning was tone. This is the most important clue to beer in mind
in our effort to understand the Rg Vedic conception and use of Language and
of languages. The whole of the Rg Veda is chanted •••• we have already pointed
out the sophisticated musical-metrical structure of the hymns. and it is
precisely on this model of musical tones that the meaning of the hymns is
grounded ••••
Tone is a sound of a certain fixed pitch •••• man discovered that the intervals
between the tones could be defined by the ratios of the lengths of pipes and
strings that sounded them. It was the ear that made ratios invariant: by its
vivid memory of the simpler intervals. the ear made the development of a
science of pure relations possible within the theory of numbers. the tone-field
now being isomorphic with the number field •••• The ratids of the first six
integers defined the primary building blocks: the octave 1:2. the fifth 2:3,
the fourth 3:4; the major third 4:5. and the minor third 5:6.
That tones recur cyclically at every dOUbling or halVing of frequency or
wave-length is the 'basic miracle of music'. From this acoustical phenomenon.
the number 2 acquires its 'female' status; it defines invariantly the octave
matrix within which all tones come to birth. Here. in this initial identification of the octave with the ratio 1:2. is the root of all the problems which
haunt the acoustical theorist. problems which the ancient theorist conceived
as symbolizing the evil and disorder of the universe. The octave refuses to
be subdivided into subordinate cycles by the only language ancient man knew -the language of natural number. or integers. and the rational numbers derived
from them. It is blunt arithmetical fact that the higher powers of 3 and 5
which define subordinate intervals of music never agree with higher powers
of 2 which define octave cycles. It is man's yearning for this impossible
agreement which introduced a hierarchy of values into the number field. For
our ancestors. the essence of the world and of the numbers which interpreted
that world was sound. not substance. and that world was rife with disagreemant
among an endless number of possible structures." (de Nicolas. p. 55-56)

0.2

"Therefore. from a linguistic and cultural perspective. we have to be eware
that we are dealing with a language where tonal and arithmetical relations
establish the epistemological invariances •••• Language grounded in music is
grounded thereby on contex~ dependenc~, any tone can have any possible relation
to other tones. and the shift from one tone to another. which alone makes
melody possible. is a shift in perspective which the singer himself embodies.
Any perspective (tone) must be "sacrificed" for a new one to come into beingJ
the song is a radical activity which requires ~~~ovation while maintaining
continuity. and the "world" Is the creation of the ·singer. who shares its
dimensions with the song.In ancient times. the'ihfinite possibilities of the number field were considered isomorphic with the infinite possibilities of tone •••• Today in the West. we
use number to constrict all possibility to an economically convenient limit.
the international pitch standard ••• and the limitation to 12 equal semitones
within the octave are antithetical to the spirit and needs of mosic. Rg Vedic
man. like his Greek counterparts. knew himself to be the organizer of the
scale, and he cherished the multitude of possibilities open to him too much
to freeze himself into one dogmatic posture. His language keeps alive that
"openness" ,to alternatives. yet it avoids entrapment in anarchy. It also
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resolves the fixity of theory by setting the body of man historically moving
through the freedom of musical spaces. viewpoint transpositions, reciprocities,
pluralism, and finally, an absolute radical sacrifice of all theory as a
fixed invariant." (de Nicol~s, p. 57)
0.3

"In a language ruled by the criteria of sound, perspectives, the change of
perspectives and vision. stand for what musicologists call "modulation".
Modulation in music is the ability to change keys within a composition. To
focus within this language, and by its criteria, is primarily the activity
of being able to run the scale backwards and forwards, up and down, with
these sudden changes of perspective. Through this ability, the singer. the
body, the song and the perspective become an inseparable whole. In this
language. transcendence is precisely the ability to perform the song, without
any theoretical construct impeding its movement a priori. or determining the
result of following such movement a priori-" (de Nicol€ls, p. 192)

0.4

"It would be a radical misunderstanding of the Rg Veda to read it with the
detached objective aloofness with which we in the West are accustomed to view
whatever is presented to our speculative reason. This is the precise error
of knowledge which the Rg Veda is trying to correct •••• The Rg Vedic understanding of man centers the activity of creation back in man himself. Man is
the center of both time and eternity, each SUbletting a different language
of the lattice (as in the mathematics of lattice theory), and the passage
from one to the other is the passage up or down the lattice from one structure
of expression to another within the relationship of action defined by the
lattice. Man is at the center of his own activity, creating and recreating
himself and his cosmos in relation to how efficiently he climbs or descends
the contestual multiplicity within which ihe constantly operates." (de Nicol€ls,
p. 186-7)

0.5

"The propositional Logic of Quantum Mechanics and Classical Logic ••• are
opposed to each other in the following sense: Classical Logic is a propostiona
Logic of two-valued truth-functional propositions. the logic of classes and
of quantization ••••• On the other hand. quantum Logic is a logic appropriate
to the context: language about contexts and the language appropriate to the
contexts. It is a two-valued propostional logic which varies only in dropping
the distributive laws for 'and and 'or' and replacing them by some weaker fo~
of connection, like a modularity principle. This quantum logic is an orthocomplemented non-distributive lattice. Since this logic is formalizable, it
becomes possible to clearly determine complementarity and exhibit the logical
structure of the dialectic of context-language dependence. This is the core of
Bohr's notion of complementarity." (de Nicol€ls, p. 35-6)

0.6

"Therefore, the possibility exists, for philosophy and for man, to continue
viewing the world on the classical model as an. objective whole, and remove all
SUbjective variations from it. A viewing of this sort gives us a public object
only in its systematic aspect in an objective (scientific) domain which, on
constitution is already a closed system •••• On the other hand, there is also
the possibility of viewing according to the Modern Physics model. Within this
model, the way of procedure is through a community of inseparables (subjectobject, observer-observed, mind-body, etc) which were artificially created in
the first place. and which indirectly indicate man's progress in transcending
the knowledge of his own context-language dependence through the actiVity
of the men of science, philosophy, and by man in general."(de Nicolas, p. 37-8

0.7

"No embodied-vision is possible without the sacrifice of the totalitarian
tendencies of partial viewpointsJ this totalitarianism is primarily due to
the fact that partial viewpoints deman that man be reduced to the theoretical
only. The sacrifice the Rg Veda offers Roints out the way for man to return
to his whole body through the mediatiOn of a language of images through which
dialogue between opposing viewpoints is not only carried out, but all theoret~
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ical totalitarianism is cancelled. From the point of view of logic. this
sacrifice involves a partial ordering of languages in a non-Boolean logic.
the non-Booleen character of which is the mediation from growth and liberation."
(de Nicolas. p. 187)
0.8

"Hindu mythology seems to have aimed at and achieved a total unity between
the physical and the metaphysical. with number theory providing the ground
for an absolute certainty of viewpoint." (Mc:Clain. p. 85)

0.9

"A musical cosmology which aimed to harmonize the fields of both visual and
aural eMperience under the principle of smallest integers could scarcely
avoid stumbling across or systematically developing that material we have
presented ••• Since attention is being directed powerfully to number. we must
look for some more convenient way of codifying algebraic operations than our
tone-mandalas have providedJ they are convenient only for displaying the
metric properties of tone-numbers. In the Hindu yantras to be studied next
we shall see how simple pebble patterns codify all the algebraic aspects of
musical number theory in triangular arrays which look like the mountains from
which Hindu and Hebrew gods alike hurl th~nderbolts at their enemies."
(McClain. p. 41-2)

0.10

"We are immersed in a symbolism which revelled in its power to express a cosmic'
unity. invented by men whose mathematical rigour matched their musical and
poetic feeling. and in whom reverence was matched w~th humour."(McClain. p.53)

0.11

"Rgvedic man was enveloped by sound •••• While the other sensory media provided
discontinuity. sound alone. in spite of its evanescene. gave Rgvedic man
the instance of eternal presence and unity he so well used to further develop
the world of rta. the well-formed instant." (de Nicolas)

0.12

"This stUdy will develop the hypothesis that the "lattice logic" which de
Nicolas perceives in the Rg Veda was grounded on a proto-science of number and
tone. The numbers Rgvedic man cared about define alternate tunings for the
musical scale. The hymns describe the numbers poetically. distinguish "sets"
by classes of gods and demons. and portray tonal and arithmetical relations
with graphic sexual end spatial metaphor. Vedic concerns were with those
invariances which became the focus of attention in Greek tuning theory. Because
the poets limited themselves to integers. or natural numbers. and consistently
used the smallest integers possible in every tonal context. they mede it
possible for us to rediscover their constructions by the methods of Pythagorean
mathematical harmonics." (McClain. p. 3)

0.13

"Throughout my study I shell focus on invariences. that is. on patterns which
remain the same 1n different contexts. This theme of inveriance was expressly
formulated by Marius Schneider: "In view of the inconstancy of the world of
form. primitive man questions the reality of static (spatial) phenomena and
believes that transient (temporel) dynamic rhythms are a better guide to the
substance of things." "(McClain. p. 7)

0.14

"The logic of India is profoundly geometric. Its mandalas and yantras present
the observer with static forms which could only be achieved by dynamic processes. Our problem here is to learn to see these forms as Socrates yearned to see
his own ideal forms. "in motion"."(McClain.,p. 6)
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"Mary Danielli states that 'numbers in early times are almost invariably
associated with the symbolism of the mandala.' "Anthropologically, the
mandala is concerned among other things with increase and growth. keeping
these within the natural pattern, so that they do not disintegrate into
fragments." The mandala is 'a wordless symbol' which 'speaks for itself'. It
is a model 'discovered by man in himself', and 'no one knows how early he
became conscious of it'. The mandala has 'several systematisations' attached
to it simultaneously; it represents 'restraint, organisation, harmony, and the
cultivation of the individual as a creative person'. In brief, 'Man is the
mandala'. Professor Danielli's analysis of the technical characteristics of
a mandala is summarized in six points that are applicable to a~l of the
mandalas in this book:
1)

The mandala is concentric around a center (applicable both to tone circles
and reciprocal yantras).

2)

The mandala-is symmetrical around three axes (illustrated by all tonal
n
yantras); alternately, 2 axes may appear.

3)

The mandala is self-replicative (i.e. its patterns can be "translated"
arithmetically and "transposed" tonally and "rotated" and "reflected"
geometrically) •

4)

The mandala is three dimensional in fact, although often represented as a
two-dimensional base plan (i.e. most of the yantras in this book are
multiplication tables for the prime numbers 3 and 5, hence "two-dimensional", but powers of 2 constitute a "third-dimension" relevant to any tonal
realization and must be supplied mentally).

5)

Every part communicates with every other part (i.e. musical intervals
overlap within the confines of the octave and provide alternate channels
of "communication" between any two tones.)

6)

Every line. every junction, and every space has a meaning (i.e. every
junction is a number and a tone, every space is a tonal interval and a
ratio, and every line is Cl route of connection.)" (McClain, p 55-6)

"The central geometric image in the Rg Veda is the mandala of the "singlewheeled chariot of the Sun", harmonizing moon months with solar years and
the signs of the zodiac •••• Every odd number has a unique "angular value"
in the tone-mandala. Since Hindu cosmic cycles are numbers divisible by
2. 3, and 5, we can examine their potential musical implications by plotting
the location of all products of the prime numbers 2, 3, end 5 in relevant
tone-mandalas •••• The "divine male number 3" will generate cuts or "spokes"
which lie within about half Cl degree of the idealized twelve spokes of
equal-temperament (tuning) •••• The "human number 5" will generate "poorer"
spokes •••• We shall encounter 7 not as a "tone-value". but as the most
important limiting number in several sets, particularly 1n its role as
exponent." (McClain, p. 9 and 25)
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1.1

"It is a theme of much ancient Mytnoletr that the Divine Unity is a hermaphrodite, producing a daughter, "2", by a ,""ocess of division without benefit of
a mother. God is "1", but he cannot procreate except via his daughter. "2",
the female principle and mother of all. Num~rical and I~usical relationships
provide the metaphor: ratio theory is "/ntlIsic" for the ancients". (McClain. p. 21

1.2

"But from a central perspective, god • 1 .. geometric medn has been trelnsformed
to least common denominator for the tones represented in the diagram here. 720,
and sends his rays through the table in all directions. All perspectives are
equally relevant." (McClain. p. 53)

1.3

~In

2.1

"A vibrating string of any reference length can b~ halved to sound the octave
higher or doubled to sound the octave lower." (McClain, p. 19)

2.2

"The number 2 is "female" in the sense that it creates the matrix. the octave.
in which all other tones are born. By itself, however, it can only create
"cycles of barrenness: in Socrates metaphor, for multiplication and division
by 2 can never introduce new tones into our tone mandala." (McClain, p. 19-20)

2.3

"The great expansion of the number sets in later diagrams is motivated, I
believe. by the effort to approximate as exactly as possible the irrational
square root of 2 which is needed to locate a tone symmetrically opposite the
mean on 0, that is, precisely in the middle of our octave." (McClain, p. 37)

2.4

"The model for all existence (Sat) -- hence of everything which can be named
or numbered -- is Indra ••• The continuum of the circle (Vrta) embraces all
possible differentiations (Indre). The conflict between Indra end Vrta can '''I
never end. it is the conflict between the field of rational numbers end the
continuum of real numbers. Integers which introduce new "cuts" in the tonemandala demonstrate "Indra-power" over Wrta, Vrta is "cut to pieces" in
every battle with the Gods. but his death would be their own. 'Without the
Asat or its equivalent Vrta. the Dragon, there would be no Indre. nor even
the gods for he is their container." (McClain. p. 21)

3.1

"The Greeks spoke of "three genera" -- diatonic, chromatic. and enharmonic -so that the apt metaphor of musical "generation" has always been part of the
Western tradition •••• Unless one has the experience of actually tuning an
instrument. behaving as "midwife" to successive tones. the metaphor of
generation may have little meani",.- (~cClain. p. 19)

the Rg Veda, Aset. the non-existent. is:
- the whole undifferentiated primordial chaos
- a place of silence, self-destruction, disappearance
- not letting exist that which longs to exist
a field condition out of which all differentiation in human experience
emerges for the poets
- the original receptacle, foundation, of the waters (McClain. p. 21)

-
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3.2

"Three tones provide the framework on which Western theory developed from its
earliest Greek foundations up through the n~neteenth centu~y. They are •••
defined by the "musical proportion" 6:8 :: 9:12 •••• 1n ratio theory the number
9 is the arithmetic mean" within the octave module (6:12 • 1:2) and 8 is the
"sub-contrary" or "harmonic" mean •••• The Greeks conceived these two "means"
as being the fixed limits of their tetrachords within each of which the two
interior strings were "movable" in pitch. Western musicians think of these
tones as "dominant" and "subdominant" in the harmonic vocabulary of recent
centuries. In our tone mandala. with 0 a, refer!qce tone. G and A are
simply the "opposite" meanings of 3. as 3 and 3 ." (McClain. p. 25-7)

3.3

"These three tones play interchangeable roles as arithmetic. harmonic. and
geometric means ••• ln Vedic metaphor they are apparently symbolized by '1ndra
and the Asvin Pair'". (McClain. p. 26-7)

3.4

"It is by drinking whole lakes of Soma juice that 1ndra's powers expand. Those
lakes .',1 suggest. are yantras. which lead to larger yantras. Increased insight
comes from multiplication to larger sets •••• The "expanded consciousness" which
Soma brings is first of all insight into musical experience = number theory.
We are looking in particular for sets which remain invariant under reciprocation •••• ln a sense. this essay will be finished when we understand how the
Vedic poets arrived at the twelve "spokes" for the Sun's chariot within the
number field generated by our yantras. The Soma we care about is indeed a
"triply-mingled sraught" which "flows round into worlds", for i t is developed
from three prime numbers, 2, 3, and 5, or from the "Pythagorean triple" 3:4:5.
These numbers are our "fi~ters"
for studying Hindu cosmological numbers.
q
Numbers of the form 2P3 S are clearly a "triply-twisted thread". (McClain. p.4

4.1

"Three tones play interchangeahle 1"01. . liS arithmetic. harmonic and geometric
mean and thus define the limits of two tetrachords within each of which the
Greeks conceived the two interior strings as "movable" in pitch." (McClain. p.
26-27)

4.2

"The two fundamental tetrachord frames can be filled with ~mavable sDunds"
generated by the prime number 5 according to exactly four patterns, giving
four pentatonic (five tone) sequences containing all the basic diatonicheptatonic tones." (McCla1ft, p. 28-9)

4.3

"The four Rgvedic "languages" de H1eelas defines have their counterparts in
the foundation of all theories of music. His "language of Non-Existence"
(Asat) is exemplified by the pitch continuum within each musical interval
as well as by the whole undifferentiated gamut -- chaos -- from low to high.
His "language of Existence (Sat) is exemplified by every tone, by every
distinction of pitch, thus ultimately by every number which defines an intervel
a scale. a tuning system. or the associated metric schemes of the poets, which
are quite elaborate in the Rg Veda. The "language of Images and Sacrifice"
(Yajna) Is exemplified by the multitude of alternate tone-sets and the conflict
of alternate values which always results in some accuracy being "sacrificed"
to keep the system within manageable Umi ts. The" language of Embodisd Vision"
is required to protect the validity of alternate tuning systems and alternate
metric schemes by refusing to grant dominion to anyone of them." (McClaln,
p. 3)
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5.1

(See 4.2 concerning four generated patterns from prime lumber 5) "Notice the
following structural considerations: a) every pattern i, coupled with its
reciprocal, b) every tatrachord is replicated in a secold tetrachord which
completes the octave, c) every octave is defined by a s,3quence of smallest
integers, d) every integer set is "friends" with another integer set defininl
the same material from an opposite point of view (riBir~ vs falling), and
e) these four pentatonic (five-tone) sequences contain 311 of the diatonicheptatonlc materibl ••• later it will 5~~shown that all of these new tones are
'Asvin twins', in the sense that they function as arithnetic and harmonic
means in various derivative frames ••• (Tbe patterns) are generated by the
'human number' 5, and they are alternative pentatonic (five-tone) ~oc~aves'
i.e. six-tone progressions spanning the ratio 1 : 2, so that first and last
tones coincide." [McClain, p. 28-9)

5.2

The 10,552 verses of the Rg Veda are divided into lesso1! which are themselves
composed of groups of five VerSes (varga). (de Nicolas, p. 273)

5.3

Indra, "the Dancer, is the Lord of men," and he rules "~:he fivefold race of
those who dwell upon the earth"
Note how his "horses" are harnessed: "Sixfold they bear him, or by fives are
harnessed."
Dawn discloses "the pathways of the people" in "the lands where men's Five
Tribes are settled".
"Five Bulls which stand on high full in the midst of mi'~hty heaven" •••
There are "five regions" in the world "under thy Law"
(McClain, p. ~9 ciUng Rg Veda)

5.4

"This protopythagorean attitude toward "5" seems to havo survived in later
Hinduism •••
"man is said to have been born of aritual having five stagesJ hence in every
ritual the fifth offering is called 'man'"
Siva became the dancing god, "ruler of the five directions of space, of the
five elements, of the five human races, of the five senses, and all that is
ruled by the number 5" and he is represented as "five-faced"
(1YIC?~l_aln, p. 29)
"The Vedic calendar divided the year into six seasons, and the poets sing of
"six divine Expanses," of "six directions," and of "the six expanSQS from
which no single creature is excluded." The star-hexagon establishes exactly
six directions, three pairs of reciprocals." (McClain, J. 46)

6.1

6.2

6.3

"It is the relevance of reciprocals which the interlocked triangles of the
. star-hexagon symbolize so beautifully •••• lf we study the musical implications
of the numbers in these sexually differentiated triangles, we can see the~
"drum of Siva" containing only tones arranged by perfecT. fourths end fifths
i.e. in "Pythagorean tuning" -- amerging as a "subset" of the "Just tuning"
being generated in the star-hexagon •••• By themselves the star-hexagon,
pyramid, and drum do not produce scales: they produce the equal-interval
progress1ons which tone-mandalas "bend round into circles" (Plato's Timaeus
metaphor), a context in which a new set of appropriate "smallest integers"
must be found." (McClain, p. 45)
"The star-hexagon answers Dirghatamas question: " ••• What 1s the Unborn One,
Who propped the six regions apart 7" The Unborn One is the unit 1, which can
mean either "whole" or "part", and which props "the six regions apart" by
acting as the geometric mean for the reciprocal triangles of the star-hexagon."
(McClain, p. 46)

.,
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7.1

"What about the prime number 7? In ancient times the ration 7:5 was a valued
simplification of the square root of 2 •••• The approximation is not good enough
for the Rg Veda's poets. We shall encounter 7 not as a "tone-value", but as
the most important limiting number in several sets. particularly in its role
as exponent." (McClain, ~. 25)

7.2

Seven tones: "Tones of the "highest caste" (sa, ma, and pal contain four
srutis (quarter-tones); tones of the second highest caste (ri and dha) contain
three srutisJ tones of the third caste (ga and nil contain two srutis. Tones
of the fourth class would contain only micro-intervals •••• Tones of different
musical "castes" perform different musical functions, each essential to the
system as a whole. Only the highest caste can frame tetrachords; only the
second caste can produce thirds; the third caste "semitones" are the "leftover" intervals within the tetrachords; the fourth caste "commas" are the
micro-intervals which arise whenever the material of t~e preceding three
castes exceeds the eleven-tone limits ••• The musical castes are the consequences
of the structural superiority of fifths and fourths over thirds within an
invariant octave frame. It is the aim of attaining purity among both fifths
and thirds which produces the "low caste" corrrnas. The absolute "democracy"
of equal-temperament had to abandon the conceptual purity of its two "highest
castes". Indian musicians decline to follow that example •••• Since thev use
only seven tones in anyone modal set, they do not need to define the ex~ct
differences which would arise, say, if all twenty-two srutis were to be
directly compared with each other." (McClain, p. 39-40)

7.3

"The seven-day week was established for Hindus and Hebrews long before it was
introduced into Egypt and Greece. In the poems the seven tones of the diatonic
scale -- the scale which elevates 30 and 60 from mere metric convenience to
the status of a necessary base -- become "seven holy singers" guarding the
"beloved firmly-settled station" of the Sun •••• The seVE,n together, however,
are a "team of Seven", "seven Bay Steeds" for the Sun's chariot, seven rays
shining through "Earth and Heaven", "seven-priests. the brother-hood, filling
the stations of the One." Later we shall see that these seven tone-numbers
are "seven male children" generated by the odd numbers 3 and 5 within the
womb of Usas symbolized by the female number 2 which defines the octave matrix
as an arithmetic "dOUble". Here we see these seven yoked in two different
ways .. to the one-wheeled chariot ••• bearing seven names"."(McClain. p. 15)

7.4

"It is the poets' idea -- not mine -- that the Asvins (see 3.3 ebove) are
linked to "the Seven Mother Streams: and these life-giving atreMls or rivers
to "the seven tones" and "seven holy singers ....... (MbClain, p.,26)

7.5

"It is when the reciprocal yantras of the star-hexagon integrate ~-+7 with 3-+6
that we reach the Kalpa-Brahma limits and the lessons they encode ••• we do need
7 as exponent to put "Visnu" (!,e. 5) in the heavens as "Sun" where he cen
look down on his reciprocal (5 ) in the deep. The abstract pebble notation
for ratio theory makes every pebble an exponent for whatever set of ratios is
involved." (McClain. p. 87)
"Since all tones recur cyclically at the octave -- as the "Same" tone in one
sense. but a "Different" tone in another -- any octave can serve as the model
for all possible octaves, at least for the general purposes of tuning theory.
The cyclic structure of the octave is the invariant common to all systems of
tuning." (McClain, p. 19)

8.2

"The Rg Veda ••• is a colleotion of 1028 poems ••• divided into ten 'circles'
(manadalal books •••• the total of verses being 10,552 ••• divided into eight
parts ••• themselves divided into lessons ••• and these in turn into groups of
five verses." (de Nicol~s. p. 273)
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10.1

(See 8.2 above) "The Rg Veda ••• il • collection of 1028 poems ••• divided into
ten 'circles' (mandala) books ••• • (de Nicolas. p. 273)

10.2

"Rgvedic poets likewise never tire of celebrating the 'lignificance of ten ••••
Ten-ness dominates the arithmetic of the Rg Veda in ways never suspected until
the appropriate triangular yantras (algebraic arrays of integers) are
developed for each cosmic cycle ..... (McClain. p. 6)

10.3

"Commentatots have assumed that the extravagant powers of 10 attributed to
Indra's forces were simply generous tributes to the god, but numbers -- factors
-- of the form 10 n are actually part of the essential arithmetic. Again and
again Indra 1s addressed as "Lord of a Hundred Powers ...... It is by such
extravagant multiples of 432 and 864 -- the bounding numbers of our basic
"Pythagorean" scale -- that we have arrived at the Yuga numbers th~m8elves
(within an appropriate yantra). and a similar multipliclltion by 10 carries
us to the still larger Kalpa and Brahma numbers to be studied next." (McClain.
p. 75)

"The limits of the yantra, however. tak.en ·together with its reciprocal. show
that the "worl~1Bgg" has developed from our central ~1Both right and left to
the limit of 3
and up and down to the limit of 5~ • What more handsome
culmination to Rgvedic "ten-ness" could we find ?.. (McClain. p. 89)
11.1

There are only eleven tonal cuts in the tone-manaala cefined by the rising
and falling scales of the octave double 30 : 60. (McClain. p. 13)

11 .2

"We cannot exceed eleven tones even by the very best integer methods without
meeting a "fourth caste" comma which must be "sacrificed" in one way or
another. being worth only about an eighth of a tone. SUbliminal to the ear
in melodic context although quite audible during a monochord demonstration."
(McClain. p. 76-8)

11.3

"Notice that the eleven tones ••• are grouped in symmetric pairs about the
reference tone. D. In Plato's "Atlantis" myth these eleven elements represent
"Poseidon and his five pairs of twin sons". In the Rg Veda, Usas in her role
as universal "bride" is offered the following wedding prayer: Vouchsafe to her
ten sons. and make her husband the eleventh man. A Upanisad describes man's
body as "a city with eleven doors ...... the number of the ~udras -- "the working
class of heaven" -- is usually given as eleven." (McClain. p. 15)
16
5
"Why the "duration of the universe" should be exactly ••• 2
x 3 x 5~0 "years"
can probably be deduced from the yantra ••• The limits of invariance under
reciprocity are the eleven tones we began with (see 11.1 above) -- a "father
and ten sons" in "Just tuning", now "improved" as a "father and ten sons" in
"Pythagorean tuning". that is generated exclusively by the "divine male nul'ltler
3...... The eleven invariances can be arranged as reciprocal diatonic scales in
the basic Hindu-Greek. mode within the octave-double 384 1 768. familiar to
Plato scho1ars as the Timaeus model of the "World Soul"." (McClain. p. 87-9)

11.4

12.1

"Ancient cosmology required just enough number theory and just enough musical
theory to harmonize the heavens with the (musical) scale and the calendar. "The
Moon is that which shapes the years" by dividing the Sun cycle into approximately twelve SUb-cycles. and so it is likewise the Moon that arouses interest
in dividing the octave cycle into twelve parts even though musicians need a
maximum of only seven at a time." (McClain. p. 14)
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12.2

"The central geometrical image in the A! Veda is the mandale of the "singlewheeled chariot of the Sun," harmonizing moon months with solar years and the
signs of the zodiac: "Formed with twelve spok.es ••• One wheel, navels three ••• "
If the "twelve spokes" are the twelve tones of an octave tonal-zodiac, then
the three "navels" may be powers of three prime numbers 2,3. and 5, each
rotating in a sense at its own speed. correlated by any terminating number
which includes all three among its factors •••• ln a sense. this essay will be
finished when we understand how the Vedic poets arrived at the twelve "spokes"
for the Sun's chariot within the number field generated by our yantras •••• We
need not wait ••• to sense the relevance of our yantra~ Notice that ••• the only
tonal meanings which remain invariant under reciprocation are those along the
central horizontal axis (of the yantra) ...... The Gods are later than this
world's production" in the senee that our number field must grow systematically
to some larger limit in order to produce twelve tones along this axis."
(McClain, p. 9, 35, 49, and 52)

13.1

"The "seventh son born singly" I t • • to allude to the reference mean on D.
so that there are literally six sets of "twins" plus a thirteenth tone."
(McClain, p. 36)
q
"The upright triangle 3PS appears to be the Vedic "mountain of god," and the
inverted triangle (completing the yantra) is apparently the Vedic "rain cloud".
The more it "rains" from above, forcing us to ever larger common denominators
to integrate reciprocals in integer sequences, the deeper will be the waters
below our "transevering axis" which functions as an "earth" separating the
two waters. Curiously. i t is the acoustical facts which require us to pursue
such increases through a triangle of fourteen steps, and the moon which
"increases" or waxes for fourteen days is linked in the Vedic mind with our
"press-stones" whose male-female implications produce our insight: Soma the
drink. and Soma the Moon owe their powers to "the Singers" who create this
whole universe "with their minds ..... (McClain, p. 53)

14.1

15.1

"Our Brahma yantra is fifteen steps high. The Rg Veda tells us "the fifteen
lauds are in a thousand places: that is as vast as heaven and earth in measure" •
...... Fifteen-fold strong juices" are prepared for Indra •••• There are hints
that this yantra is not peculiar to the Hindus. A Hebrew myth describes the
digging of the temple foundation to a depth of fifteen "cubits
!n Egyptian
mythology fourteen steps lead upwards to the throne of Dsiris
(McClain,
p. 81-2)

16.1

"A reference to sixteen priests employed in sacrifices makes sense out of the
sixteen elements here in the "transevering axis" (of the yantra)." (Mcelain.
p. 89)

18.1

"The smallest integers which can define the eleven tones of the diatonic scale
(and its reciprocal) in chromatic order lie within the octave double 720 : 360
•••• The limiting number. factorial 6 u 720
q f •• provides. however, for a total
of eighteen tone numbers of the form 2P3 5 ••• These eighteen can be regarded
as the total "indra tonal power" over Vrta (the chaos of the pitch continuum)
up to the limit of 720, each tone number being a well-defined cut in the tone
mandala." (McClain, p. 33-4)

18.2

"The eighteen chapters of the Bhagavad Gita display an internal organization
which parallels our eighteen tones, suggesting that this basic tonal "18"
construction played a continuing role in Hindu imagery." (McCalin. p. 37)
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21.1

..... very many other verses seem to allude to the Kelpa and Brahma yantras,
specifically to the number of "pebbles" outlining the depth and height and
the extent of the "transevering axes". Across the base of both yantras.
o
20
twenty-one pebbles symbolize the powers of 3 from 3 to 3 •••• At Indra's
moment of triumph over Vrta we hear that his thunderbolt pierced "thriceseven (-21) close-pressed ridges of the mountains". Indra brings about the
douwnfall of twenty-one .. tribes" •••• The "Three Times Seven pour out the milky
flow" of Soma, the sacred juice, "pressed out with stones." .. (McClain, p. 61)

21.2

"In EgypUan mythology fourteen steps lead upwards to the throne of Osiris,
and in his judgment hall the deceased's heart is weighed in the balance -against "the feather of the law" -- while forty-two judges look on from the
side: they are seated in two rows of twenty-one each, like the top and bottom'
rows of our reciprocal yantras ••• " (McClain, p. 82'

21.3

"We would seem to have reached a logical stopping place •••• the poet addresses
"venomous" creatures •• ~w1th confidence that "the three-times-seven bright
sparks of fire have swallowed up the p01son's strength". What has actually
been "swaalowed up" is the slight discrepancy between the real number we
need, the square root of 2, and its nearest rational approximations via •••
the most severe limitation to the products of only three prime numbers. That
hymn ends, so I would like to believe, with the singer' s evaluation of the
slight inaccuracies introduced by this sacrificial Rgvedic "tempering":
"Scorpion, thy venom is but weak ..... (McClain, p. 87)

21.4

"But we are not finished. There are always more numbers •••• All of the
quotations cited earlier concerning the twenty-one elements in the base of
the Kalpa-Brahma yantras apply now to the twenty-one layers in the vertical
dimensions of this yantra. A reference to Indra's lightning striking "obliQuely" makes better sense if the twenty-one rows of this yantra are the "twentyone mountains" it pierces." (McClain, p. 87-9)

22.1

"Hindu tuning theory assigns each tone from two to four possible loci, dividing
the octave into twenty-two srutis which are not defined mathematically."
(McClain, p. 38) (See also 7.2)

30.1

"The smallest integers whibhcan,define a-diatonic scale with two similar
tetrachords -- a fundamental concept in both Hindu and Greek tunings -- occupy
a "space" of thiry units in the '~octave double" 30
60 •••• The numbers 30,
32, 36. 40, 45, 48, 50, 54, and 60 exhaust the tonal implications of integers
r
2P3QS • 60." (McClaln, p. 12)

30.2

"That the Rgvedic poets knew this tuning is an inference from the way they
stressed the role of 30 and 60 in defining cycles, and the roles:'of 7 and
11, the number of tone-values in diatonic and chromatic sets, and from their
insistence on linking these numbers to tone •. The Vedic year consisted of
twelve months of thirty days each ••• and the Vedic day contained thirty hours
of sixty minutes." (McClain, p. 14)

30.3

"A cycle of thirty units harmonizes the month with the diatonic scale at the
arithmetic levell later we shall see how the reciprocal scales harmonize the
chromatic scale with the 360-day year." (McClain, p. 14)

32.1

The tone E flat in a rising scale (or C sharp in a falling sca~e)6inoan
octave defined by the octave double 30 : 60, is derived from 2 .3.5 • 32
(Mc Clain, p. 13)
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33.1

"HThirty-three gods" play a central role in the Rg Veda •••• Why the thfrtythree "great? gods of the Prajapati cycle are so important to acoustical
theory can be understood best if we project them into a tone-mandala ••• Tgere
we can see at a glance that the metric properties of numbers 2P3q5r~= 60 are
becoming visually and aurally indistinguishable ..... (McC~lin. p. 66)

36.1

The tone F in a rising scale (or C sharp in a falling s2al~. ~n an octave
defined by the octave double 30 : 60. is derived from 2 .3.5 • 36 (McClain.
p. 13)

40.1

The tone G in a rising scale (or A in a falling3sc81e~, in an octave defined
by the octave double 30 : 60. is derived from 2 .3.5 • 40 (McClain. p. 13)

45.1

The tone A in a rising scale (or G in a fallingosc2le~.in an octave dafined
by the octave double 30 : 60, is derived from 2 .3,5 • 45 (McCalin. p. 13)

48.1

The tone 8 flat in a rising scale (or F sharp in a fall~ng1sc8Ie). in an octave
defined by the octave double 30 : 60, is derived from 2 .3.5 • 48 (McCalin,
p. 13)

48.2

"The ancient Indian grammarians of the Sanskrit language have identified
fourty-eight sounds as worthy of notation, and in the script that was developed
over the centuries each character represents that one sound unalterably ••••
Sanskrit notation is extremely precise." (de Nicol~s. p. xi)

50.1

The tone B in a rising scale (F in a falling1sc8le~, in an octave defined by
the octave double 30 : 60, is derived from 2 .3.5 • 50 (McClain. p. 13)

54.1

The tone C in a rising scale (E in a falling1sc~le~, in an octave defined by
the octave double 30 : 60, is derived from 2 .3.5 • 54 (McClain. p. 13)

58.1

Maximum number of verses in a Rg Veda poem is 58

60.1

The numbers 30. 32, 36. 40. 45, 48, 50, 54 and 60 exhaust the tonal implication
of integers 2 P .3 q .5 r • 60. which thus defines the diatonic scale (McClain. p 12)

60.2

The tone 0 in a rising scale (0 in a falling2sc,le~, in an octave defined by
the octave double 30 : 60. is derived from 2 .3.5 • 60 (McCalin. p. 13)

(de

Nicol~s,

p. 273)

360.1

360 (octave double 360 : 720, chromatic). 0 rising (0 falling. see 720)

(p.33)

375.1

375 (360

720, chromatic) 0 sharp rising (no falling equivalent)

(p.33)

384.1

384 (360

720, chromatic) E flat rising (C sharp falling)

(p.33)

384.2

384 (384

768, harmonic)

(p.8S)

400.1

400 (360

720, chromatic) E rising (C falling. see 648)

(p.33)

405.1

405 (360

720, chromatic) E rising (C falling, see 640)

(p. 33)

432.1

432 (360

720~

(p. 33)

432.2

432 (432

864, harmonic)

0 Bising (0 falling, see 864)

(p. 61)

432.3

432 (384

768~

harmonic)

C rising

(p. 8S)

450.1

450 (360

720~

chromatic) F sharp rising ( 8 flat fallini, see 576)

(p. 33)

480.1

480 (360

720~

chromatic) G rising (A falling, see 540)

(p. 33)

0 rising (0 falling)

chromatic) F rising (8 falling, see 600)

(E

falling)
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486.1

486 (360

720. chromatic) G rising (no falling equivah!nt)

(p. 33)

486.2

486 (432

864. harmonic)

E rising CC falling)

(p. 61)

486.3

486 (384

768. harmonic)

B flat rising (F sharp falling)

(p. 89)

500.1

500 (360

720. chromatic) G sharp rising (no felling equivalent)

(p. 33)

512.1

512 (384

768. harmonic)

A rising (G falling)

(p. 89)

512.2

512 (432

864~

harmonic)

F rising (B falling)

(p. 61)

512.3

512 (360

720. chromatic) A flat rising (no falling equivalent)

(p. 33)

540.1

540 (360

720. chromatic) A rising (G falling. see 480)

(p. 33)

576.1

576 (432

864. harmonic)

G rising (A felling)

(p. 613

576.2

576 (384

768~

G rising (A falling)

(p. 69]

576.3

576 (360

720. chromatic) B flat rising (F sharp falling. see 450)

(p. 33)

600.1

600 (360

720. chromatic) B rising (F falling. see 432)

(p. 33)

625.1

625 (360

720, chromatic) B sharp rising (no falling equivalent)

(p. 33)

640.1

640 (360

720. chromatic) C rising (E falling. see 405)

(p. 33)

648.1

648 (360

720. chromatic) C rising (E falling. see 400)

(p. 33)

648.2

648 (432

864. harmonic) A rising (G falling)

(p. 61)

648.3

648 (384

768, harmonic) F rising (B falling)

( t3.

675.1

675 (360

720; chromat~) C sharp rising (E flat fallin~; see 384)

(p. 33)

720.1

720 (360

720. chromatic) 0 rts1nc (0 falling. see 360)

(p. 33)

720.2

"The smallest integers which can define the eleven tones of the diatonic scale
(and its reciprocal) in chromatic order lie within the octave double 360 : 720
•••• The limiting number. factorial 6 • 720q ••• provides. however. for a total
r
of eighteen tone numbers of the form 2P .3 .S •••• " (McClain. p. 33)

729.1

729 (432

864. harmonic) B rising (F felling)

(p. 61)

729.2

729 (384

768, harmonic) E flat rising (C sharp falling)

(p. 89)

768.1

768 (432

8641 harmonic) C rising (E falling)

(p. 61)

768.2

768 (384: 768.

harmonic) 0 rising (0 falling)

(p. 89)

864.1

864 (432 : 864. harmonic] 0 rising (0 falling)

(p. 61)

1028.1

1028 poems in the Rg Veda (de Nicolas, p. 273)

.10.552.1

harmonic)

10,552 verses in the Rg Veda (de Nicolas. p. 273)

89)
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For some the key to the development of human capacities is to be found in the dynamic
configurations of dance which are intimately related to the shapes and rhythms through
which living organisms express and communicate. The following points are extracted
from the work of the originator of a system of notation for the grammatical and
syntactical aspects of the language of movement:
- Rudolf Laban. Choreutics. London. Macdonal and Evans, 1966 (Annotated and
edited by Lisa Ullman). See also
- Albrecht Knust. Handbook of Kinetography Laban. London. Macdonald and Evans
0.1

"Choreosophy seems to have been a complex discipline in the time of the highest
Hellenic culture. Branches of ••• (this) ••• knowledge of circles came into being
and were named "choreography". "choreology" and "choreutics". The first.
choreography. means literally the designing and writing of circles. The word
is still in use today: we call the planning and composition of a ballet or a
dance "choreography". For centuries the word has been employed to designate
the drawings of figures and symbols of movements which dance composers, or
choreographers. jotted down as an aid to memory. There exist many systems.
old and new. of dance notation and notation of movement 1n general, but most
of them are restricted to a particular style of movement with which the writer
and reader are familiar. Today we need a system of recording which can be
universally used, and I have attempted to forge a way in this direction."
(p. viii)

0.2

" ••• choreutics. may be explained as the practical study of the various forms
of (more or less) harmonised movement. Movement is one of man's languages and
as such it must be consciouly mastered. We must try to find its real structure
and the choreological order within it through which movement becomes penetrable.
meaningful and understandable. In an attempt to do this. it has been found
necessary to use various graphi signs. because words can never be entirely
adequate in dealing with the chaning nature of the subject before us. They are
abstractions and. as it were, short cuts in the flow of life." (P. v~ii)

0.3

"Our own movements and those we perceive around us are basic experiences. Forme
of objects. as well as the shapes assumed by living organisms, wax and wane
uninterruptedly •••• Forms are closely connected with movement. Each movement
has its form, and forms are simultaneously created with and through movement.
The illustion of standstills creates an artificial separation of space and
movement •••• Empty space does not exist. On the contrary. space is a superabundance of simultaneous movements." (p. 3)

0.4

"It is possible to follow and understand the continuous creation of spatial
impressions through the experience of movement. The relationships between
single spatial appearances cause movement to follow definite paths. The unity
of movement and space can be demonstrated by comparing the single snapshots
of the mind with each other, and showing the natural order of their sequences
and our natural orientation in space are based on similar laws." (p. 4-5)

0.5

"Children and the man of primitive ages see the world through a bodily
perspective. that is through physical experience. They see the amazing unity
of all existence. Man of later times loses this view through his reflective
delusions. and also because of his increasing tactile incapacity. He establishes stability in his mind as a contrasting partner to mobility. In this way he
becomes unrelated to his surroundings ..... (p. 6)

0.6

"The art. or the science. dealing with the analysis and synthesis of movement.
we call "choreutics". Through its investigation and various exercises choreutics attempts to stop the progress of disintegration into disunity. The bodily
perspective. with all its significance for the human personality. can have e
regenerating effect on our individual and social forms of life ••••which helps
us to explain the role that dance played in certain epochs of civilisation
when a notable harmony was achieved." (p. 8)

-
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0.7

"The science of harmonic circles has its origin in the discovery of the laws
which rule the architecture of the body. It is obvious that harmonious movement follows the circles which are most appropriate to our bodily construction •
••• Our body is the mirror through which we become aware of ever-circling
motions in the universe with their polygonal rhythms. Polygons are circles
in which there is spatial rhythm, as distinct from time rhythm." (p. 26)

0.8

"The study of movement deals with the spatial order of the paths which the
limbs make in the kinesphere (i.e. space within the reach of the body), and
also with the connect:l.on between outer movement and the mover's inner attitude.
This attitude is not only shown in the choice of a certain path or the employment of a certain limb, but is also characterised by the choice of dynamic
stresses •••• It :I.s possible to relate the moving person's feeling for dynemics
to the spatial harmonics within trace-forms and to the zones through which
the paths of the trl!'!lce-forms lead •••• Although dynamospheric currents are
secondary in respect of their spatial visibility, they may be regarded as the
primary factor in the actual generating of our movementsJ that is, the generating of visible spatial unfoldings and definite directional sequences with which
they form a unity." (p. 27 and 36)

0.9

"In the art of movement, and particularly in dance, economy of effort is
coupled either with an emphasized play of keeping or giving up equilibrium, or
with Cl refined employment of harmonious combinations of the same dynamic
patterns that occur in everyday movement." (p. 45)

0.10

"The will or the decision to move springs from the" depth of our being. We not
only alter the positions of our bodies and change the environment by our
activity, but bring an additional colour or mood to our movements from our
psyche •••• A completely voluntary movement, in which every detail is premeditated
and controlled. is for the dancer or the actor a very rare fulfilment ••••Only
when a part of the quality of movement is. or seems to be, unconscious do we
speak of a natural or true expression." (p. 48-9)

0.11

"Each bodily movement is embedded 1n a chain of infinite happenings •••• We should
never forget that every gesture and action of our body is a deeply rooted
mystery and not a mere outward functien or trick, as many people regard it in
modern times.' It was 'thus that tumbling or standing on the head could once
have been a sacred play." (p. 54)

0.12

"The manifestations of our inner being become evident in almost invisible
shadow-forms, giving more emotional colour than spatial form •••• These almost
inv1s:f.ble shadow-forms can be compared with the almost inaudible overtones
in music." (p. 66)

0.13

"So far the experience of the interdependence of ~ynamospheric and kinespheric
sequences has shown us that the conventional idea of space as a phenomenon
which can be separated from time and force and from expression, is completely
erroneous." [po 67)

0.14

"Kinespheric space is created by placing trace-forms around the body. In feeling dynamic space. the body is not aware primarily of fixed emplacements, but
is driven by ever-changing dynamic impulses. They are associated with
complicated spatial arrangements which result in indistinct, changeable feelings •••• Our mental functions employ geometrical symbols to express orientation
in space, but generally our feeling does not comprehend living movement within
geometrical plasticity. Man can accustom himself to seeing and feeling the
two differing views of body and mind simultaneously." (p. B8)

-
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0.15

"It is surprising to realise that our conception of equilibrium is filled with
a nUmber of delusions. A most important way of attaining what we call equilibrium is found in the so-called movements of opposition •••• The wish to establish equilibrium through symmetric movements is the simplest manifestation of
what we call harmonYJ the aim of this is not merely to hold the body in an
upright position. but to achieve a unity of form. a wholeness. a completeness.
Equilibrium through asymmetric movements has very many aspects. The influence
of a flow of forms which disturbs a simple symmetry leads to asymmetric
movements which must necessarily be completed by other asymmetric tensions or
moves." (p. 89-90)

0.16

"Dance is the transition into a world in which the illusory. static appearances
of life are transformed into clear spatial dynamism. Awareness of this spatial
world and its exploration open up a horizon of unexpected breadth. From the
simplest motion to the artistic creation of dancing. the flowing stream of
movement expresses dynamic space. the basis of all existence. All movement
emerges from this infinite abyss and disappears into it again. Dynamic space.
with its terrific dance of tensions and discharges is the fertile ground in
which movement flourishes •••• All movement is an eternal change between binding
and loosening. between the creation of knots with the conentrating and uniting
power of binding. and the creation of twisted lines in the process of
untying and untwisting. Stability and mobility alternate endlessly." (p. 94)

0.17

"We can understand all bodily movement as being a continuous creation of
fragments of polyhedral forms •••• The dynamics of movement give rise to shapes
Which can often be felt as intermediary stages between the different crystalline forms. They can be organised in the cuboctahedric scaffolding which
derives from the three simple polyhedral forms of tetrahedron. octahedron. and
cube. as well as in the icosahedron Which, as mentioned above. is a dynamic
variation of the cUboctahedron." (p. 105 and 109)

0.18

"The movements of our body follow rules corresponding to those of mineral
crystallisations and structures of organic compounds. The shape which possibly
offers the most natural and harmonious tracks for movements is the icosahedron.
It contains a rich series of combtned inner and outer trace-lines with dimensional connections provoking "stable". i.e. easily equilibrated. movements
as well as diagonal connections provoking disequilibrating movements •••• The
final aim, however. is to sustain or promote the processes concerned with the
structural arrangements which happen within our body-mind. Any action or any
form of behaviour unfolds within the bounds of dynamic crystallisation."(p.114)

0.19

"Space-time configurations unfold in a flower-like mannerJ they swallow end
engender formationsJ they wither and die and are reborn often filled with
entirely unexpected inner and outer potentialities. Together with the dynemic
rh'ythm with which the flowing energy drives along their tracks they constitute
the vehicle of the language of movement." (p. 136)

1.1

"From the simplest motion to the artistic creation of dancing, the flowing
stream of movement expresses dynamic space, the basis of all existence. All
movement emerges from this infinite abyss anddisappears inte it again.~ (p. 94)

1.2

"The four shapes (recurring in all human movement) are all parts or metamorphoses of one basic trace-form, the splral •••• the body tends to form a spiral
or round pathway with a wave-like (tortilla) movement •••• the mathematical
law of this shape related to the geometry of curves was defined and the shape
was called "lemniscate"." (p. 84-5)

1.3

"In considering man's natural way of moving we have so far stated that ••• purely
one-dimensional movement never occurs.~ (p. 143)

2.0

"It now becomes necessary to giV8 further attention to the structure of the
kinespheric
, "scaffolding". This 1s characterised by two main types of tensions:
1. Between the surface-lines or edges. 2. Between the lines traversing the
scaffoldine -- the dimensions. the diagonals. the diameters and the ·'transvers-

-
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2.1

"The change from one pose to another can be done in two different ways •••• The
first kind of movement is "mono11near", the second "polylinear". A sequence
of either creates pathways in space. These paths can be closed lines. which
may be called "circuits". or "rings". since they return to their starting
point, or open lines or curves which lead from one point of the kinesphere to
another." (p. 21)

2.2

"In fact, we are able to make an infinite number of trace-forms and each of
these trace-forms consists of an infinite number of single parts or situations.
These two infinities must be taken into consideration when we wish to
understand and describe movement," (p. 28)

2.3

"These dynamic traits have different degrees of intensity. leading to two
contrasting elements within each. Rapidity is a higher degree of speed than
slowness. Strength is a higher degree of force than weakness. Straightness
is a higher degree of directional flux than roundaboutness." (p. 55)

2.4

"Our intellect distinguishes between three forms of symmetry in space: up and
down. left and right. forward and backward. but when the body follows traceforms it appreciates only left-right symmetry." (p. 81)

2.5

"In considering man's natural way of moving we have so far stated that ••• twodimensional movement is possible but does not really correspond to the potential
of human movement. because it is too bound and clumsYJ its characteristic is
stable." (p. 143)

2.6

"All parallel inclinations can similarly be connected to form such rectanglea.
called two-rings. as they contain only two transversals which through their
direction and counter direction give the feeling of going and returning •••• The
24 transversals can. therefore. be formed into twelve two-rings •••• we meet an
interesting harmonic relation which 'exists between a set of three two-rings ••••
We find that these three two-rings are related to another by the peripherals
which in each following ring have become the transversals and after three
changes the first ring is established again •••• We distinguish, therefore, four
sets cH three two-rings. each of wnich forms a cycle." (p. 190. 200-1)

2.7

"The two func!I1!lIl1ental movement an.pes. that df penetrating space and that of
embracing it. create trace-forms ••• " (p. 193)

3.1

" ••• but for our purpose, which 16 to find characteristic views offering a
foundation for a multilateral description of movement. we may find it useful
to select the following aspects:
1. That of mentality plunged into the intangible world of emotions and ideas.
2. That of the objective observer. from outside.
3. That of the person enjoying movement as bodily experience. and observing
and explaining it from this angle ••••
A synthesis of these three aspects operates constantly in each one of us. We
are all emotional dreamers. and scheming mechanics. and biological innocents,'
simultaneously: sometimes we waver between these three mentalities. and some~{ ,
times we compress them in a synthesised act of perception and function." (p. 7)

3.2

"The basic elements of orientation in space are the three dimensions: length.
breadth, and depth •••• The three-dimensional form composed of height. breadth.
and depth. which is easiest to visualise, is the cube •••• There are four such
space diagonals in the CUbe. and they intersect at a point in the body which
coincides approximately with its centre of gravity. which is also the centre
of our kinesphere ••• " (p. 11)

3.3

"Three different spatial levels may be distingUished: one on the floor. another
at the mid-height of the body. and the third at the height of the hands. when
raised above the head." (p. 12)

3.4

" ••• the "thr$e-dimensional cross". It is formed by the six directions ••• radiating from the common centre of the body and the kinesphere." [po 14)

---
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3.5

"The eight fundamental dynemicactions are composed of three basic dynamic
traits: speed, force and directional flux. These dynamic traits heve different
degrees of intensity, leeding to two contresting elements within eech (see 2.3
above) •••• Experience proves that extreme contrasts of dynamic actions in which
there are contrasting elements of all three fundamental treits ••• cannot be
performed by the body immediately one after the other. Transitional movements
must be introduced." Cp. 55-6)

3.6

"These three experiences might be called those of the past (looking towards
the start of the movement), of the future (looking at the goal), end of the
present (concentraing on the flow). The experience of past, present or future,
provoked by a bodily attitude (keeping our eyes focused on different spatial
parts of the trace-form), offers us an aspect of time which differs basicelly
from another aspect of time which we chiefly observe in bodily action, namely
quantities of speed: quickness and slowness." (p. 86-7)

3.7

"We call a volute a three-ring when, together with its vol-link, it forms a
movement-unit, a circle consisting of three equally stressed sections •• ~.Ohe
might conclude that 24 three-rings would arise out of 24 volutes (six volutes
in four scales). This is not the case by any means ••• Thus the manifoldness of
the volutes is suddenly reduced to eight circular configurations which contain
all the possibilities arising from the four twelve-link scales. These provide
simple themes from the harmonious movement sequences and variations can be
developed ••• " (p. 163~~)_

3.8

"It is not possible to provide a completely comprehensive explanation of the
dynamic actions in terms of time and force only. A third conception must be
used which derives from spatial influences." (p. 30) (see 6.2)

4.1

Four-diagonal cross: "There are four .uoh 8tBgonals in the cube, and they
intersect at a point in the body which coincides approximately with its centre
of gravity, which is also the centre of our kinesphere ..... (p. 11)

4.2

"Almost all positions of the body can be reduced or related to a tetrahedral
form for they are plastic variations of the flat quadrangle. The fundamental
poses in the sacred dances of Oriental peoples frequently show regular fivecornered, quadrangular or tetrahedral forms •••• A movement in flight is likely
to be many directional ••• ln these many-directional movements a tetrahedral
kernel can, nevertheless, be recognised as the simplest expression of the
whole tension." [po 20-1)

4.3

"The tnadition of the dance enumerates four fundamental trace-forms which have
the following shapes, called in the terminology of classical ballet: droit
[straight), ouvert (curved), tortill' (twisted), rand (rounded). They are
standard forms which recur in all human movements including those organised in
scales, and they may evolve in space in one of several zones of the limbs. All
trace-forms can be understood as built up by these four basic formal elements."
•••• The four shapes are all_ parts or metamorphoses of one basic trace-form, the
spiral." (p. 83-4)

4.4

"The following is a survey of the four transversal (12-inclination) standard
scales showing their structure and relationships. Comparing the four scales
with one another we notice that the 1st and 2nd, as well as the 3rd and 4th,
correspond with one another symmetrically." (p. 156-7)

4.5

..... the four-rings, which consist of two transversals and two peripjerals, like
the two-ringsJ they are, however, not parallel in pairs, but have only the
same character (flat, steep, or flowing) in pairs •••• they are situated only in
one half of the kinesphere." (p. 191-2)

5.1

"In the well-known five positions in dence, the dancer places his feet end his
body either in the directions of the three dimensions, or 1n the diagonal
directions between them." (p. 11)

-
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5.2

"Our flat bodily structure encourages a division into five principal zones:
the zone of the head, the two zones of the arms, and the two zones of the
legs •••• Our body,in this pentagonal pose, is like a star with five equal pulls
towards five points of the kinesphere •••• The fundamental poses in the sacred
dances of Oriental peoples frequently show regular five-cornered ••• forms."
(p. 18-21)

5.3

"Without a transversal counterpart but interesting as a movement experience ere
the five-rings, in which we meet for the first time an inclusion of the
dimensionals in the harmonic relations. A dimensional is taken as the basis
of each five-ring, and by this we can best recognise them •••• When we consider
stability and mobility, we find that the zones which we had established in
connection with the circumvention made by five-rings, are of great importance."
(p. 182 and 204)

6.1

Six-diametral cross: "We also distinguish axes which lie between two diagonals
and two dimensions (of the cube). We may call them "diamters" and consider
them to be "deflected" from the dimensions or from the diagonals. There are
six such dimaters in the cube and they also intersect roughly at the centre
of gravity." (p. 11) Actually, the six dimaters or primary deflected inclinations are those which ~~.~(Jst e~!iJily d1stinguish.~J:le.!L~.~_f!ling end experiencing
movement." (p. 17)
..-.

6.2

"Six elementary distinctions thus emerge (from 3.8 above) and experience shows
that they have a definite correlation with the six fundamental directions in
space: up and down, left and right, backward and forward. When we move into
these directions a kind of secondary tendency appears in the body, namely a
dynamic quality which is not always clearly definable by the spectator but
is very real to the mover. One can set fown the following scheme:
1. A feeling of lightness...
2. A strong, firm movement...
3 •••• spatial restriction...

4•••• spatial freedom •••
5•••• quick, sudden ••• contraction •••
6 •••• slowness and sustainment •••

This simplified scheme forms the basis for certain correlations of dyanmic
nuances with spatial directions and this reciprocal relationship rules
harmonious movement in the kinesphere." (p. 30-1)
6.3

"In every kind of fighting observed in ,nature certain features of defence may
be noticed. since all highly organised beings have.~.(6).;.particularly
vulnerable regions of the body •••• Man protects these six"vulnerable regions by
six special movements •••• The movements of defence (called in fencing. parryinl)
are arranged in a definite sequence which is identical with the above descriptt
ion. The parry number one is called in fencing, .. prime ..... " (p. 37-8)

6.4

"All actions can be linked together by a series of intermediary movements,
Between one action-mood and its extreme contrast there are six possible series
of connection •••• The linking of any action-moods produces a kind of trace-form
which does not always take on a definite kinespheric shape but influences the
dynamic expression of the move." (p. 57-6)

6.5

"Each diagonal is surrounded by a chain of six transversals (a "cluster"), a
chain of six surface-lines (a "girdle"). •• " (p. 66)

7.1

"Dance uses seven fundamental cross-sections of space. These are the three
dimensions of an octahedron and the four diagonal cross-sections of a cube.
Music uses seven fundamental notes •••• The series of distances between spatial
cross-sections which the dancer uses to orientate himself form scales, and
the series of musical notes also form scales. The "diaformic" scale which we
propose to use in dance, consists of seven inclinations whose sequence divides
into two unequal parts, one formed by three surface inclinations and the other
by four. Five other surface inclinations form, together with the seven of the
diaformic ,scale, a "chromatic" scale of twelve links (the standard scale)."
(p. 118-9)
I
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"Survey of elements restraining or promoting flux of movement: ••••
1. Dimension • restraining. Diagonal • promoting the flux of movement
2. Remining in the same diagonal· restraining. Transition from one diagonal
to another • promoting
3. Plane-lik~l shapes • restraining flux. Plastic shapes • promoting flux
4. Returning to the starting point • restraining flux. Progressing in
space • promoting flux.
5. Stable relationships • restraining flux.;- Labile relationships • promoting flux
6. Peripherals are restraining; transversals are promotimg
7. Regular rhythm is restraining; irregular rhythm is promoting." (p. 208-9)

7.3

" ••• seven rings ••• play an important part in the harmony of movement •••• An
interesting series of configurations which consist of a combinatimn,10f transversals and peripherals are the mixed seven-rings •••• There are six mixed
seven-rings related to each of the four axis-scales." (p. 185 and 193-4)

8.1

Four-diagonal cross: "it is formed by the eight diagonal directions, radiating
from the common centre of the body and its kinesphere •••• Each diagonal directt
ion or ray lies between three directions or rays of the (6) dimensional cross •• :
(p. 15)

8.2

"Compounds of these (see 6.2 above) which form the eight fundamental dynamic
actions evolve 1n areas of the dynamosphere which correspond approximately
to the eight diagonal directions of the kinsphere (see 8.1 above) •••• The •••
(fourl ••• pairs of action-moods of which each sin~le part is in extreme contrast
to its partner are:
- punching
- floating
- slashing
- gliding
- wringing
- dabbing
- pressing
- flicking"
(p. 32-3 and 58)

8.3

"A remarkable fact is that there is a close proximity in kinespheric space
between related action-moods, and a growing distance between action-moods of
estranged inner relations. The eight fundamental dynamic actions are composed
of three basic dynamic traits: speed, force and directional flux. These
dynamic traits have different degrees of intensity, leading to two contrasting
elements within each." (p. 55) (See also 2.3)

9.1

The ••• "three levels of a cube in relation to: (a) the dimensional cross (see
3.4), (b) the diagonal cross (see 4.1), (c) the diametral cross (see 6.1)"
(p. 16) have 9 positions at each level.

12.1

"All this has a deeper meaning. The unconscious automation associated with
the cluster is counterbalanced by the wakeful emphasis associated with the
girdle (see 6.5 above). Therefore, movements which are neither automatic
nor emphatic will follow trace-forms of a chain within the twelve-link chain,
which is the prototype of all ordinary movement chains, and thus it may be
considered as the "standard" scale. This standard scale can revolve around
various axes with different orientations, but its form remains the same. The
inner cause of a change of axis is a change of mood or feeling, or of practical
intention. For instance, the need or decision of attack or defence causes
either an increase of mobility or an increase in stability." (p. 72)

12.2

"The standard scale is especially useful as it can be shown to contain a series
of shapes which are the basic elements of almost all ~race-forms employed in
movement. Each chain of twelve links can be divided into six, four, three or
two parts. The points of these divisions when joined together form regular
polygons, that is, hexagons, quadrangles, and triangles, and in the case of
two parts. a straight line •••• These polygons ••• are related to the trace-forms
of certain characteristic movements." (p. 72-3)
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12.3

"The twelve movements towards the twelve points of the kinesphere not only
make a division of space possible. but also are in themselves units of harmonic
interrelations. The criterion by which harmonic relations can be evaluated
are the standard scales. which connect and accentuate the twelve points .....
(p. 82)

12.4

"The influence of a flow of forms which disturbs a simple symmetry leads to
asymmetric movements which must necessarily be completed by other asymmetric
tensions or moves. The (12-part) standard scale has two parts. The first
series of six movements is situated in the opposite area of the kinesphere
to that of the second series of six movements. The inclinations of the
two series are parallel but they are followed in reversed directions. The
standard scale. being the prototype of a chain which has equilibrium in its
flow of forms. is the basis for the experience of spatial harmony." (p. 90)

12.5

"It may be stressed that natural movement sequences existed long before any
theory about them was developed. In discovering their lawful course these
age-old movement sequences were evaluated and established from the point of
view of their twelve-partedness in a similar manner to the way in which musical
scales and other harmonic sequences were established." (p. 154)

20.1

(Following 4.4 above) "This can be clearly felt in the body. as the 1st and the
3rd scales contain movements essentially for the right side which are mirrored
by the left in the movements of the 2nd and the 4th scales •••• If we now take •••
(the 1st and 2nd scales) ••• as a unit containing 24 transversals. we see that
they do not represent 24 different inclinations. but only 20. This is because
the 1st inclination of the right scale is identical to 'the 10th of the left. the
right 4th to the left 7th. the right 7th to the left 4th. and the right 10th
to the left 1st. The right-left symmetry causes the flat inclinations. which
cross from one side to the other. to exchange their identity in the two scales."
(p. 1571

24.1

"The scaffolding (cubic) of the kinesphere built up so far has 24 surface-lines
which are parallel to the six primary deflected inclinations. which we call
diameters." (p. 68)

24.2

Transversals: ..... distinguish themselves by not intersecting at the centre of
the kinesphere •••• They never link endpoints of dimensionals or diagonals. or
form a surface-line of the scaffolding •••• The four transversal standard
scales and the four axis scales are the only scale-like configuration~ which
results from assembling the 24 transversals in a harmonic order." (p. 68 and 163

24.3

"One can also relate the twenty-four inclinations to the three-rings •••• Likewise
all twenty-four transversals have a function in the two-rings as well as in the
four-rings. We have ascertained that there are twelve two-rings and twelve
four-rings. Each of these contains two transversals and two peripherals. with
the result that all inclinatiohs are contained in each of the twelve rings
(2 a 12 and 2 x 12)." (p. 196)

26.1

"The ••• 26 directions radiate from the centre of the kinesphere ..... (p. 13)

27.1

"The ••• 26 directions radiate from the centre of the kinesphere. the 27th point
of direction. and establish three planes at different levels ••• " (p. 13)

BO.1

o
"Generally we turn the head to either side at an angle of approximately 30 I
turning further ••• requires the participation of an increased area of the body."
(p. 106) (See also 60.1)
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45.1

"Normally from a balanced carriage the head bends forward and backward at an
angle of approximately 45 o ••• (-) ••• Angle between dimensionals and diamters
(of the icosahedron)." (p. 106-7)

60.1

"It is remarkable that the ••• ,.omplete turing angle of the head is about 60 • th.
angle of an equilateral triangle ••• (-) ••• Angle between the neQghbouring
surface-lines and also triangles formed by transversals (of the icosahedron)."
(p. 106-7)

72 .1

"In everyday life the flexion and extension of the vertebral column achieves
o
an angle of approximately 72 ••• The angle ••• between transversals and a surfaceo
line in the icosahedron. The turning of the hips also comes near 72 ." (p. 106

90.1

"It is remarkable that the complete bending angle of the head is approximately
a right angle. the angle through which we pass from one dimension of space to
another ••• (-) ••• Angle between two dimensions (of an icosahedron)." (p. 106-7)

108.1

"Flexion and extension of the shoulder joint or lifting angle of the stretched
arm forward and backward (without rotating the scapula) ••• (=) ••• Angle between
two non-neighbouring surface-lines belonging to a five-ring (of an icosahedron)
(p. 107)

360.1

"Every point of the kinesphere can be reached with anyone limb. which means
o
that together they have a reaching span of 360 when helped by certain
contributory movements from other parts of the body." (p. 107)

o
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ANNEX 9

The study from which the following extracts are made "has had a profound influence
throughout Chinese history and on Japanese military thought; it is the source
of Mao Ise-tung's strategic theories and that of the tactical doctrine of the
Chinese armies. Through the Mongol-Tartars. Sun Tzu's ideas were transmitted
to Russia and became a substantial part of her oriental heritage. 'The Art of
War' is thus required reading for those who hope to gain further understanding
of the grand strategy of these two countries today". His "is the first known
attempt to formulate a rational basis for the planning and conduct of military
operations". The book. believed to have been composed in the 4th century BC.
is entitled:
Sun Tzu. The Art of War. London. Oxford University Press. 1963
(translated by S B Griffith with a foreword by B H Liddell
Hart. accepted in the Chinese Translations Series of UNESCO)
0.1

"Now an army mey be likened to water. for just as flowing water avoids the
heights and hastens to the lowlands, so an army avoids strength and strikeS .1
weakness. And 65 water shapes its flow in accordance with the ground. so an
army manages its victory in accordance with the situation of the enemy. And
as water has no constant form. there are in war no constant conditions. Thus,
one able to gain the victory by modifying his tactics in accordance with the
enemy situation may be said to be divine. Of the five elements. none is always
predominant. of the four seasons. none lasts forever. of the days. some are
long and some short, and the moon waxes and wanes." (p. 101)

2.1

"Generally, in battle, use the normal force to engage; use the extraordinary
to win. Now the resources of those skilled in the use of extraordinary forces
are as infinite as the heavens and earth •••• ln battle there are only the normal
and extraordinary forces, but their combinations are limitless; none can
comprehend them all. For these two forces are mutually reproductive. their
interaction as endless as that of interlocked rings. Who can determine where
one ends and the other begins ?" (p. 91-2)

3.1

"Now there are three ways in which a ruler can bring misfortune upon his army:
- When ignorant that an army should not advance, to order an advance or
ignorant that it should not retire, to order a retirement •••
- When ignorant of military affairs, to participate in their administration •••
- When ignorant of command problems to share in the exercise of
ies ..... (p. 81)

responsibilit~

4.1

"Generally, these are advantageous for encamping in the four situations named
(taking up positions: in mountains, near a river, in salt marshes. in level
ground)." (p. 116-7)

5.1

"War is a matter of vital importance to the State ••• Therefore, appraise it in
terms of the five fundamental factors ••• So you may assess its essentials. The
first of these factors is moral influence. the second, weather. the third,
terrain; the fourth. command; and the fifth, doctrine." (p. 63)

5.2

"Now there are five circumstances in which vitory may be predicted:
- He who knows when he can fight and wRen he cannot will be victorious.
- He who understands how to use both large and small forces will be victorious
- He whose ranks are united in purpose will be victorious
-

~e who is prudent and lies in wait for an enemy who is not, will be
victorious

- He whose genenals are able and not interfered with by the sovereign will be
victorious." (p. 82-3)
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5.2

"Now the elements of the art of war are first, measurement of spaceJ second,
estimation of quantities. third, calculations. fourth, comparisons. and fifth,
chances of victory." (p. 88)

5.3

"There are five qualities which are dangerous in the character of

Cl

general:

- I f reckless, he can be killed
- If cowardly, captured
- I f quick-tempered. you can make a fool of him
- I f he has too delicate a sesne of honour. you can calumniate him
- I f he is of a compassionate nature. you can harass him.

Now these five traits of character are serious faults in
military operations are calamitous." (p. 114-5)

Cl

general and in

5.4

"There are five methods of attacking with fire." (p. 141)

5.5

"Now there are five sorts of secret agents to be employed.
inside, doubled. expendable, and living." (p. 145)

6.1

"Ground may be classified according to its nature as accessible, entrapping,
indecisive, constricted, precipitous. and distant •••• These are the principles
relating to six different types of ground. It is the highest responsibility
of the general to inquire into them with the utmost care." (p. 124-5)

6.2

"Now when troops flee, are insubordinate, distressed. collapse in disorder or
are routed, it is the fault of the general. None of these disasters can be
attributed to natural causes •••• When any of these six conditions prevails the
army is on the road to defeat. It is the highest responsibility of the general
to examine them carefully." (p. 125-7)

7.1

"War is a matter of vital importance to the State •••• Therefore. appraise it in
terms of the five fundamental factors (see 5.1 above) and make comparisons of
the seven elements •••• appraising them with the utmost care. If you say

These are native,;

- which ruler possesses moral influence,
- which commander is the more able.
- which army obtains the advantages of nature and the terrain,
- in which regulations and instructions are better carried out.
- which troops are the stronger.
- which has the better trained officers and men,
- and which administers rewards and punishments in
manner,

Cl

more enlightened

I will be able to forecast which side will be victorious and which defeated."
(p. 63-66)
9.1

The nine variables:
- You should not encamp in low-lying ground
- In communicating ground, unite with your allies
- You should not finger in desolate ground
- In enclosed ground, resourcefulness is required
- In death ground, fight
- There are roads not to follow.
- Some troops not to strike,

,

- Some cities not to assault, and

-

9.2
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Nine varieties of ground: "In respect to the employment of troops. ground may
be classified as dispersive. frontier, kev. communicating, focal. serious.
difficult. encircled. and death.
- When a feudal lord fights in his own territory. he is in dispersive ground.
- When he makes but a shallow penetration into enemy territory he is in
frontier ground
- Ground equally advantageous for the enemy or me to

oc~py

is key ground

- Ground equally accessible to both the enemy and me is communicating
- When a state is enclosed by three other states its territory is focal ••••
- When the army has penetrated deep into hostile territory ••• it is in serious
ground
- When the army traverses mountains. forests ••• it is in difficult ground
- Ground to which access is constricted ••• is called encircled
- Ground in which the army survives only if it fights with the courage of
desperation is called 'death'." (p. 130-1)
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ART OF COLOUR

The following points are extracted from a standard work by a renowned art educator
primarily concerned with the use of colour:
- Johannes Itten. Art de la Couleur. Paris, Oessain et Tolra, 1974 (of which
an English edition is published by Reinhold Publishing Corp •• New York)
0.1

"L'enseignement ici developpe est un enseignement esthetique des couleurs et il
est ne de l'experience et de l'intuition d'un peintre. Pour l'artiste, l'effet
des couleurs est dicisif, et non pes la realite des couleurs, telles qu'elles
sont etudiees par les physiciens et lea chimistes. L'effet des couleurs est
controle par l'intuition." (p. 11)

0.2

"Nous nommons harmonieux des groupes de couleurs qui produisent un effet
agriable. Nous pouvons donc poser la loi fondamentale : harmonie • ordre. Pour
trouver totutes les harmonies possibles. il faut chercher des ordres possibles
de l'ensemble colore. Plus l'ordonnance est simple. plus claire ou evidente
est l'harmonie." (p. 22 citing Wilhelm Ostwald)

0.3

"Une base extraordinairement importante de tout enseignement esthetique des
couleurs est le cere le chromatique, car il represente l'ordre des couleurs ••••
D'une facon tout a fait generale, on peut dire que toutes les paires de couleurs
complementaires, tous les accords triples de tons, dont les couleurs. sur le
cercle chromatique divise en douze parties egales. se trouvent en relation. a
l'interieur d'un triangle equilateral ou isocele ou d'un carre, ou d'un
rectangle, sont harmonieux." (p. 23)

0.4

"Etablir des cercles chromatiques de 24 ou meme de 100 couleurs est a mon sans
une perte de temps qui ne signifie rien, cela est sans valeur pratique pour
l'artiste coloriste." (p. 34)

0.5

"La spere est une forme elementaire. symetrique de toutes parts. qui est le
mieux appropriee B la representation des particularites caracteristqiues et
multiples du monde des couleurs. Elle permet de representer la loi des
complementaires. de figurer tous les rapports fondamentaux des couleurs les
unes avec les autres, ainsi que leurs rapports avec le blanc et le noire Si
on se represente la sphere chromatique comme un corps transparent ou chaque
point porte une couleur determinee, on a la possibilite d'ordonner toutes les
couleurs imaginables. Chaque point de la sphere peut etre determine par son
meridien et son parallele, Pour une r~presentation claire de l'ordre des
couleurs, six paralleles et douze meridiens suffiront." (p. 114)

0.6

"La sphere des couleurs donne les possibilites suivantes pour la representation
des couleurs:
1. Les couleurs pures du prisme. se trouvant sur la zone equatoriale de la

surface de la sphere
2. Lea melanges des couleurs du' prisme avec du blanc et du noir dans les
zones de clarte de la surface de la sphere
3. Les tons de melange des couples de couleurs complementeires, qui sont
rendus visibles par les coupes hor1zontales
4. Les degres de melange de deux couleurs complementa1res qui, eclaircis vers
le blanc ou mbscurcis vera le noir. peuvent etre representes sur les
sections vertic~1es." Ip. 117)
0.7

"Par la notion d'accord de couleurs on comprend le groupement de
les lois de leurs rapports entre el1es. pouvant servir de base a
ions colorees •••• Les accords de couleurs peuvent etre formes par
quatre couleurs et plus. On parle alors d'accords de deux tons.
de quatre tons. etc." (p. 118)

couleurs selon
des compositdeux. trois,
de trois tons,
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0.8

"Tant que les couleurs sont captives du monde des objets. elles peuvent Atre
percues et l'on peut definir les lois qui les regissent. Maie leur essence
intime reste cachee ~-notre raison et seule l'lntuition est capable de la
saisir. C'est pourquoi les regles et les lois ne peuvent Atre que des tables
d'orientation que l'on place sur le voie de la creation artistique." (p. 152)

1.1

"A cause de sa profonde obscuri tee le noir est necessaire pour permettre aux
couleurs lumineuses de deployer leur rayonnement El sa juste valeur." (p. 152)

1.2

"Une cou[eur isolee excite dans l'oell. par son impression specifiqu8. l'aspiration a l'universalite. Pour devenlr conscient-'de cette totalite, pour se
satisfaire soi-meme. il cherche a c5te de tout espace colore un espace qui ne
le soit pas, afin d'y faire surgir la couleur desiree. C'est ici la 10i fond amentale de toute harm~nie des couleurs" (p. 22, citing Goethe)

2.1

"Deux especes de lumieres qui, me langees, donnent du blanc, se nomment comp lementaires •••• Chaque couleur du spectre est complementaire de la couleur mixte
composee par toutes les autres couleurs du spectre." (p. 18)

2.2

"la notion d'harmonie des couleurs dout echapper au domaine des sensations
sUbjactives et davenir une loi objective •••• Deux couleurs o~ plus sont
harmonieuses quand, melangees ensemble, alles donneot un gris neutre." (p.21-2)

2.3

"Sur le cercIe chromatique en douze parties, deux couleurs diemetralement
opposees sont complementaires. Elles constituent u~ accord de deux tons
harmonieux." (p. 118)

2.4

"11 existe diverses possibilites d'affirmer la direction dans l'espace se la
tolle ......Horizontal" signifie lourdeur, etendue et largeur affirmees. "Vertical", la plus grande opposition a horizontal, signifie le~erte, hauteur et
profondeur. la ou
l'horizontal et la verticale se coupent nait un fort
accent. les deux directions agissent en surface et engendrent, utilisees
simultanement, un sentiment d'equilibre, de solidite et de resistance materielll
(p. 144)

3.1

"Dans un triangle equilateral nous placons les trois couleurs primaires de facon
que le jaune soit en haut, le rouge en bas et a droite et le bleu en bas et a
gauche." (p. 34)

3.2

Following 3.1 above: "Le triangle est inscrit dans un cercle. ou nous construisons un hexagone. Dans les triangles restants nous etendons les trois couleurs
mixtes, constituees chacune par deux des couleurs primaires. Nous obtenons
ainsi les (3) couleurs secondaires: ••• orangs ••• vert ••• violet." (p. 34)

3.3

"Si. sur le cercls chromatiquB en douze parties, on choisit trois couleurs, dont
la forme de relation est un triangle equilateral, ces couleurs constituent un
accord de trois tons harmonieux •••• ~QS figures de relation de triangles equilateraux ou isoceles peuvent aussi s'imaginer comme inscrites dans la sphere des
couleurs. On peut les faire tourner a volonte." (p.- 118)

3.4

"Dans les paires de couleurs (primaires et secondaires) complementairBs, on
trouve en effet toutes les les trois couleurs fondamentales." (p. 21)

3.5

Forme et couleur: "En resume. on peut dire : le carre symbolise la matiere ..atU
repos, le triangle rayonnant de tous cotes symbolise la pensee et le cercIe
symbolise l'esprit eternellement en mouvement." (p. 120)

3.6

(See 2.4)
(p.144)

4.1

(See 0.6)

"la ou l'horizontale et la verticle se coupent nait un fort accent."
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4.2

"Si sur le cercle chromatique en douze parties on choisit par deux fois des
couples de couleurs complementaires. dont les droites qui lea j01gnent sont
perpendiculaires l'une a l'autre. on obtient une figurecarre •••• D'eutres accords
de quatre tons s'obtiennent per ••• (un rectangle) ••• qui groupe deux couples
compelementaires •••• Une troisieme figure de relation pour des accords qaedruples
est'le trapeze •••• Si l'on placait les figures de reference dans le sphere des
couleurs et 51 on la tournait. on ferait naitre un grand nombre de themes
nouveaux." (p. 118)

4.3

(see 2.4) "Les deux directions agissent en surface et engendrent.uti1isees
simultanement. un sentiment d'equilibre. de solidite et de resistance materielle
(p. 144)

5.1

"Chaquecouleur peut subir des modifications dans cinq directions:
1. Les modifications du caractere de la couleur •••
2. Les modifications des valeurs de clarte •••
3. Les modifications du degre de saturation •••
4. Les modifications des rapports quantitatifs ou grandeurs de surfaces
colorees •••
5. Les modifications par l'intervention des effets de contraste simultane."
(p. 1en

5.2

Avac la sphere des couleurs: " ••• les cinquprincipales facons d'etablir les
possibilites de rapports entre deux couleurs contrastantes ••• (sont 2 directions
sur une parallele. 2 directions sur un meridien. et vers le centre)" (p. 117)

6.1

Q'hexagone des trois couleurs primaires avec les trois couleurs secondaires
(p. 34) (See 3.1 and 3.2 above)

6.2

Following 3.1 and 3.2: "Dans cet anneau circulaire (en douze parties) nous
portons aux emplacements correspondants les couleurs primaires et secondaires.
de sorte qu'entre deux couleurs se trouve chaque fois un secteur vide. Dans
ces secteurs vides nous portons alors les (6) couleurs tertiares. qui consistent en melanges d'une couleur primaire avec une couleur secondaire." (p. 34)

6.3

"On peut trouver des accords de six tons de deux manieres differentes. On peut
sur le cercle chromatique en douze parties. au lieu d'un triangle ou d'un
carre, inscrire un hexagone comme figure de relation. On obtient comme accord
harmon1eux de six tons trois paires de couleurs complementaires. Deux accords
de ce type peuvent etre developpes •••• Dans la sphere des couleurs. on peut
tourner l'hexagone •••• Tous les accords quadruples (see 4.2 above) qui peuvent
se realiser sur la surface de l'equateur. peuvent ainsi etre combines avec du
blanc et du noir ~t agrandis en accords sextuples." (p. 118-9)

7.1

"Lessept contrastes de couleurs sont:
Contraste
Contraste
Contraste
Contraste
5. Contraste
6. Contraste
7. Contrasts

1•
2.
3.
4.

12.1

12.2

de la couleur en soi
clair-obscur
chaud-froid
de complementaires
simultane
de qualite
de quantite" (p. 36)

"Comme introduction 8 l'enseignement constructif des couleurs nous donnerons
le cercle chromatique en douze parties issu des couleurs primaires ..... (p. 34)
(See also 3.1. 3.2 and 6.2)
"Aux 12 degres de tons gris. equidistants. du blanc au noir. qui ant etes trouve
(p. 54)
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The development of Islamic culture has been shaped by a profound cosmology to which
a major contributor was the philosophical group Ikhwan al-Safa (The Brethren of Purity)
concerning which extracts from the following books have been made:
- Seyyed Hossein Nasr. An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological Doctrines. Boulder.
Shambhala. 1978
- Nader Ardalan and Laleh Bakhtiar. The Sense of UnitYI the Sufi tradition in
architecture. Chicago. 1971
"The most essential division within Islam is the "vertical" hierarchy of the Sacred
Law •••• the Way ••• and the Truth. the first being the exoteric aspect of the Islamic
revelation. divided into the Sunni and the Shi'ite interpretations of the tra~ition.
and the latter two the esoteric aspects which are usually known under the denomination
of Sufism." (Nesr. p. 18) "After this long search into the identity and significance
of the Ikhwan we find ourselves confronted with many contradictory opinions among
students of the subject •••• But it is perhaps more significant. especially with respect
to their cosmological doctrines. to describe them as a Shi'ah group with Sufi tendencies whose exposition of the cosmological sciences was to influence the whole Muslim
community ••• for a thousand years." (Nasr. p. 35-7) The Ikhwan define the ideal and
morally perfect man as of: "East Persian derivation. Arabic in faith. of Iraqui. that is
Babylonian education, a Hebrew in astuteness. a disciple of Christ in conduct. as
pious as a Syrian monk. a Greek in the individual sciences. an Indian in the interpretation of a1l mysteries. but lastly and especially. a Sufi in his whole spiritual
life." (citation in Nasr, p. 31)
0.1

"The question of the Unity of the Divine Principle and the consequent unicity
of Nature is particularly important in Islam where the idea of Unity overshadows all others and remains at every level of Islamic civilization the most
basic principle upon which all else depends •••• The formula of Unity is the
most universal criterion of orthodoxy in Islam; that doctrine may be said to be
Islamic that affirms this unity in one way or other." (Nasr. p. 4-5)

0.2

"To demonstrate this unicity they have to appeal constantly to those powers
and faculties in man which themselves possess the power of synthesis and
unification so that they can integrate the peripheral and multiple activity of
the observational faculties into the central and unifying vision of the
Intellect." (Nasr. p. 40)

0.3

"The universe described ••• is a unified whole whose various parts are held
together by the analogy which exists between them •••• The language with which
this interrelation is expounded is that of symbolism, particularly numerical
symbolism. Everywhere within the Universe the key to the understanding of
things is numbers. which, like the morning sun. disperse the fog of the
unintelligibility of things considered only in their terrestrial aspect ••••
through numbers they are able to relate multiplicity to Unity and bring to
light the harmony which pervades the Universe." (Nasr. p. 44-5)

0.4

"The science of number ('ilm al-'adadl is consideredby the Ikhwan as the way
leading to the grasp of Unity. as a science which stands above Nature and is,'
the principle of beings and the root of other sciences •••• the 'tongue which
speaks of Unity and transcendence'." (Nasr. p. 46)

0.5

"Considering the affinity of the Ikhwan with the Pythagoreans. however. particularly in mathematics. it is essential to define briefly the meaning of number
and geometry according to this ancient Greek school ••• which was so influential
in the formation' of Muslim intellectual sciences •••• "This is numbers in the
Pythagorean sense. of which the universal rather than the quantitative import is
already to be divined in geometrical figure ••• Whilst one obtains ordinary
numbers by addition. qualitative number results on the contrary. from an
internal or intrinsic differentiation of principiel unitYI it is not added to
anything and does not depart from unity. Geometrical figures are so many
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images of unity; they exclude one another or rather they denote different
principiel quantitiesJ the triangle is harmony. the squarR ~tabilitYJ these
are 'concentric' not 'serial' numbers
The final aim of geometry is to
permit the faculties of the soul to reflect and meditate independently of the
externel world ..... (Nesr •• p. 47-9 citing Schuon)
0.6

"The essential techniques of numerical symbolism and analogy. which ••• form the
basic language of the Ikhwan. are used ••• in ••• illuminating the reality and
beauty of the relation between the microcosm and m~crocosm and the hierarchy
of Being. To a reader unsympathetic to this perspective. such efforts may
seem artificial and unreal. If. however. one possesses the "conceptual
perspective" necessary for an understanding of these symbols. the beauty and
grandeur of these analogies becomes evident." (Nesr. p. 67)

1.1

Macrocosm or microcosm: creator.
origin of all numbers (Ardalan)

2.1

Macrocosm: intellect (innateJ acquired). Microcosm: body in two parts (left
and right). Geometry: line. Mathematics: one half of all numbers counted
by it. (Ardalan)

3.1

Macroaosm: soul (vegetativeJ animalJ rational). Microcosm: animal constitution
(two extremities and middle). Geometry: tttangle. Mathematics: first odd
numberJ one third of all numbers counted by it. (Ardalan)

4.1

Macrocosm: matter (original; physicalJ universal;' artefacts). Microcosm: four
humours (phlegm; bloodJ yellow bile; black bile). Geometry: square or cross.
Mathematics: first square number.(Ardalan)

5.1

Macrocosm: nature (ether; fireJ airJ water; earth). Microcosm: five senses
(sight; hearingJ touchJ tasteJ smell). Geometry: pentagon or five pointed
star. Mathematics: first circular number. (Arda4an)

6.1

Macrocosm: body (above. below. front. back. right. left). Microcosm: six
powers of motion and direction (uPJ down; frontJ back; leftJ right). Geometry:
hexagon or six-pointed star. Mathematics: first complete nUmber.(Ardalan)

7.1

Macrocosm: universe (7 visible planets and 7 days of week). Microcosm: active
powers (attraction; sustenanceJ digestion; repulsion; nutritionJ growthJ
formation). Geometry: heptagon or seven-pointed star. Mathematics: first
perfect number. (Ardalan)

8.1

Macrocosm or microcosm: qualities. Geometry: octagon or a-poihted star.
Mathematics: first cubic number. (Ardalan)

9.1

Macrocosm: beings of this world (3-fold groups of mineral. plant. animal).
Microcosm: elements of body (brainsJ brainJ nerves; veinsJ bloodJ fleshJ skinJ
nailsJ hair). Geometry: nonagon or 9-pointed star. Mathematics: first odd
square. (Ardalan)

Geometry: point.

Mathematics: principle and

10.1

Macrocosm: tetractys (4 universal beings).
body. (Ardalanl

12.1

Macrocosm: zodiac. Microcosm: 12 orifices of body. (Ardalan)

26.1

Macrocosm: stations of moon. Microcosm: vertebrae. Mathematics: 2nd complete
number. (Ardalan)

360.1

Microcosm: basic disposition of

Macrocosm: nUmber of solar days. Microcosm: veins in body.(Ardalan)

LANGUAGE AND TRANSFORMATIONAL-GENERATIVE GRAiYIMARS

ANNEX 12

Each concept scheme is a form or feature of language. Questions concerning the
structuring of concept schemes should therefore emerge in investigations of language
(although such investigations should themselves give rise to concept schemes in their
own right). Of particular interest therefore are recent studies of transformationalgenerative grammars as they relate to grammatical categories.
- Noam Chomsky. Aspects of the Theory of Syntax.
0.1

According to Chomsky, a leading exponent of this approach: "To summarize, we
have now suggested that the form of grammar may be as follows. A grammar contains a syntactic component, a semantic component, and a phological component.
The latter two are purely interpretivel they play no part in the recursive
generation of sentence~structures. The syntectic component consists of a base
and a transformational component. The base. in turn. consists of a categorial
sub component and a lexicon. The base generates deep structures. A deep structure
enters the semantic component and receives a semantic interpretation, it is
mapped by the trensformal;rules into a surface structure which is then given
a phonetic interpretation by the rules of the phonological component. Thus
the grammar assigns semantic interpretations to signals, this association being
mediated by the recursive rules of the syntactic component.
The categorial subcomponent of the base consists of a sequence of context-free
rewriting rules. The function of these· rules is, in essence. to define a certain system of grammatical relations that determine semantic interpretation. and
to specify an abstract underlying order of elements that makes possible the
functioning of the transformational rules. To a large extent. the rules of the
base may be universal, and thus not. strictly speaking, part of particular
grammars, or it may be that. although free in part, the choice of base rules is
constrained b~ a universal condition on the grammatical functions that are
defined. Similarly. the category symbols appearing in base rules are selected
from a fixed universal alphabet; in fact the choice of symbol may be largely
or perhaps completely determined by the formal role the symbol plays in the
system of base rules. The infinite generative capacity of the gremmar arises
from a particular formal property of these categorial rules ••••
The lexicon consists of an unordered set of lexical entries and certain redundancy rules. Each lexical entry is a set of features ••• Some of these are
phonological features, drawn from a particular universal set of phological
features •••• Some of the features are semantic features. These., too. are
presumably drawn from a universal "alphabet", but little is known about this
today ••• " (Chomsky, p. 141-2)

0.2

The traditional sets of grammatical categories of "SUbject". "object", "verb".
ete are now questioned and are no longer listed systematically because they are
considered to belong to the "surface structure" of language. It is as yet far
from clear what are the components of the "alphabet" of category symbols.
Chomsky stresses. for example. that the notion "SUbject", as distinct from
"noun phrase" (I\IP), designates a grammatical function rather than a grammatical
category. It is. in other words, an inherently relational notion. Notions
such as SUbject. predicate, main-verb, and object. being relational, are already
present in the "rewriting rules" (as noun phrase. verb phrase, etc) and
introducing them would be reducndant. "More generally. we can regard any
rewriting rule 6S defining a set of grammatical functions ••• only some of which
(namely, those that involve the "higher level". more abstract grammatical
categories) have been provided traditionally, with explicit names." (Chomsky.
p. 68-9)

0.3

Since the whole field is continuing to evolve, in what follows the intention is
simply to intereelate tentatively several dimensions which are of interest in
terms of the other annexes. It should be stressed that this is a personal
interpretation and does not reflect the manner in which this material is
conventionally treated. although possible points of contact are indicated.
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0.4

Chomsky argues that a grammar contains "a syntactic component, a semantic
component, and a phonological component." The syntacts component includes a
lexicon. For the purpose of this discussion, the lexicon as "an unordered set
of lexical entries and certain redundancy rules" will be treated as separate
from the syntactic component as a set of "rewriting rules". The four components
are shown in the diagram below which is designed to draw attention to possibilities for misunderstanding and to semantic and ontological aspects of the question
which may not be of current interest to~linguists.
Lexical re er oire of words/signs
Level of verbailizable
meaning: any particular case
Progressive fragmentation
into analytical elem,
ents which cannot be
meaningfully verbalized

I

Progressive integration
into semantic gestalts
which cannot be
adequately verbalized
Degree of integration beyond
conceptual capacity
using three dimensions
of space and one of
time

The outermost circle is the level of the individual elements of each of the
four components as broken down to their lowest level by analysis. The next
circle inwards is the level of any specific verbalaized statement -- it is the
level at which meaningful speech is possible. Moving inwards from that level
integration should be understood to increase in the three following senses:
- "proto". namely towards the original simple level from which development
originated culturally
- "onto" • namely towards the original simple level from which development
of the individual took place
- "meta" • namely towards a level which effectively conditions SUbsequent or
more specific letels
0.5

This integration abandons dependence on three-dimensional Euclidean space and
the associated time dimension, as argued by Rene Thom: "We therefore endeavor
in the program outlined h~re to free our intuition from three-dimensional
experience and to use much more general, richer, dynamical concepts, which will
in fact be independent of the configuration spaces." (p. 6) Such methods
"appeal to the ideas of the morphogenetic field and chreod associated with
sin8ularities of the bifuraction set of an infinite-dimensional space •••• the
problem of integrating these local models into a stable global structure
(dynamical topology) ••• remains wide open." (Annex 3, p. 324) And in relation
to ChomsKy's focus on linear sequences, it is useful to note Thom's point: "It
is sometimes said that all information is a message, that is to say, a finite
sequence of letters taken from an alphabet, but this is only one of the possible
aspects of information; any geometric form Whatsoever can be the carrier of
information, and in the set of geometric forms carrying information of the same
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type the topological complexity of the form is the quantitative scalar measure
of the information •••• it is possible that a language, a semantic model, consisting of topological forms could have consideravle advanuages ••• over the linear
language that we use ••• Topological forms lend themselves to a much richer range
of combination ••• than the mere juxtaposition of two linear sequences." (Annex 3
p. 144-5)
0.6

The centre of the diagram may therefore also be partly understood in Thom's
terms: "It may seem difficult to accept the idea that a sequence of stable
transformations of our space-time could be directed or programmed by an
organizing centre consisting of an algebraic structure outside space-time
itself. The important point here, as always, is to regard it as a language
designed to aid the intuition of the global coordination of all the partial
systems controlling these transformations." (Annex 3, p. 119)

0.7

Without attempting to relate the perspective of Chomsky's generative grammar
to the diagram. an indication can be given of the kinds of conceptual sets
which might be examined for comparison with those of the other annexes.
a. Lexical sets: Here the focus would be on
- letters in alphabet (20 - 50)
- syllables. or simple combinations of letters
- basic vocabularies and root words
- general vocabularies
b. Semantic sets: As Chomsky notes, semantic features "are presumably drawn from
a universal 'alphabet', but little is known about this today •• "
The nature of such sets may to some extent be clarified by
comparison of those in these various annexes
c. Syntactical categories: Despite conventional reservations, the sets characteristic of the category alphabet could be explored keeping in
mind the level of abstraction:
- "noun phrase", "verb phrase". etc
- noun. verb, etc
- preposition types. etc
- verb tenses
- etc
d. Phonological set: These have seemingly been investigated more systematically
- vowels. consonants
suprasegmental features: stress. pitch~ length
7 factors determining a consonant
8 cardinal (reference) vowelS
12 binary features characterizing segmental phonemes
30 binary features characterizing segmental phonemes
70 plus symbols of phonetic alphabet

0.8

Clearly the four groups of sets above are intimately interwoven. (In fact the
diagram should be "folded up" in some special way to reflect this.) This may
be used to illustrate the successive articulation of the sets discussed in the
other annexes and to indicate constraints on what can be communicated with only
N categories or words:

1.1

"Word-at-level-one" This is the original "Verbum" in which verb-noun-adjectiveadverb-etc are integrated in a single meta-level, proto-statement/sQund/sign pregnant with possibility

2.1

"Word-at-level-two" The two "words" at this level may possibly be considered
as resulting from a single high level distinction between
"SUbject" and "object", with their nature modified by the
connotations of such notions as "verb", "adjective". etc as
yet embedded in the two categories. The power of this first
distinction is indicated by logician G Spencer Brown's comments:
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"An oberserver. since he distinguishes the spece he occupies,
is also a mark ••• We see now that the first distinction. the
mark. and the observer are not only interchangeable. but in
the form. identical." (Laws of Form. 1969. p. 76)
3.1'

"Word-at-1evel-three" The three "words" at this level may be considered as
resulting from the separation of "verb" from "subject O and
"object" which are thus distinct in meaning from those at
level 2 above.

This procedure could be continued with the separation out of the other parts ~f speech.
Note that in this sense the categories are no longer part of the surface structure in
Chomsky's sense. because implicit at each level are:
a. the rules whereby the elements at that level are to be combined.
b. the "proto-sound" with which they are associated. and
c. the "proto-significance" of the words
However only by reaching set levels characterized by about 20-50 elements is there
sufficient specificity to construct a sign alphabet (although artificial languages
may of course be constructed with less). Only by reaching about 70 elements is there
sufficient specificity to distinguish t~e range of sounds associated with any such
alphabet. Much higher numbers (e.g. 10 ) are required to constitute a set of basic
words (sound combinations. rule combinations •• meaning combinations) in an operational
language. It is perhaps no wonder that concept schemes.with a small number of elements
have considerable difficulty in "grounding" their insights and "meshing" them in
operational reality.

-
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THERMODYNAMICS

This discipline gives rise to explanatory texts which are not ordered as systematically
as those of the other annexes. It is therefore useful to explore to what extent
its principal features may in fact be considered as falling into sets. The investigation was suggested by a diagram by W Byers Brown freproduced in Number and Time. Londol
Rider, 1974, p. 1331byMarie-Louise von Franz) concerning the thermodynamical trinity
and quaternity. Other extracts in the following were obtained from:
- Principles of Thermodynamics. In: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed. vol. 18
- K G Denbigh. The Principles of Chemical Equilibrium. Cambridge University
Press, 1957
0.1

"Thermodynamics is that part of physicals'Cience that is concerned with the
conditions that material systems may assume and the changes in conditions that
may occur either spontaneously or as a result of interactions between systems.
inclUding interactions such as heat." (EB. p. 290)

0.2

"The description of physical phenomena is based on the concept of state of a
system and the changes of state that occur either spontaneously or because of
interactions with other systems." (EB. p. 291)

1.1

"The term system means any identifiable collection of matter that can be
separBted from everything else by a w_ell-defined surface so that changes in
everything else need not affect the condition of the collection." (EB, p. 291)

1.2

"The fundamental equation for a closed system ••• i.e. one which does not exchang
matter with its environment •••
dU = TdS - PdV
In apen system~:

u~~"-.-!dS_~__Pd~_ +~.dni

(Denbigh, p. 41)

_(~_~nbigh, p. 79)

fSM 4.1)

2.1

Reverstble and irreversible processes:~ges whi~h tale place in a system
spontaneously and of their own accord •••• are said to be irreversible •••• A rever·
sible process will therefore be defined as one which can be reversed without
leaving more than a vanishingly small change in any other system." (Oenbigh,p 2:

2.2

Heat and work are the two limiting cases of fundamental interactions between
systems. Neither is a property of a system. They are modes of transfer of
energy between one body and another.

2.3

"Thermodynamics is concerned only with the macroscopic properties of a body and
not with its atomic properties ••• These macroscopic properties •••• may be divided
into two groups as follows:
- The extensive properties, such as volume and mass. are those which are
additive, in the sense that the value of the property for the whole of a
body is the sum of the values for all of its constituent parts.
- The intensive properties, such as pressure, density, etc., are those whose
values can be specified et each point in a system and which may vary from
point to point when there is an absence of equilibrium. Such properties arE
not additive ••• " (Denbigh, p. n

2.4

"There is clearly nothing in the above treatment of the first law which requirel
us to think of energy as a 'thing' -- it is the fact of conservatimn which temp1
us to regard it as some kind of indestrutible fluid. In dealing with the
second law we meet a second qaantity, the entropy, which is also an extensive
quantity and a function of state, but is not conserved •••• it would be preferable
but for the need for economy of words, to speak always of the 'energy function'
and the 'entropy function' rather than of energy and entropy. They ere not
material entities but are mathematical functions having certain properties."
(Oenbigh, p. 20)

2.5

"What has Jyst been said, to the effect that two intensive properties of a phase
usually determine the values of the rest, applies to mixtures as well as to
pure substances." (Oenbigh, p. 7)
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3.1

"The foundations of thermodynamics are three facts of ordinary experience. These
may be expressed roughly as follows:
- bodies are at equilibrium with each other only when they have the same
degree of'hotness';
- the impossibi Hty of perpetual motion;
- the impossibility of reversing any natural process in its entirety."
(Oenbigh. p. 4)

3.2

"An extensive property of a pure phase is usually determined by the choice of
three of its properties. one of which may be conveniently chosen as the mass
(thereby determining the quantity of the pure phase in question) and the
other two as intensi*e properties." (Oenbigh, p. 8)

3.3

"All systems that consist of a single pure molecular species, such as argon,
oxygen, or wate~, exhibit largely common patterns of coexisting phases (solid,
liquid. vapour)" (EB. p. 299)

3.4

Thermodynamic trinity: temperature. pressure, chemical potential (W Byers Brown).
"The chemical potential has an important function analogous to temperature and
pressure •••• The chemical potential is thus a kind of 'chemical pressure' and
an intensive property of a system, like the temperature and pressure themselves."
(Denbigh, p.76)

3.5

"The mathematical relation between the pressure, volume, and temperature for
stable equilibrium states of a closed system is called its equation of state.
Although it ••• does not completely specify the nature of the system, the mathematical relation is an important one because the three properties it relates are
relatively easily measured." (EB, p. 300)

3.6

"Thus. in brief. the whole of the fundamental part of thermodynamics may be
regarded as the discovery of the quantities T, U and S. Their importance lies
precisely in the fact that they are functions of state. That is to say. they
form exact differentials and their changes are independent of the path which
is taken between assigned a.nitial and final states. It would not be possible
to develop an adequate thermodynamics on the basis of heat and work only, becaUSE
their magnit~des depend on the details of the path." (Oenbigh. p. 46)

3.7

3 Laws of thermodynamics:
- "The first law is a statement of existence of a property called energy. It is
based on the concept of work and can be stated as follows: For any process
involving no effects external to the system except displacement of a mass
between specified levels in a gravity field. the magnitude of that mass 15
fixed by the end states of the system and is independent of the details of th
the process." (EB. p. 292)
- "The second law is a statement of the existence of stable equilibrium states
and of special processes that connect these states to others •••• The second
law can now be stated as follows: Among all the allowed states of a system
with given values of energy. number of particles, and constraints, one and
only one is a stable equilibrium state. Such a state can be reached from
any other allowed state of the same energy, numbers of particles, and
constraints and leave no effects on the state of the environment."(EB, p.293)
- "The third law ••• The entropy of any finite system approaches a noninfinite
value as the temperature on the Kelvin scale approaches zero." (EB. p. 308)
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4.1

PFundamental equations •••• A type of equation for which any of the properties
p. T. U. V. S (or any algebraic combination of these) not explicit in it are
found by differentiation is called a fundamental equation. and the corresponding function has been called a characteristic function. (ES. p. 302) PThe
equations ••. (below) ••• form the basis of chemical thermodynamics. The first of
them may be regarded as the fundamental relation [see 1.2. above) which contains
the physical information embodied in the properties of U. T and S. whilst the
other three are derived from it by virtue of the definitions of H. F and G and
contain no additional information.
p

dU

= TdS

- PdV +;r~;dni

dG .. -SdT + VdP + f)-t' dn i
dH .. TdS + VdP + 1):dn
i
dF" -SdT - PdV +i.):dn
i

(Denbigh. p. 77-78)

4.2

Thermodynamic quaternity: entropy, energy, matter, volume [W Byers Brown).

5.1

(See 4.1) PA type of equation for which any of the properties P, T, U, V, S
(or any algebraic combination of these) not explicit in it are found by
differentiation is called a fundamental equation ••• " (ES, p. 302)

6.1

(See 3.6) "The whole of the physical knowledge on which thermodynamics Is based
has already been embodied in the properties of T, U and S. and these functions
alone form a sufficient basis for the development of chemical thermodynamics.
It is a matter of convenience only that we introduce certain additional function~
These are defined as follows:

H .. U

+

PV

F .. U

+

TS

G .. U

+

PV - TS

These new quantities are combinations of the previous functions of state, U. P,
V. T and S, and are therefore functions of state themselves. They are also
extensive properties. Their value is simply that they are easier to use in
certain applications ••• and in such circumstances they also have an easily
visualized meaning. [Oenbigh, p. 61)
p

6.2

"An additional crop of useful identities, known as Maxwell's relations, is
obtained by applying a theorem of the calculus concerning exact differentials ••••
The full set of Maxwell's relations are as follows:
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ANNEX 13
7.1

The fundamental relation of thermodynamics (see 1.2 and 4.1 above) is:

t;t.:

dU • TdS - PdV +
dn i
It defines the relationship between 7 properties:
U • (internal) energy
T = temperature
S • entropy

P • pressure
V = volume
n = number of moles of substance i (mass)
chemical potential ,.
"

/"";=

The many other relations and equations of thermodynamics do not seem to be presented
as a progressively elaborated pattern. It is possible that both sets of equations
and quantities (e.g. heat capacities and others) could be presented in an orderly
manner in terms of the increasing number of elements in the set. Such a systematic
approach could also be developed by relating different sets (e.g. relating the 3
properties of the 'trinity' (see 3.4 above) to the 4 properties of the 'quaternity'
(see 4.2 above) would generate 12 possible 'functions' relating two properites in
each case. one intensive and one extensive).

ANNEX 14

PERIODIC CLASSIFICATION OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS
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ANNEX 15

The following scheme, formulated by a philosopher-mathematician who was a director
of industrial research, is of interest because of the special effort made to clarify
the significance of number as a means of ordering phenomena and values in complex
systems. The extracts, made for an earlier paper, are based on information in:
- J G Bennett. The Dramatic Universe.

London, Hodder and Stoughton, 1956 -

1966 (4 vols)
The series below was developed by J. G. Bennctt
to
replace the Aristotelian and Kantian ca tegories, with their
dualistic characteristic. His definitions of systematic fea·
tures arc given
. The characteristics given here
summarize the extensive descriptions of Rennett (vol. I,
p.31 4X,vo1.3,p.14 75).
Comprehension of the systems procceds in a definite
sequence, given their order of emergence into awareness
and the minimulll number of terms reCjuired to exempli.
fy their attributes. Only 12 systcms are identified here,
although systems of any number of tcrms may be considered in order to encompass whatever degree of con·
creteness one is capable of grasping. The limitation is
onc of understanding.
A particular system never exhausts the possibility of
description and comprehension for, whatever number of
terms is reached, some degree of abstraction remains and
additional terms must be admitted in order to move
towards a greater concreteness. Growth in understanding
requires recognition of the representational power of
successive systems and a deepening appreciation of their
significance. As implied here and as stressed in the main

text, Bennett's word labels and comments are only indicative and do not encompass or exhaust the meanings to
which they refer. Their indicative power may be severely
eroded by irrelevant polysemantic associations and increasingly so for the 3-term case and above. Conversely
the richness of meaning in a given case is indicated by
the symbol complexes which cultures produce to exemplify such systems. The symbols may facilitate a better
intuit ive grasp of each system as a whole, in contrast to
the fragmented comprehension resulting from the following descriptions presented as linear text.

2.-term representation and comprehension ("Polarity")
Systemic attribute: complementarity. Term designation:
poles. Term characters: positive, negative. Connectivity:
force.
Any pair of terms between which hoth connect ion
and disjunction are recognized, although few pairs stand
in more than weak opposition to onc another or with
more than insignificant connection. Through polarity,
everything is in a state of strain which polarity itself
can do nothing to relieve. If gives rise to force which
may be transformed into direction. It can neither show
how oppositions arise nor how they may be resolved. Its
dosure is not that of completeness.
Aspects of polarity: active/passive; pleasant/unpleasant, like/dislike, etc.

3-temz representation and comprehension ("Related·
ness")
Systemic attribute: dynamism. Term designation: impulses. Term characters: I, affirmation; 2, receptivity; 3,
reconciliation. Connectivities (1st order): acts (1-2,
generation, 2--3, consent; 3--1, decision). Connectivilies
(2nd order): actions (1-2--3, expansion; 1-32, interaction; 3 --2- I, freedom; 2 -I --3, concentration; 2- 3 I.
identitiy; 3 - 12, order).
Every dynamic structure has the form of a triad and
the three independent impulses found arc those to which
all relationships are reducible. Such relatedness may
be transformed into interaction. The triad shows how
acts enter into the structure of the world and resolve
contradictions.

4-term representation alUi comprehension ("Subsistence")

j-te1m representation find comprehension ("Wholeness")
Systemic attribute: universality. Term designation:
totality. Term character: diversity in unity.
AilY situation to which we direct our attention is a
monad, but some exemplify the systemic attribute of
universality more strongly than others. The monadic
character of the universe as a totality is present in all its
parts. Wholeness is universal and omnipresent but relative; it may be transformed into identity. The combination of confused immediacy and the expectation of finding an organized structure gives the monad a progressive
character; it is what it is, but it holds the promise of
being more than it appears to be.
Aspects of wholeness:, unity, coherence, togetherness,
completeness, order, organization.

Systemic attribute: activity. Term designation: source.
Term characters: motivational (I, ground; 2, goal);
operational (3, direction; 4, instrument). Connectivities
(I st order): interplays
Subsistence is the limitation of existence within a
framework and may be transformed into maintenance.
The tetrad specifies an event. It is the form of all activities that lead to a change of order and as such is inherently inl1exible. Its very nature is to be an activity
of transformation. Its lack of central emphasis allows
activity to be studied as ordered diversity, but prevents
the association of the activity with a particular entity.
Indeed it does not allow for the existence of separate
entities.

5-tenn representation and comprehension ("Potentiality")
.
Systemic attribute; significance. Subsidiary attributes:
potentiality and meaning. Term designation: limit. Tenn
characters: 1, intrinsic; internal limits (2, lower; 3, upper); external limits (4, upper; 5, lower). Connectivities
(1st order); mutualities (10 dyads). Connectivities:
(2nd order): 10 triads. Connectivitics (3rd order); 5
tetrads.
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ANNEX 15
Meaning and potentiality I1lllst he added to activity, if
the significance of a structure for itself (and for tile totality that contains it) is to be specified. Only then does
a structure become a bounded significant entity. Such
entities have limits of significant connectedness with the
outer world and limits of connectedness with their inner
range of meaningful potentialities. Everything that exists
has potentialities for actualization that outstrip the relationships that it can sustain within any concrete situation.

6-term representation and comprehension ("Repetition")
Systemic attribute: coalescence. Subsidiary attributes:
recurrence, progress and self-realization, independence,
form of events. Term designation: law (governing the
coalescence of events). Term characters: 1, order; 2, expansion; 3, identity; 4, freedom; 5, concentration; 6,
interaction. Connectivities (l st order): steps.
Coalescence is understood as the property of structure, whereby significance acquires depth and enrichment
and yet retains the unique character associated with a
particular event. The hexad, as progressive cyclicity, is
the system most appropriate for sutdying structures in
a step-by-step process of realizing their significance as
events. It expresses the two-fold character of creation
and counter-creation and also the movement of the
entire process towards a goal. Although potential energy
can be stored up indefinitely, it can only renew itself
through the repetitive two-fold action of a disturbing and
a restoring force. Success in action requires a balance betwe~n attention to what actually is and what potentially
might be; events continue to transform themselves even
when their actualization is completed. However the
hexad does tend to emphasize the separateness and isolation of such events from one another.

7-term representation and comprehension ("Structure")
Systemic attribute: transformation. Suhsidiary attributes:
structure, history. Term designation: state. Term characters: I, initiation; 2, involvement; 3, separation; 4, harmonization; 5, insight; 6, renunciation; 7, completion.
Connectivities (I st order): intervals. Connectivities (2nd
order): harmonies.
A structure is a self-regulating system capable of relatively independent existence. Such a system is no longer
closed and changes in the environment accompany changes in the entity. A transformational superstructure is
therefore provided by the heptad to reconcile the selfrealization requirement of the well-defined entity (namely
the acquisition of new properties that were previously
neither potential nor possible) and the dissolution of
identity required for integration as a part within a whole.
A heptadic system is required whenever there is change
involving a real gain or loss in significance. By such transformation, significant events are integrated into the
stream of universal history.

8-term representation and comprehension (,'Individuality")
Systemic attribute: completedness, organized totalities.
Term designation: element. Term characters: active (1,
summit; 3, atom; 5, base; 7, totality); structural (2,
states; 4, functions; 6, necessities; 8, ideals). ConnectiviIntern. Classificat. 6 (1979) No. 2 Judge·· Role of number III

,

ties (I st order): l·ulllponents (dyadsJ (\lllnectivities
(2nd order): initiations (triads). Connectivilies (3rd
order): fields (tetrads). Connectivities (4th order): signi·
ficant substructures (pentads).
IndiViduality (whether actualized or potential) is the
source of initiative residing in organized structures; it
may be transformed into endurance, and is also a unique
centre of conscious subjective experience. The octad is
able to represent organized structures and historical processes ranging in scale from unity to totality. Its value is
c1assificatory, interpretative, heuristic and predict ive. It
is however only applicable to structures organized in
depth.

Y-lcrm reprcsen la I iim and comprehension ("Pa t tern·')
Systemic attribute. harmonization. Term designa! ion:
sources (3), steps ((»).
Experience would lose all coherence if there were
not always active SOlllces of order residing in the patterns
of organized structures. The ideal completion of the
octad does not take into account the uncertainty and
hazard encountered in actual experience. The ennead
permits the representation of everyday working structures (disturbed by unpredictable environmental factors)
in which harmony is established and maintained. The
harmonization is dynan~ic and indeterminate.

J O-term representation and comprehension ("Creativity")
Systemic attribute: integrative complementarity.
In all experience there is evidence of a creative (pattern generating) activity that is not only the source of
order but also the vehicle of disorder a polarity exemplified by the decad. At this level several sets of processes
are able to compensate for one another's defects and
produce an overall harmony tllat reacts on, and sustains,
the individual structures.

I I-term representation and compre!lcl1.\·iOll C'[)omination")
Systemic attribute: synergism
This is the highest form of relatedness and is the
power, subject only to the law of necessity, that reconciles order and disorder through the agency of creativity.
It provides the conditions for mutual completion ot
structures of different kinds.

12-term representation and comprehension ("Autocracy")
Systemic attribute: perfection.
The dodecad is significant as a master pattern for
understanding all total structures of the universe, because it is the first system in which the main elements
of experience can all be represented. It combines dynamism and diversity, or relativity and relatedness. It is the
culmination of the transformations whereby the struclure of existence is first disordered, then corrected, then
redeemed and finally perfected. Autocracy is the primary
affirmation by which all possible experience is brought
into existence whether as potential pattern or as the actual process of the universe. It is the element that acts
without dominating, wills without reacting, and unifies
all possibilities.
.
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ANNEX 16

PERIODIC COACTION COORDINATE SYSTEM

The following extracts describe briefly a generalization of the notion of periodicity
as reflected in the classification of elements. It is claimed to be a scientifically
based pattern of a universal kind which is displayed in some respect by all of
human knowledge and experience. The extracts are from:
- Edward Haskell (Ed). Full Circle. New York, Gordon and Breach, 1972
(prepared in connection with the 1972 International Conference on
Unified Science)
1.1

"The (0,0) coaction may be placed at the origin if there are no coactors.
But in actual systems it must be interpreted as a third "axis". the scalar
zero circle •••• How do you decide whether a coaction has net (+) or (-) or
(0) effect? You must have a reference. which is the state of the system
before the coaction is initiated. or a reference point must be picked. This
then establishes the (0,0) state and is, of course. neutral to all coactions.
Its value is thus plotted as the radius of a circle. the zero-zero circle
(0.0)," (Cassidy. p 6-7)

2.1

"In the cybernetic analysis of the more complex and organized systems we
recognize two distinct kinds of factors. There is the work component or
components, which we shall designate by X. and the governor, or controller,
which we shall designate Y. Of course, the governor does work too (strategic
work). and we have simplified the relationships very greatly. There will
be cases of a system made up of sub-systems. one controlling in some respects.
not in others. and so on." (p. 5)

3.1

"Now the processes that characterize X may. in the interaction with Y, be
accelerated or in some way enhanced (+). or may be unaffected (0). or may be
decreased (-). Similarly, the processes that Y undergoes." (p. 5)

4,1

In the four quadrants of the coaction coordinate system, there are the
following conditions:
X (0 to +). Y (0 to +)
X (0 to +). Y (0 to +)
X (0 to -). Y (0 to +)
X (0 to -), Y (0 to -)
(p. 7)

8.1

Igncrring the (0,0) coaction (see 1.1. above). the eight remaining coactions
fall on axes of the coordinate system or within its quadrants. as follows:
+ +
+ 0
+ -

o9.1

symbiosis
commensalism
parasitism
allopathy

- 0
- +
+

o

synnecrosis
amensalism
predation
allotrophy

(p. 7l

When the possibilities indicated (see 2.1 above) are cross-tabulated. it
becomes evident that there are nine and only nine of the qualitatively
different coactions. In (+, +) both gain. If X and Y represent two organisms.
this might be called symbiosis, or mutualism. The relation (+. 0) may be
illustrated by the case of an older brother (Y) who. without knowing it (0).
sets a constructive example (+) to a younger (X). This may be called
commensalism. (Cassidy. p. 5-6)
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SYNERGETICS (GEOMETRY OF THINKING)

ANNEX 17

The following extracts are from a two-volume study:
- R Buckminster Fuller. Synergetics; explorations in the geometry of thinking.
New York. Macmillan, 1975 (vol. I), 1979 (vol. 11)
0.1

"Synergetics is the geometry of thinking. How we think is epistemology, and
epistemology is modelable; which is to say that knowledge organizes itself
geometrically ••• " (I, 905.01)

0.2

"Any conceptual thought is a system and is structured tetrahedrally. This is
because all conceptuality is polyhedral." (I. 501.101) "By tetrahedron, we
mean the minimum thinkabJe set that would subdivide Universe and have interconnectedness where it comes back upon itself." (I. 620.03)

0.3

"All systems are polyhedra: All polyhedra are systems." (11. 400.56)

0.4

"Instead of starting with parts -- points, straight lines, and planes -- and
then attempting to develop these inadequately definable parts into omnidirect~
ional experience identities. we start with the whole system in which the initial
"point" turned out to be self. which inherently embraced all of its parameters
wrapped tightly in that initial underdeveloped. self-focused aspect of self ••• "
O. 488.00)

0.5

"I am confident that I have discovered and developed the conceptual insights
governing the complete family of variables involved in realization by humanity
of usable access to the ultimate computer ••• ultimate meaning here: the most
comprehensive, incisive and swifest possible information-storing. retrieving.
and variable processing facility with the least possible physical involvement
and the least possible investment of human initiative and cosmic energization.~
0. 427.06)

0.6

"Human may be quite unconscious of their unavoidable employment of isotropic
vector matrix fields of thought or of physical articulations •••• However. their
physical brains ••• are always and only most economically interassociative.
interactive. and intertransforming only in respect to the closest-packed
isotropic vector matrix fields which altogether subconsciously accommodate the
conceptual geometry picturing and memory storing of each individual's evolutionary accumulation of special-case experience happenings. which human inventories are accumulatingly stored isotropic-vector-matrix-wise in the brain ••• "
(I.

426.47)

0.7

"Human thoughts are always conceptually and definitively confined to system
considerablility and comprehension •••• All s~stems are subject to comprehension
(I. 400.07-20) "A ,considerable set is a locally definitive system within
Universe that returns upon its considerability in all circumferential directions and therefore has an inherent withoutness and withinness ••• " (I, 509.02)

0.8

"Experience is inherently omnidirectionaL ••• Experience is inherently terminal.
partial. and differentiable: the antithesis of eternal integrity. The difference
between synergetics and conventional mathematics is that it is derived from
experience and is always considerate of experience. whereas conventional
mathematics .is based upon "axioms" ••• " (I, 502.25-31)

0.9

"By synergic postulate intellect is irrevocable and irreversibly comprehensive
-- both subjectively and objectively -- in respect to energy. Intellect mensurates and modulates relative energy events and event interrelationships."
Or. 1075.21-22)
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0.10

"The conceptual process is never static.~.(I, 509.01) "Starting with whole
Universe, we quickly reach any local system within the totality by differentiating it out temporarily from the whole for intimate consideration •••• Once
you state what your realistic optimum recognition of totality consists of. then
you find how many bits or subdivision stages it will take to isolate any items
within that totality." (I. 522.32-34)

0.11

"When man employs nature's basic designing tools, he needs only generalized
angles and special-case frequencies to describe any and all omnidirectional
patterning experience sUbjectively conceived or objectively realized."
(I, 515.12)

0.12

"Angle is independent of time. But angle is conceptualJ angle is angle independent of the length of its edges •••• Time and size and special-case physical
reality begin with frequency. Pre-time-size conceptuality is primitive
conceptuality. Unfrequnced angular topology is primitive •••• Increase of
relative size dimension is accomplished by multiplication of modular and cyclic
frequencies. which is in turn accomplished only through SUbdividing a given
system." (11, 1033.601-613)

0.13

"We have arrived at a new phase of comprehension in discovering that all of the
physical cases experimentally demonstrable are only special cases of the
generalized principles of the subfrequency. subtime, and subsize patterning
integrity of the nucleus-containing, closest-packing isotropic vector matrix
system." (II, 1006.34)

0.14

"We may hypothesize that information as it increases exponentially -- explodes.
Conceptuality implodes, becoming increasingly more simplified." (I. 501.08)

0.15

"An elephant does walk. Elephants are successful designs. We have no evidence
of biological species that are inherently incomplete designs." (I, 1050.13)
"And all the categories of creatures act individually as special-case and may
be linearly analyzedJ retrospectively. it is discoverable that inadvertently
they are all interaffecting one another synergetically as a spherical. interprecessionally regenepatlve. tensegrity spherical integrity. Goedesic spheres
demonstrate the compressionally discontinuous -- tensionally continuous
integrity. Ecology is tensegrity geodesic spherical programming." (I, 1005.53)

0.16

"Propostion to be proven: that structural systems are always special case
operational realizations in which there is a constant r~iative abundance of all
the topological and system characteristics, the only variable being a quantity
multiplier consisting of one of the first four prime numbers -- 1. 2, 3. and 5
-- or an intermultiplied plurality of the same first four prime numbers."
(lI, 1072.10)

0.17

"Humans accommodated the primes 1, 2, 3, and 5 in the decimal and duodecim8t~
systems •••• But so long as the comprehensive cyclic dividend fails to contein
prime numbers which may occur in the date to be coped with, irrational numbers
will build up or erode the processing numbers to produce irrational, ergo
unnatural.results. We must therefore realize that the tables of the trigonometric functions include the first 15 primes ••• " (I, 1230.11)

0.18

"The first seven primes factorial is a SUblimely rememberable number. It is a
big nUmber, yet rememberable. When nature gives us a number we can remember,
she is putting us on notice that the cosmic communication circuits are open:
you are connected through to many subllilme truths." (1,.1234.02)

0.19

"Initial comprehension is holistic. The second stage is detailing differentiation. In the next stage the edges of the tetrahedron converge like petals
through the vector-equilibrium stage. The transition stage of the icosahedron
alone per~its individuality in progression to the omni-triangulated spherical
phase." (I, 1005.63)
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1 .1

"The sphere is maximal complex unity and the triangle is minimal simplex
unity. This concept defines both the principles and the limits governing
finite solution of all structural and general-system-theory problems."
(l.707.01)

1.2

"Unity. as represented by the internuclear vector modulus. is of necessity
always of the value tWOJ that is, unity is inherently two, for it represents
a minimum of two energy canters." (T. 240.40)

2.1

"Where cyclic unity is taken as 360 degrees of central angle, the difference
between infinity and finity is always exactly two, or 720 degrees." (I, 224.13)

2.2

"Defining frequency in terms of cycles requires a minimum of two cycles."
( II, 1033.601)

2.3

"Frequency is plural unity. Frequency is a multicyclic fractionation of unity.
A minimum of two cycles is essential to frequency fractionation." (, 515.30)

2.4

"Therefore, mathematically speaking, all defined conceptioning always equals
finite Universe minus two. The indefinable quality of finite Universe
inscrutability is exactly accountable by two." (I, 224.50)

2.5

"When man employ's nature's basic designing tools, he needs only generalized
angles and special-case frequencies to describe any and all omnidirectional
patterning experience subjectively conceived or objectively realized •••• There
are only two possible covar1ables oper,ative in all design in Universe: they
are modifications of angle and frequency." (T, 515.12 and 516.01)

2.6

"Vectors and tensors constitute all elementary dimension. A vector represents
an expelling force and a tensor an impelling force." (1,521.$01)
"No function exists by itself ••• Tension and compression are always and only
interfunctioning covariables whose seemingly relative importance is 8
consequence of local pattern inspection." (I, 642.01)

2.8

"The word line was nondefinable: infinite. It is the axis of intertangency
of unity as plural and minimum two. Awareness begins with two. This is where
epistemology comes in. The "line" becomes the axis of spin •••• A line is
directional experience." (I, 521.21-22)

2.9

"There are no specific directions or localities in Universe that may be
opposingly designated as ~ or~. In their place, we must use the words
out and in. We move in toward various individual energy-event concentrations,
or-we move ~ from th9m •••• ~ is temporalJ ~ is eternal." (I, 524.101-14)

2.10

"There ere in all systems the additive twoness of the poles and the multiplic-'
ative twoness of the coexistent concavity and convexity of the system's
insideness end outsideness." (I, 400.46)

2.11

"The number of vertexes of every omnitriangulated structural system is rationally and differentially accountable:
- first, by selecting and separating out the always additive two polar
vertexes that must accommodate the neutral axis of spin inherent in all
individual structural systems to permit and account for their independent
motional freedom relationship from the rest of the universe •••
second, we identify the always multiplicative duality factor of two
characterizing the always coexistent insideness-outsideness of systems •••• "
0, 223.01)
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2.12

"In 8n omnitri8ngu18ted structural system, the number of vertexes is always
evenly divisible by two." (1, 223.19)

2.13

"Bec8use people thought of the nucleus only as oneness, they for
long
missed the significant twoness of spherical unity as manifest in the atomic
weights in the Periodic Table of Elements. When they finally learned that
that inventory of data required the isolation of the neutron, they were
isolating the conC8ve. When they isolated the proton, they isolated the
convex." (I, 415.10-11)

2.14

"Recalling that the (24) vector edges of the vector equilibrium (25 great
cicles) exactly equal the radial explosive forces, while the (31 great circle)
icosahedron's 30 external edges are longer and more powerful than its 30
radial vectors. yet each has an excess of one great circle, which great
circle must have two polar vertexes of spin, we encounter once more the
excess two polar vertexes characterizing all topological systems, and
witness the excess of embracingly cohering forces in contradistinction to
the explosively disintegrative forces of universe." (1, 1052.31)

2.15

"Although not enumerated topologically ••• there are -- in addition to the
nine aspects and 32 cases -- two additional ultimate conceptual aspects of
the complementary macro- and micro-remainder of the physical Universe: all
the as-yet-undiscovered ••• special cases as an epistemographic complementary
to all the as-yet-undiscovered ••• general principles." (11, 1044.13)

3.1

"You can have no sense of awareness of shape with, just one otherness or two
othernesses. Shape awareness commences only with three othernesses where
the relationship of the three as a triangle has finite closure. Shape is
what you see areally ..... (I, 1023.18)

3.2

"When three or more "lines", "vectors", or trajectories each cross two others,
we have an opening." (1, 524.32)

3.3

"This triadic concept is exclusively planar -- ergo, nonexistent. What is
inadvertently omitted is the observer of the planar triad. whose observer
position marks the fourth corner of the tetrahedron, the minimum system."
( II. 542.01)

3.4

"Every physical event in nonsimultaneous scenario Universe is characterized
by three multidimensionally interlinked vectors that intersect precessionally,
i,e, at angles other than 180 degrees to one another •••• The open-ended tripartite spiral can be considered as one energy event consisting of an action,
reaction, and resultant. Two such tripartite-vectored "spirals", one
negative and one positive, combine to form the terahedron." (1, 511.02-10)

3.5

"Vectors always and only coexist with two other vectors, whether or not
expressedJ i.e. every event has its nonsimultaneous action. reaction, and
resul tant. But every event has a cosmic complementary J ergo, every vector's
action, reaction, and resultant have their cosmic tripartite complementaries."
(I,

3.6

521.05)

"The threeness of the quarks shows up at the three minimum convergent lines
around each vertex of the minimum system consisting of only six lines."
(lI. 1052.355)

3.7

"Defining frequency in terms of interval requires a minimum of three intervals
between four similar events." (H, 1033.601)
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3.8

"While great circles are the shortest distance around spheres. a single
great-circle band around esphere will reedlly slide off •••• Not until we heve
three noncommonly polarized. greet-circle bands providing omnitriengulation
as in a spherical octahedron. do we have the greet circles acting structurelly
to self-interstebilize their respective spherical postionings by finitely
intertr1angulating fixed points less than 180 degrees apart." (I. 706.20)

3.9

"There are only three possible cases of fundamental omnisymmetricel. omnitriangulated. least-effort structural systems in nature: the tetrehedron.
with three triangles at each vertexJ the octahedron. with four triangles
at each vertexJ and the icosahedron. with five triangles at each vertex."
(1.

532.41)

3.10

"Design strategies: All the calculations required for the design of geodesic
domes may be derived from the three basic triangles of the three basic
structural systems:
- the 120 right spherical triangles of the icosahedron
- the 48 right spherical triangles of the octahedron. and
- the 24 right spherical triangles of the tetrahedron.
All the great-circle behaviors occurring around the whole sphere teke place
within just one of those three basic right triangles and repeat themselves
in all others." [11. 795.08)

3.11

"At the minimum limit of the hierarchy (of primitive structural systems) are
the separate A.B and T Quanta Modules. and at the minimum limit of allspace
filling -- ergo. of all Universe structuring -- w~ have the three-module mites
consisting each of two A end one B Modules. The mites are the quarks. The
two energy-holding A Quanta Modules and the one energy-dispersing B Quanta
Module of which the mite is composited exactly correspond with the plus-two.
minus-one characteristics model of the three-separate-entity functions of the
quark." (11. 1052.362-363)

3.12

Symmetrical structural omnitriangulated systems contain three principal
topological aspects: vertexes. faces and edges. "In respect to the originel
base number of nonpolar vertexes. there will always be twice as many openings
("faces") and three times as many vector edges of the symmetrical structural
system ..... (1. 223.01)

3.13

Symmetrical structural omnitriangulated systems give rise to three systems
of great circlBs(according to whether Gpposi~.,vertexes. face midpoints. or
edge midpoints are used as the axis). or to more if faces differ. (I, 1042.05)

3.14

"There are three classes of closest packing of unit radius spheres:
- Systemetic: symmetrical omnidirectional closest pecking •••
- Asymmetrical: closest packing conglomerates •••
- Volumetric: symmetrical closest packing ••• " (I. 222.50)

3.15

The relationships' between three or fewer events are always equel in number
to the number of events. (I. 227.02)

4.1

"As minimum or prime systems consist of four event foci •••• unity is inherently
plural." (I. 400.08)

4.2

"Systems are aggregates of four or more critically contiguous relevant events
haVing neither solidity nor surface or linear continuity." (I. 400.26)

4.3

"At minimum. it takes four triangular planes having inherent fourness of
vertexes to constitute differential withinness and withoutness." (I. 400.05)

-
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4.4

"Dimension begins at four. Four-dimensionality is primitive and exclusively
within the primitive system's relative topological abundances and relative
interangualr proportionment. Four-dimensionality is eternal, generalized,
sizeless, unfrequenced." (11, 1033.611)

4.5

"All conceptually thinkable, exclusively metaphysical experiencings are
fourfoldedly characterized ••• (systematically, topologically, angularly,
numerically). All generalized principles are conceptually thinkable and
fourfoldedly definable. Generalization is conceptually (i.e. systematically)
imaginable independent of (5) frequency." (11, 1072.22)

4.6

"By tetrahedron. we mean the minimum thinkable set that would subdivide
Universe and have interconnectedness where it comes back upon itself."
n,620.03)

4.7

"All systems are polyhedre: All polyhedra are systems •••• we find that the first
four prime numbers - 1, 2, 3, and 5 - are the only variebles present in the
Eulereen topological inventorying of all the omnitriangularly, nonredundently
stabilized, symmetrical polyhedra." (11, 400.56 end 1074.31)

4.8

"The relationship between four or more events are always greater in number
than the number of events." (I, 227.02)

4.9

"Life consists of alternate observing and articulating interspersed with
variable-recall rates of "retrieved observations" and variable retes of their
reconsideration to the degrees of "understandability" (namely 4 processes).
Resonantly propogated evolution oscillatingly induces tetrahedral quanta
both metaphysical and physical -- formulated vectorially between four
"star-event" pheses:
(1 )
(1) observation
or
recall
(2) reconsideration
(2) consideration
(3) understanding
(3) understanding, and
(4) articulation"
(1, 513.06-0n
(4) articulation

4.10

"The fact that unity is two means that an observer is at a minimum two, but
realistically four, because the observer is a systemJ and the observed is at
a minimum two, but being a system, is realistically four. A range-finder
is inherently tetrahedral." (11, 267.04)

4.11

"There are four kinds of positive and negative." (11, 223.06)

4.12

"Topologically the additive twoness identifies the opposite poles of spinnabil~'
ity of all systemsJ the mUltiplicetive twoness identifies the concaveinsideness end convex-outsideness of all systems: these four are the four
unique twonesses." (11, 223.09)

4.13

"The four closest packed spheres make a closest packing array. They are
mass-attractively locked together as a tetrahedron. No further interrotation
is possible (as it is with three or less)." (I, 411.08)

4.14

"Only four primary systems or contours can be developed by closest pecking
of spheres in omnisymmetrical concentric layers: tetrahedron, octahedron,
cube, cuboctahedron."(I, 223.20)

4.15

"In an omnitrianguleted system the number of faces is always evenly divisible
by four." (I, 223.19)

4.16

"Four sets of axes of spin •••• Th... fowr sets of (50) unique topological
aspects of the vector equilibrium provide four different sets of symmetrically
positioned polar axes of spin to generate 25 great circles of the vector
equilibrium."(I, 450.11) (Compare with 3 sets of 62 features of icosahedron
generating 31I great circles)
_
~
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5.1

"If the system is frequnced, it is ~t ~ minimum linearly five-dimension~l••••
Size is special case. temporal, terminal, ~nd more than 'four-dimensionaL"
(Il,1033.61-2)

5.2

"Generalized principles have topologic~l dafineability of ~ngle, number ~nd
constancy. Special cases h~ve unique frequency dimensionability. Wherefore we
propose that ell recallably thinkable experiencings, physical end met~physical,
~re fivefoldedly characterized: (1) systematic~lly, (2) topologically •••
(3) angularly ••• (4) numerically ••• (S) frequency definable ••• All conceptually
thinkable, exclusively metaphysical experiencings are fourfoldedly characterized as above. All generalized principles ere conceptually thinkable and
fourfoldedly definable. Generalization is conceptu~lly (i.e. systematically)
imaginable independent of (5) frequency. The fifth characteristic, frequency,
is the uniquB special case variable. Physicalexperiencings are dependent
not only on the four generalizable characteristics, but also on the fifth,
frequency (i.e. size)" (11, 1072.21-23)

5.3

"Going beyond the original formulation of the four-sphere-vertexed minimum
structural system, we observe that the addition of a fifth spherical othernes8
to the four-ball structural system's symmetry brings about a polarized-system
condition •••• Due to this inherent individual differentiability, the fivefoldness constitutes et self-exciting, pu18ating-prop~gating system."(I.981.03)

5.4

"We discover that an icosahedron is the first degree of contr~ction of the
vector equilibrium. We never c~tch the vector equilibrium in its true
existence in reality: it is ~lways going one way or the other. When we go to
the icosahedron. we get to great realities. In the icosahedron, we get to a
very prominent fiveness: around every vertex you can always count five."
n, 461.03)

5.5

"The fundamental fiveness of the icosahedron is split two ways, with 21 going
one way Cthe outside-out way) and 2i going the other way (the inside-out way) •••
It is then in transforming from a positive two-and-one-halfness to a negative
two-and-one-halfness that the intertransformable vector-equilibrium-toicosahedron, icosahedron-to"'vet:tor-equllibrium, equilibrious-to-disequilibriousness attains sumtotally and only dynamically a spherical fiveness."(II, 1053.12
- 15)

5.6

"All the phenomena external to -- ~nd more. complex than
the five-frequency
vector equilibria relate to chemic~l compounds. Anythings internal to -- or
less complex than -- the five-frequency vector equilibrium relates principally
to single atoms. Sin~le atoms maintain onisymmetriesJ whereas chemical
compounds may associate as polarized and asymmetrical chain systems. lOCI. 440.03)

6.1

"It takes a minimum of six interw••v1nl trajectories to isolate Insideness
from outsideness, ergo, to divide all Universe systematically into two p~rts
macrocosm and microcosm." (I, 240.32)

6.2

"A system is the first subdivision of Universe. It divides all the Universe
into six parts:
first, all the universal events occurring geometrically outside the system.
second, all the universa~ events occurring geometrically inside the system.
third, all the universal events occurring nonsimultaneously, remotely, and
unreletedly prior to the system events.
fourth. the Universe events occurring nonsimultaneously, remotely, and
unrelatedly SUbsequent to the system eventsJ
fifth, all the geometrically arrayed set of events constituting the system
itself, and
sixth, all the Universe events occurring synchronously and or coincidentally
to anq with the systematic set of events uniquely considered."(I, 400.011)
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6.3

"There are six uniquely differentiable components of all systems and of all
thoughts: (1) insidenessJ (2) outsideness. and (3) (4) (5) (6) the four star
events (see 4.9 above) that do the systemic defining of the insiden9ss and
outsideness ••• " (11. 400.71)

6.4

"Shape requires six restraints. Exactly six system interrestraints produce
structure. Six restraints are essential to structure and pattern stability."
CII. 400.664)

6.5

"The definition of structure as the pattern of self-stabilization of a
complex of events with a minimum ef six functions as three edges and three
vertexes. speaking both vectorially and topologically~" Cl. 251.11).

6.6

"You have six vectors or none for every energy event •••• When we bring together
these two sets of three vectors each. they integrate as six vectors Bnd
coincidentally also make one tetrahedron Cof six vector edges). The tetrahedron
is the veritably conceptualizable unit of one energy quantum." Cl. 511.03-04)

6.7

"Tbere are six basic motions in Universe. All of them are positive and
negative: active and passive. The first five are individually experiencable
and popularly familiarJ the last -- precession -- is less popularly familiar:
- spin...
- expansion-contraction •••
- orbi t • • •
- torque •••
- inside-out...
- precession ••• " (11. 400.654)

6.8

"There is a unique and limited set of angle and magnit~de consequences of
interfering events •••• There are six fundamentally unique patterns of the
resultants of interferences ••••
- tangential avoidance
- refraction
- smash-up (explosion)
- modulated noninterference
- critical proximity (the minimum knot)
(frequency modulation)
- reflection
(l. 517.05. 101-12)

6.9

"In an omnitriangulated system the number of edges is always evenly divisible
by six" (I, 223.19)

6.10

"Not until a six otherness appears remotely. approaches. and associates with
the fivefold system can the latter learn from the newcomer of its remote
witnessing that the fivefold system has indeed been rotating axially."
0. 981.07)

6.11

"The exterior and separate Bet of polar vertexes is the additive twoness of
systems. and the congruent exterior-interior set is the multiplicative twoness
of all systems. The interior-exterior differentiating fourness has an
interrelated sixABss that differentiates as a unique third kind of twoness
of unique interrelatedness of all systems." cn. 1073.22)

6.12

"If we assume that the vertexes are points of discharge. then we see how the
six great circles (of the 31) of the icosahedron -- which never get near its
own vertexes -- may represent the way residual (energy) charge will always
remain held on the surface of the icosahedron •••• The icosahedron makes it
possible to have indiViduality in Universe. The vector equilibrium never
pauses at eqUilibrium. but our consciousness is caught in the icosahedron when
mind closes the switch. The icosahedron's function in Universe may be to
throw the switch of cosmic energy into a local shunting circuit. In the
icosahedron energy gets itself locked up even more by the six great circles ••• •
C!. 458.05-11)
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6.13

"The rational spherical excess of six degrees (of the icosahedron's 120 -60 plus and 60 minus -- similar tetrahedral components) is symmetrically
distributed to each of the three central and three surface angles of each
of the 120 tetrahedral components of the spherical icosahedron. This sixness
phenomenon tantalizingly suggests its being the same transformative sixness
as that which is manifest in the cosmically constant sixfoldness of vectors
of all the topological accountings ••• " fII. 1043.01-02)

6.14

"The total available energy of a system is related to its surface area.
involving the second power of the radius •••• And since surface functions
as the electromagnetic-energy carrier. and since the energy relayed to their
surfaces alternates from the positive to the negative tetrahedron ••• the
rotation of the triangle within the cube passes through the common energy
centres of the two tetrahedra and delivers its content to the other base
surface. after which it pulses through center delivery of the opposite charge
to the other surface ••• Ths six cube-edge travelings of the triangle's
vertexes accomplished with, each cycle of the triangle-in-cube shuttle
coincides in number and ls akin to the six vector edges comprising one
tetrahedral quantumJ the sixness of wavilinear and sometimesreangularly
redirected travelings employs also the six basic degress of freedom articulated
by each and everyone cosmic event." [I. 464. 07)

7.1

"Since synergetics geometry embraces nuclear and angular topology. it adds
four more minimum aspects to Euler's inventory of three:
- Euler (vertexes. faces. edges)
- Synergetics (angles. insideness/outsideness. convexity/concavity, axis
of spin)" (11. 1044.01)

7.2

"The seven unique cosmic axes of symmetry describe all of crystallography ••••
Vector equilibrium:
1. Square face centrepoints 3
2. Triangular face "
4
3. Vertexes
6
4. Midedges
12
Total great circles
25

Icosahedron:
5. Triangular face centrepoints 10
6. Midedges
15

6
7. Vertexes
Total great circles
31
Grand total (+25)
56
Axes of symmetry 1 through 6 result in great circles through the same
12 vertexes. Great circles generated by the 7th go through no vertexes
cr. 1042.05)

7.3

"The prime generation of the seven axes of symmetry are the seven unique
perpendiculars to the faces of the seven possible truncations of the
tetrahedron." (11. 104.11)

7.4

"The trigonometric identification of the great-circle trajectories of the
seven axes of symmetry with the 120 basic disequilibrium LCD triangles of
the spherical icosahedron." (H. 251.29)

8.1

"The four cosmically complementary twonesses and the four local system twonesses
altogether eternally regenerate the scientific generalization known as
complementarity. Complementarity is sum-totally eightfoldedly operative ••• "
(Il. 223.08)

8.2

"Spin twoness is additive. Duality twoness (concave-convex) is multiplicative.
The spin twoness and duality together comprise a third relationship twoness.
The fourth twoness is comprised of the macro-micro (insideness and outsideness)
twoness •••• lntegral Universe is fourfold twoness • 8" (11. 1073.13-14)
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8.3

"The fourness of self and the fourness of otherness • comprehension. Comprehension involves tuned-in octave resonance as well as omnidirectional and local
angualr integrity." (II. 268.02)

8.4

"There is always a total of eight (four positive. four negative) unique
interpermutative. intertransformative. interequatable. omniembracing phases
of all cyclically described symmetrical systems. within anyone octave of
which all the intercovariable ranging complementations of number occur. For
instance. in a system such as spherical trigonometry. consisting of 360 degrees
per circle or cycle. all the numerical intervariabllities occur within the
first 45 degrees. (therefore) 45x8 • 360" (II. 1238.28)

8.5

"Cosmic hierarchy of primitive polyhedral systems: The constant octave system
interrelationship is tunable to an infinity of different frequency keys."
(II. 1033.20)

8.6

"The conceptual sequence •••• illustrates the basic octave behavior of structural
transformations. The first three figures -- tetra. octa, icosa -- represent
the positive outside-out set of primitive structural systems •••• As the transformation sequence changes from divergent evolution to convergent evolution.
from five. then four. then three equiangu~.r 'triangles around each corner.
it produces successively the inside-out lcosa. octa, and tetra. until the
convergent involutional contraction attains the ~hase of maximum nothingness."
(II. 610.31)

8.7

"The begetted "eightness" as the system-limit number of nuclear uniqueness of
self-regenerative symmetrical growth may well account for the fundamental octave
of unique interpermutative integer effects ••• " (I. 415.40)

8.8

"Pulsative octave: The interaction of all numbers other than nine creates the
wave phenomenon described. i.e •• the self-invertible. self-inside-outable
octave increasing and decreasing pulsatively. fourfoldedly. and tetrahedrally.
No matter how complex a nUmber-aggregating sequence of events and conditions
may be. this same number behavior is all that ever happens. There is thus
a primitively comprehensive. isotropically distributive. carrier-wave order
omniaccommodatingly permeating and embracing all phenomena." (I. 1223.10)

8.9

"The vector equilibrium is a tetrahedron exploding itself. turning itself
inside out in four possible directions. So we get eight: inside and outside
in four directions. The vector equilibrium is all of the eight potentials."
(I. 441.02)

8.10

"The tetrahedron discovers that each of its four vertexes can be plunge~passed
through its innards to be extended on the opposite side of its four triangular
faces. This automatically develops eight tetrahedral. self-transformation
awarenesses and produces eight common nuclear-vertex tetrahedra of the
vector equilibrium." (I. 482.00)

8.11

"The vector equilibrium has four inside-out and four outside-out self-intercancelation. eight-conguent. zerovolume tetrahedra. as well as eight centrally
single-bonded tetrahedra of maximum zerovolume expansion: both invoke the
cosmically intolerable vacuum voids of macro-micro-nothingness essential to the
spontaneous capture of one quantum's six vectors ..... (II. 1033.653)

8.12

"Eight spheres will not close-pack as a cube and are utterly unstable."
(I. Fig 416.01)
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8.13

"In the octahedron as the maximum conservation and quantum-annihilability
model of substance the precessing vector edge of the entropic octahedron
drops out 1 tetra, 1 tera = 6 vectors • 1 quantum of energy which ••• may be
effortlessly reformed by reentering the vector equilibrium to produce the
icosahedron and thus to form new substance or matter •••• lcosahedron is the
least dense of all matter." (11. 1033.655-6)

9.1

"Every tetrahedron. every prime structural system in Universe. has nine
separate and unique states of existence: four positive. four negative. plus
one schematic unfolded nothingness. unfolded to an infinite. planar. neitherone-nor-the-other equilibrious state •••• Thus we find the vector equilibrium
to be the inherent zero-nineness of fundamental number." (11. 1013.41-42)

9.2

"Planar and nonpolar-vertex four-dimensionality accommodates and imposes four
positive. four negative. and neutral (nineness) of the operational interweave
behavior of number." Cl. 527.31)

9.3

"The None or Noneness/Nineness permits wave frequency propagation cessation.
The Nineness/Zeroness becomes a shutoff valve. The Zero/Ninenes5 provides
the number logic to account for the differential between potential and
kinetic energy." (1. 415.43)

9.4

"Four fixesedefine an insideness-including and outsideness-excluding tetnahedror
which is the minimum cosmic system and which cannot have less than 32 unique
and differentially describable generalized caees of the nine irreducible-innumber unique topological aspects of the minimum system. but which in epecial
frequenced cases may have more." (II. 1044.12)

9.5

"Synergetics further augments Euter's inventory of three topological aspects
(14 cases) with six additional and primitively constant topological aspects:
4th aspect (12 cases): the 12 unique ••• angles of the minimum system.
5th aspect (two cases): ••• the insideness ••• integral otherness. and the
outsideness ••• irrelevance otherness,
6th aspect (two cases): ••• co-occurring concavity and convexity of all
systems. and ••• inseparable convergence to and divergence from system
center;
7th aspect (two cases): the additive twoness of the two vertexes always
extracted from the system's total inventory of vertexes to serve as the
poles of the system's neutral axis of spin,
8th aspect: the sum of the angles externally surrounding the vertexes of any
system will always equal 720 degrees less than the number of external
vertexes multiplies by 360 degrees;
9th aspect: the sum of the angles around all the external vertexes of any
system will always be evenly difided by 720 degrees. which is the
angular description of one tetrahedron." (I, 1044.06)

10.1

"In omnidirectional closest packing of spheres. sy~metrically concentric shells
have a number of spheres per layer governed by 10F + 2" (I. 222.00) Where
F .. frequency.

11.1

"The primary and secondary icose symmetries altogether comprise 121 .. 11
great circles." (11. 987.132)

11.2

"The toal of the secondary great circles of the V~ is 96 new great circles
(which with the 25 primary circles makes 121 .. 11 )" (11. 967.137)

12.1

"In omnidirectional closest pecking of spheres, the first layer around the
nuclear sphere contains 12 spheres." (I. 222.22)

2
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12.2

"The network of vectorial lines most economically interconnecting the
vOlumetric centers of 12 spheres closest packed around one nuclear sphere
of the same radius describes not only the 24 external chords and 12 radii
of the vector equilibrium but further outward 8xtenseions of the system
by closest packing of additional uniform-radius spheres ..... (1.451.03)

12.3

"System awareness begins when we find the otherness surrounding us. when we
are omnidirectionally enclosed." (1. 1023.20)

12.4

"It takes six external push vectors and six external pull vectors to define
the minimum nuclear structural system: a primary subdivision of Universe."
(I. 401.06)

12.5

"Redundancy can be neither predicted nor predetermined by observation of
either the integral constraints or external freedoms of energetic behaviors of
single struts. or beams. or columns. or anyone chain link of a series that
is less than 12 in number. i.e. six positive vectors and six negative tensors.
Of these 12. six are open-endedly uncoordinate. disintegrative forces that are
always omnicohered by six integrative forces in finitely closed coordination."
(1. 721.02)

12.6

"With each and every event in Universe -- no matter how frequently recurrent
there are always 12 unique. equieconomical. omnidirectionally operative.
alternate-action options. which 12 occur as four sets of three always
interdependent and concurrent actions. reactions. and resultants." (11. 537.06)

12.7

"A vector is one-twelfth of relevant system potential." (I. 521.09)

12.8

"Synergetics discovers that whatever is rigidly related to anything else
discloses 12 restraints. There are a minimum of 12 restraints in developing
anything we might call a rigidly related set of events •••• The game of Universe
is like chess with 92 unique men. each of which has four frequencies available.
and it works on 12 degrees of freedom instead of a planar checkerboard."
(I. 537.01-03)

12.9

"Experience is inherently omnidirectionalJ ergo. there is not just one "other".
There are always at least twelve "others". The connection between the six
degrees of freedom and omnidirectionality is. of course. the vector equilibrium.
Pulsation in the vector equilibrium is the nearest thing we will ever know to
eternity and god: the zerophase of conceptual integrity inherent in the
positive and negative asymmetries that propagate the problems of consciousness
eVOlution. Our inherently limited perceptivity requires these definitions of . ,
the asymmetric emphasis of experience." Cl. 502.25)

12.10

"The definition of gravity as a spherical circumferential force whose effectiveness has a constant advantage ratio of 12 to 1 over radial inward massattraction." (1. 251.07)

12.11

"We may think independently of size in respect to tetrahedra. which consist
of 12 separate angles." Cl. 515.11)

13.1

"In omnidirectional closest packing of equiradius spheres aoound a nuclear
sphere. 12 spheres will always symmetrically and intertangentially surround
one sphere with each sphere tangent to its immediate neighbours. We may then
close-pack another symmetrical layer of identical spheres surrounding the
original 13." (1. 413.01)
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13.2

"When ••• (a powered product of the primes up to 13) is substituted as a
o
comprehensive divid'nd for 360 DO' 00" to express cyclic unity in increments
equal to one second of arc. while recalculating the tables of trigonometric
functions. it is probable that many. if not most. and possibly all the
function fractions will be expressible as whole rational numbers."(I. 1234.04)

14.1

"Yet the fundamental interrelatedness of the seemingly disorderly sUbdividing
of bubble aggregates is elegantly identified with the absolute order of the
isotropic vector matrix, in that all the internal polyhedra manifest 14 facets
each, though a variety of polygonal shapes and sizes. This 14-ness is also
manifest in the closest packing of biological cells." (I. 1025.13)

14.2

"The dynemics of symmetry may employ any seven sets of the 56 foldable greatcircle variations of planar orientation. Thus it follows that both the
biological cell arrays and the bubble arrays display vast varieties of
asymmetries in their 14 enclosing planes, so much so that their interF
identifiability with the 14 topological characteristics of the tetrahedron •••
has gone unnoticed until now." (II. 1041.13)

14.3

"The seven unique axes of the three unique sets (4+4+6) producing the 14
planes of the truncated tetrahedron are also identifiable with:
- the 14 planes that bound and enclosingly separate all biological cells;
- the 14 facets interbonding all bubbles in the bubble complexes; and
- the 25 and 31 unique planes generated by the seven sets of foldable
great circles ••• " (11, 1041.12)

14.4

"In this composite spherical matrix we see all the 25 primary vector equilibriun
great circles and two sets skewed-positive and negative of the icoaahedron 31
great-circle sets. (31 x 2 • 62. 62 + 25 • 87. But 14 of the 87 are redundant
•••• Thus seven positive are redundant and seven negative are redundant.)"
(11, Fig. 1132.01B)

14.5

"The geometric form most compactly developed from the closest packing of
spheres around one nuclear sphere is not that of a composite sphere, but is
always a polyhedra of 14 faces composed of six squares and eight triangles,
with 12 vertexes extending in tangential radius from the original 12 spheres
surrounding the nuclear sphere. It is called the vector equilibrium because
the radials and the circum~erentials are all of the same dimension and the
tendencies to both explode and implode are symmetrical •••• ln terms of vectorial
dynamics. the outward radial thrust of the vector equilibrium is exactly
balanced by the circumferentially restraining chordal forces ••• " (I, 430.01-03)

14.6

"A system consists at minimum of four star events (vertexes) with four nothingness window facets and six lines of unique four-star interrelationships. As
in synergetics' 14 truncation faces. Euler's three aspects result in 14 cases:
4 vertexes + 4 faces + 6 edges • 14 cBses." (11, 1044.05)

15.1

"Tetrahedron has the extraordinary capability of remaining symmetrically
coordinate and en~ertaining 15 pairs of completely disparate rates of change
of three different classes of energy behaviours in respect to the rest of
Universe and not changing its size. As such, it becomes a universal joint
to couple disparate actions in Universe •••• Thus the tetrahedron becomes
the only exchange agent of Universe that is not itself altered by the exchange
of accommodation." (I, 623.13-14)

15.:2

"The 15 (of 31) great circles of the icosahedron interact to produce 15 "chains"
of three varieties of four corner-to-corner. sausage-linked, right triangles,
with four triangles in each chain." (I, 456.05)
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15.3

"The Basic Disequilibrium 120 LeO Spherical Triangle of synergetics is
derived from the 15 great-circle. symmetric. three-way grid of the spherical
icoaahedron (which has a total of 31 great circles). It is the lowest common
denominator of a sphere's surface. being precisely 1/120th of that surface
BS described by the icosahedron's 15 great circles." (I. 901.02)

16.1

"The 25 great circles of the vector equilibrium are the only omni-intersystemconnecting "railroad tracks" of energy in Universe. When an energy entity
holding locally on a local sphere gets a green light to get back on the
grand-omni-intersphere system tracks. it can do so by crossing over one of the
12 inter-atomic-sphere briDges •••• Because only 12 of 16 station transfers
(opportunities per each spheric moment) can be accommodated. each sphere has
inherently eternal retention of four energy entities. Four energy entities
comprise the minimum system-defining constellation." (II. 1132.12-13)

17.1

"We find that we can get along without multirepowerings (of the smaller prime
numbers) after the second repowering of the prime number 17. The prime number
17 is all that is needed to accommodate both the positive and negative octave
system and their additional zero-nineness. You have to have the zero-nine to
accommodate the non interfered passage between octave waves by waves of the
same frequency. The prime number 17 accommodates all the positive-negative.
quanta-wave primes up to and including the number 18. which in turn
accommodates the two nines of the invisible twones5 of all systems."
(11. 1238.42-43)

17.2

The powered product of primes up to 17 "may have an important function in
atomic nucleation. since it accommodates all the prime numbers involved in the
succession periods." (I. 1232.25)

18.1

"The total of nine minimum topological aspects of three from Euler (14 cases)
plus synergetics' inventory of six additional aspects. with 12 angular cases
and six nuclear cases for a total of 18 synergetics cases. The 14 Euler cases
and the 18 synergetics cases provide a total of 32 minimum topological cases."
(II. 1044.07)

18.2

"In addition to the 12-powered primitive structurings of the positive and
negative primitive tetrahedron. the latter has its primitive hierarchy of
six intertransformable. tetravolumed. symmetrical integrities which require
six additional powerings to produce the six rational-v~lued. relative-volumetric domains. In addition to this 18-powered state of the primitive
hierarchy •• :(see 24) (II. 986.854)

19.1

(This is the smallest prime number on which Fulaer has no remarks)

20.1

"The three-frequency tetrahedron is the highest frequency single-layer.
closest-packed sphere shell without a nuclear sphere. This three-frequency.
20-sphere. empty. or nonsphere nucleated. tetrahedron may be enclosed by an
additional shell of 100 balls ••• Note that the 20-ball empty set ••• consists of
five sets of four-ball simplest tetrahedra ••• (and has) ••• four 10-ball
tetrahedral faces." (I. 415.57-59)

20.2

"In connection with the {living organism's) 20-amino-acid system's indestructibility. we intuitively sense the necessity to consider the possible interrelations of all of the 20 amino acids' indestructible pattern integrities
with other twentyfoldnesses. The number 20 is particularly significant in a
plurality of nature's most elementary aspects.~ •• It is further relevant to
these considerations that the DNA-RNA code consists always and only of the
four chemical compounds - guanidine. cytosine. adenine. and thiamine - and
that the helix that they generate consists entirely of tetrahedra whose four
constituents in all vast variety of combinations will always be the same
tetrahelixes." (I. 1055.02-08)
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20.3

·Vector equilibrium twentyness: Twentyness is significant as the inherent
minimum twentfoldness of time-space, energy-mass, volume potential of the
subfrequency vector equilibrium as quantized by using as unity the geometric
volume of the minimum structural system of Universe: the tetrahedron, whose
fractional integrity subdi~ided by the complex of A and B Module reorientations
1.s in the high order number of magnitude of the amino acid!s interrelat1onshi~
permutations."(I, 1055.05)

20.4

"If the geometric volume of one of the uniform tetrahedra ••• is taken as
volumetric unity, then the volume of the vector equilibrium will be 20."
(I, 222.30)

20.5

"Equilibrious unity is 20; its minimum frequency state is 160 • 2
is one of the properties of 60-degree coordination." (I, 431.04)

20.6

"There 15, for instance, the minimum twentyfoldness of the ~cosahedron's 20
equiangular. triangular (ergo, structural) facets, which constitute the
highest common unit-angle, unit-edge. and unit-vertex structural denominator
of universal structural systems. The icosahedron encloses the most volume
with the least energy investment as matter or work." (I, 1055.03)

20.7

"The jitterbug articulation (of the vector equilibrium) turns around at the
negative tetrahedron to reexpand therefrom. returning through all of those
volumetric stages to its original 20-volume integrity, to be alternately
recontracted through all the 20-to-l and l-tetravolume-to-20 without any
break ever occurring in the circuitry integrity of the vector-chord closures
and intertriangulations in the four planes of the four-dimensional symmetry."
(U, 541.19)

24.1

"To summarize, the celestial tetrahedron has six positive and six negative
internal vectors and six positivB and six negative external vectors."(l, 401.06)

24.2

"The inherent subdivision of any tetrahedron. rRaular or irregular. into
24 equal modules."(lI, 1224.21]

24.3

" ••• 24 energy modules of one whole tetrahedral event, which is the quantum
in nuclear physics." (I, 464.05)

24.4

5

x 5. This

I·Experience is inherently omnidirectional; ergo, there is always a minimum of
The 24-positive and
24-negative-vectored vector equilibrium demonstrates an initially frequenced,
tetrahedrally quantized unity of 20; ergo, the Universe. as an aggregate of
all humanity's apprehended and comprehended experiences is at a minimum a
plurality of 24 vectors." (11, 537.131)

12 "others" in respect to the nuclear observing self.

24.5

"The 24 circumferential vectors of the vector equilibrium close back upon
themselves and are united in the interconnections of their ends, providing
integrative effectiveness of the circumferential vectors vs the individually,
acting. disintegrative abandonment of the total associative effectiveness of
the 24 radial vectors of the vector equilibrium. These represent respectively.
the total gravitational foeces of Universe and the total radiational forces
of Universe, rendering the total integrative force to be inherently more
efficient that the total disintegrative forces of Universe." (11, 541.17)

24.6

"There are 24 positive and 24 negative unique numbers that reverse themselves
between 0 and 50. This reflects three positive and three negative octaves
with turnaround terminal zero accommodation." (11. 1224.33]
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24.7

"The second powering of numbers apparently involves a 24-positive and 24
negative resonance phasing." (11, 1224.11)

24.8

"The powerful 24-ness number beeavior with its great-circle congruences and
three-octave harmonics may have significant ramifications embracing the
unique frequencies of the chemical compoundings as well as the nuclear
geometry elucidated elsewhere in this work." (11. 1224.31)

24.9

"This 24-ness is also a requisite of three number behavior requirements as
disclosed in the min-max variabilities of octave harmonics in tetrahedral
and VE cumulative closest-packing agglomerations at holistic shell levels
as well as in all second-powering "surface" shell growths ••• "(H, 1033.77)

24.10

"It requires 24-ness for the consideration of the total atomic behavior
because the vector equilibrium is not allspace-filling1y complete in itself."
(H, 1033.74)·

24.11

"In addition to this 18-powered state (see 18.2 above) of the primitive
hierarchy we discover the integrally potential six-way transformabilities of
the primitive hierarchy. anyone of which requires an additional powering
factor, which brings us thus far to 24 powering states." (Il. 986.854) (see
also 33.1 )

24.12

"24 A Quanta Modules per regular tetrahedron" (11, 1224.21)

24.13

"24 modules of regular tetrahedron as cosmic bridge between equilibrious
prime number one of metaphysics and disequilibrious prime number one of
physical reality." (11, 1224.21)

24.14

"24 positive and negative triangles (basic equilibrium 48 LeO triangles)
defined by the 25 great circles of the vector equilibrium." (II, 1224.21)

24.15

"24 spherical right triangles of the spherical tetrahedron's three-way
great-circle grid." (11. 1224.21)

24.16

"24 highest common multiple of regular-tetrahedral-volumevalues of all
congruently symmetric polyhedra of the hierarchy of concentric, symmetrical,
rationally volumed geometries occurring within the isotropic vector matrix."
(Il,1224.21)

24.17

"The cosmic hierarchy limit of 24 active tetravolumes per each sphere-intospace and each space-into-sphere intertransforming of the complex of
jitterbugs." (11, 1224.21 and 1033.20)

25.1

"The 25 great circles of the vector equilibrium are the quators of spin of the
25 axes of the 50 unique symmetrically positioned topological aspects of the
vector equilibrium." (I, 450.11)

25.2

"The 25 great circles of the spherical equilibrium provide all the spherical
edges for five spherical polyhedra: the tetrahedron, the octahedron. cube,
rhombic dodecahedron, and vector equilibrium, whose corresponding planarfaceted polyhedra are all volumetrically rational, even multiples of the
tetrahedron. "(I, 454.01)

25.3

"Energy can and does travel from sphere to sphere of closest-packed sphere
agglomerations only by following the 25 great circles of the vector equilibrium,
always accomplishing the most economical travel distances through the only
12 points of closest-packed tangency." (I, 452.02)

(Contrast 24.2)

-
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25.4

"When the nucleus of the vector equilibrium is collapsed, or contracted,
permitting the 12 vertexes to take the icosahedral conformation, the 12
points of contact of the system go out of register so that the 12 vertexes
that accommodate the 25 (of the 31) great circles of the icosahedron no longer
constitute the shortest routes of travel of the energy •••• The icosahedron, 1n
fact, can only occur as a single shell of 12 vertexes remote from the vector
equilibrium's multi-unlimited-frequency, concentric-layer growth ••• but it
provides the most economical route between a'chain of tangent icosahedra •••
as well as for energy locked up on its surface to continue to make orbits
of their own in local travel around that single sphere's surface.H(T, 458.02-3)

30.1

"Both the positive and negative tetrahedra can locally accommodate the 45
(3 x 15) different energy exchange couplings and message contents, making
90 such accommodations all told. These accommodations would produce 30
different "apparent" tetrahedron position shifts, whose successive movements
would always involve an angua1r change of direction producing a helical
trajectory." (1, 634.03)

30.2

"Not inclUding the ••• additional intersystem- relationship powerings (see 33.1
below), beyond the 24 systematically integral powers (see 24.11) there are
six additiona1 ••• unique behavior potentials of all primitive hierarchy
systems ••• "OT, 986.857) (See 33.1 below)

31 .1

"We have now described altOlether the 10 areat circles generated by the 10
axes of symmetry occurring between the centers of area of the triangular
faces, plus 15 axes from the mid-points of the edges. plus six axes from the
vertexes •••• Ther"31 great circles of the spherical icosahedron provide spherical
edges for three other polyhedra in addition to the icosahedron: the rhomb~c
triacontahedron, the octahedron, and the pentagonal dodecahedron.H(T, 457.30-40)

31.2

"The 31 great circles of the icosahedron always shunt the energies into local
holding great-circle orbits, while the vector equi1ibtfum (25 great circles)
opens the switching to omniuniverse energy travel. The icosahedron is
red-light, non-go; whereas vector equilibrium is green light, go. The six
(of the 31) great circles of the iCBsahedron act as holding patterns for
energies." (IT, 1132.0:;3)

31.3

"In this composite spherical matrix we see all the 25 primary vector equilibrium
great circles and two sets
skewed-positive and negative of the icosahedron's
31 great circles. (31 x 2 • 62. 62 + 25 • 67. But 14 of the 67 are redundant),"
(II, Fig 1132.01B)

31.4

The powered product of the primes up to 31 "accol11T1odates all trigonometric
functions, spherical and planar, when unity is 60 degrees ••• lt also accommodates
the octave-nine-zero of the icosahedron's corner angles of 72 degrees ••• "
n, 1236.02)

32.1

"The total of nine minimum topological aspects consists of three from Euler
Euler (14 cases) plus synergetics' inventory of six additional aspects,
with 12 angular cases and six nuclear cases for a total of 18 synergetics
cases. The 14 Euler cases and the 18 synergetics cases provide a total of
32 minimum topological cases." (11, 1044.07)

32.2

" 'Minimum somethings' consist altogether of a minimum of four corners, four
faces, six edges, 12, angles, insideness, outsideness, concavity, convexity,
and two poles of spinnabil1ty -- a minimum total of 32 unique geometrical
features." (II, 100.201)
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32.3

WEmptiness at the center: All four planes of the eight tetrahedra. i.e. 32
planes in all. are congr.oent in the four visible planes passing through their
common vector equilibrium center. w (I. 441.01)

33.1

"Not including the ••• additional intersystems-relationship powerings. beyond the
24 systematically integral powers there are six additional. only-othernessviewable (and in some cases only multi-otherness viewable and realizable).
unique behavior potentials of all primitive hierarchy systems. each of which
can be comprehensively accounted for only by additional powerings. They are:
- 25th power: axial roation of the system
- 26th power: orbital travel of the system
- 27th power: expansion-contraction of the system
- 28th power: torque (axial twist) of the system
- 29th power: inside-outing (involuting-evoluting) of the system
- 30th power: intersystem precession (axial tilting) of the system
- 31st power: external interprecessionings amongst a plurality of systems
- 32nd power: self-steering of a system within the galaxy of systems
(precessionally accomplished)
- 33rd power: universal synergistic totality comprehensive of all intersystem
effects and ultimate micro-macro-isotropicity of VE-ness"
( II. 986.857)

42.1

"In omnidirectional closest packing of spheres. the second tangential layer
contains 42 spheres (around 12. around 1 central sphere)". (I. 222.23)

45.1

"Both the positive and negative tetrahedra can locally accommodate the 45
(3 x 15) different energy exchange couplings and message contents. making
90 such accommodations all told." (T, 624.03)

47.1

"The first prime number beyond the trigonometric limit (of 45) is 47. The
number 47 may be a flying increment to fill allspace. to fill out the eight
triangular facets of the non-allspace-filling vector equilibrium to form the
allspace-filling first nuclear cube •••• It may be that 47 is the cosmic random
element. the agent of infinite change. If all the trigonometric functions
are reworked using ••• all prime numbers to 50. (each at least)to third power.
employed as volumetric. cyclic unity, all functions will prove to be whole
rational numbers as with the whole atomic populations." (11, 1238.51-52)

48.1

"Every "point" (event embryo) may articulate anyone of its four event vector
sets. each consisting of six positive and six negative vectors. but only one
set may be operative at anyone time, its alternate sets are momentarily
potential." (I, 240.28)

48.2

"The system of 25 great circles of the vector equilibrium defines its own
lowest common multiple spherical triangle. whose surface is exactly 1/48th
of the entire sphere's surface •••• Twenty-four of the 48 triangles' patternings
are "positive" and 24 are "negative", i.e. mirror-images of one another. which
condition is more accurately described as "inside out" of one another."
cr. 453.01)
,

48.3

"There are 48 spherical triangular tiles of the vector equilibrium nuclear
sphere, which 48 triangles' pattern can be symmetrically divided into five
sets of symmetrical interpatterning which coincide exactly with the projection
outward onto a sphere of the five omnisymmetrical planar-defined Platonic
polyhedra. whose linear edges are outlined by the respective chords of the
congruent vector equilibrium's symmetrical 2S-great-circle-grid and the
icosahedron's 31-great-c1rcle-grid." n. 1053.20)
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48.4

"The VE's involvement domain of 25 symmetrical. allspace-filling tetravolumes
represents only one of the two alternate intertransformation domains of
closest-packed. unit radius spheres transforming into spheres: ergo. it
requires 48-tetra-volumes to accommodate this phenomenon." (11. 1033.741)

48.5

"The isosceles dodecahedron is composed of 48 blue A (Quanta) Modules.
24 of which are introverted •••• An additional 24 extroverted A (Quanta) Modules
" •form the outermost shelL •• " (1. 942.21)

50.1 .

"The omni-equi-edged and radiused vector equilibrium is omnisymmetrical. having
12 vertexes. six square faces. eight triangular faces. and 24 edges for a
total of 50 symmetrically positioned topological features." (I. 450.11)

50.2

"Six (of the seven) unique cosmic axes of symmetry give rise to 50 great circles
passing through all 12 vertexes of the vector equilibrium or icosahedron."
(I. 1042 •05 )

56.1

"The seven unique cosmic axes of symmetry describe all of crystallography
(and give rise to 56 great circles)." (1. 1042.05)

56.2

"The 56 axes of cosmic symmetry interprecess successively to regenerate the
centripetal-centrifugal inwardness. outwardness. and aroundnesses as'the
omnipulsative cycling and omniinterresonated eternally regenerative Universe.
always accommodated by the six positive and six negative alternately and
maximally equieconomical degrees of freedom characterizing each and every
event cycle of each and every unique frequency-quantum magnitude of the
electromagnetic spectrum range." (11. 533.22)

60.1

"The closest packing of unit radius spheres always associates in omnitriangulation of 60 degrees. whether in planar or in omnidirectional arrays." (I. 410.11

60.2

"There is only one equiangular triangle. all of its angles being 60 degrees.
The 50-ness comes from the 60 positive and 60 negative. maximum number of
surface triangles or T Quanta per cosmic system into which convergent-divergent
nuclear unity may be sUbdivlded.~ (11. 986.821)

72 .1

"The cube is composed of a total of 72 energy quanta modules. of which there
are 48 blue A (Quanta) Modules and 24 red B (Quanta) Modules •••• Thus. as it
is seen from the outside. the cube is an all-red tetrahedron. but its energy
distributive surface layer of 24 red B Modules is tensive1y overpowered twoto-one and cohered as a cube by its 48 nuclear modules." (I. 942.40-42)

92.1

"In omnidir.ectional closest packing of spheres. the third tangential layer
contains 92 spheres (around 42. around 12. around 1 nuclear sphere).~
(I. 222.23)

92.2

"In closest packing of equiradius spheres. a nucleos by definition must be
tangentially and symmetrically surrounded •••• Not until the third layer of
92 balls is added are all tangential spaces filled and all the optically
direct angles of nuclear visibility intercepted. We then realize a nucleus."
n. 414.01)

92.3

"It will also be discovered that the third layer of 92 spheres contains eight
new potential nuclei (at the center of each triangular face of the vector
equilibrium so constituted) ••• This tells us that the nuclear group with 92
spheres in its outer. or third. layer is the limit of unique. closest-packed
symmet~ica1 assemblages of unit wave-length and frequency." (I. 414.02)

92.4

"Independent of their isotopal variations of neutron content. the 92 selfregenerative chemical elements belong to the basic inventory of cosmic
absolutes. The family of prime elements consists of 92 unique sets of from
one to 9~ el~ctron-proton counts inclusive. and no others." (I. 418.06)
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92.5

"It is to be noted that the harmonics of the periodic table of elements add
up to 92 ••• " (11, 1238.43)

96.1

"There are seven other secondary symmetries based on the pairing into spin
poles of vertexes produced by the complex secondary crossings of one another
of the seven original great circle symmetries •••• The total ·of the above-mention,
ed secondarr great circles of the VE is 96 new great circles (making 121 with
the 25 primary great circles)." (11, 987.131-137)

96.2

"The 96 secondary great circles of the VE divide the chorded edge of the VE •••
into rational linear fractions of the tunit) edge length -- i.e. 1/2, 3/10,
1/4. 1/6, 1/10 -- snd these fractions embrace all the intercombinings of the
first four prime numers 1,2.3 and 5." (H, 987.411)

96.3

"24 x 4 • 96. But the number of self-rege~erative chemical elements Is 92.
What is missing betwen the VE 92 and the f Duo-tet cube's 96 is the fourness
of the octahedron's function in the annihilation of energy: 92 + 4 • 24 x 4 •
96. The four is the disappearing acta set. " (Il, 1033.704)

96.4

"To allow for each of these 48-teravolume domains to accommodate the2r
respective active and passive phases. it requires 96-tetravolumes. F tetravoluming, which is as yet primitive. introduces ~n allspace-filling.
symmetrical cube of 192-tetravolumes as an essential theatre of omniatomic
primitive interarrayings." (11, 1033.741)

96.5

"The octahedron ••• is composed of 96 energy quanta modules of which 48 are
red B Quanta Modules and 48 blue A Quanta Modules •••• The octahedron is all
blue outs1de with a red nucleus." (I. 942.30)

120.1

"120 identical spherical ttiangles (although right- and left-handed) are
the maximum number of like units which may be used to subdivide the sphere."
cr. 459.02)

120.2

"The 15 great circles of the icosahedron interact to produce 15 "chains" of
three varieties of four corner-ta-corner. sausage-linked, right triangles, with
four triangles in each chain. These 15 chains of 60 great-circle triangles
are each interconnectlble corner-ta-corner to produce a~total spherical
surface subdivided into 120 similar spherical triangles •••• The 15 chiins' 60
triangles' inadvertent formation of an additional 60 similar spherical triangles
occurring between the~ ••• drBmatically manifests the half-positive. halfnegative ••• universal non-mirror-imaged complementarity inherently permeating
all systems ..... (I, 456.05)

120.3

"Two identical sets of 60 spheres in closest packing precess in 90-degree
action to form a seven-frequency, eight-ball-to-the-edge tetrahedron with
a total of 120 spheres; exactly 100 are on the outer shell, exactly 20 are
in the inner shell, and there is no sphere at the nucleus. This is the
largest possible double-shelled tetrahedral aggregation of closest-packed
spheres having no nuclear spfuere •••• The 120 spheres of this non-nuclear
tetrahedron correspond to the 120 basic triangles that describe unity on a
sphere." (I. 417.01-02)

144.1

"The rhorrt:lic dodecahedron 1s composed of 144 energy quanta modules •••• its
two blue layers of 48 A (Quanta) Modules each on the outside enclosing its
one nuclear layer of 48 red B (Quanta) Modules." (I, 942.50)
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160.1

"In the generalized (subfrequency) nucleus-embracing, convergent-divergent,
bivalent t~travolume vector equilibrium of fre~uency two, its tetravolume
i5160. VE • 160." (IT. 1053.846) (Compare VE • 20)

192.1

"F tetravoluming, which is as yet primitive, introduces an allspace-fllling,
symmetrical cube of 192-tetravolumes as an essential thatre of omniatomic
primitive interarrayings." (11, 1033.741)

242.1

"The 120 outersurface right spherical triangles of the icosahedron's ••• great
circles generate a total of 242 external vertexes ••• constituting the maximum
limit of regular spherical system surface omnitriangular self-subdivisioning
into centrally collected tetrahedral components." (11, Fig. 986.471)

360.1

"Every triangle has two faces -- its oDverse and reverse. Unity is two. So
we note that the angle of both faces of a triangle add up to 360°." (I, 224.06)

360.2

"The difference between the sum of all the angles around all the vertexes of
o
any system and the total number of vertexes times 360 (as angular unity) is
o
720 , which equals two unities." (I, 224.04)

480.1

The vector equilibrium is composed of 336 blue A (Quanta) Modules and 144 red
B (Quanta) Modules for a total of 480 energy quanta modules •••• An even number
of 48 As and 48 Bs provide an equllibrious exterior shell ••• " (I, 942.60)

480.2

"The 120 outer surface right spherical triangles of the icosahedron's ••• great
circles generate a total of 120 external vertexes, 480 external triangles,
and 480 internal face-congruent tetrahedra, constituting the maximum limit of
regular spherical system surface omnitriangular self-subdivisioning into
centrally collected tetrahedral components," (II, Fig. 986.471)

480.3

"Looking at a vector equilibrium as unity, it is all the domain of a point
with a volume of 460." (I, 536.41)

576.1

"The minimum cube that can be formed by closest packing of spheres (which
are inherently stable, structurally speaking) is produced by nesting four
balls in the triangular mid-face nests of the four faces of a three-layer,
ten-ball tetrahedron, with no ball at its volumetric center •••• which consists
of 14 balls in all ••• This complex cube has a total of 576 A and B (Quanta)
Modules, in contradistinction to the simplest tetra-octa-pro~ucad cube
constituted of 72 A and B Modules." (I, 942.43) (It is the F DOUble-tat cube)

720.1

"All local systems in Universe are always accomplished by nature through the
elimination of 720 degrees of angle. This is the way in which nature takes
two 360-degree angular tucks in the illusory infinity of a plane to render
systems locally and Visibly finite. The difference between visually finite
system and illusory infinity is two cyclic unities. N (I, 224.02)
o
.
"Each circle has 360 J the two interference circles that comprise the
minimum knot always involve 720 degrees of angular change in the hand-led
pattern, just as the total angles of the four triangles of a tetrahedron add
up to 720 degrees. The hands describe circles nonsimultaneouslYJ the result
is a progression. The knot is the same 720-degree angular value of a minimum
structural system.in Universe, as is the tetrahedron." (I, 506.13)

720.2

720.3

2

"What is the significance of the spherical excess of exactly 6 degrees ? In the
transformation from the spherical rhombic triacontahedron to the planar triacontahedron each of the 120 triangles releases 6 degrees. 6 x 120 • 720 •••• Tha
difference between a high-frequency polyhedron and its spherical counterpart
is always 720 degrees, which is one unit of quantum -- ergo, it is evidenced
that spinning a polyhedron into its spherical state captures one quantum of
energy -- and
releases it when subsiding. into its pre-time-size primitive
f
polyhedral state." (11, 986.461)
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The constraints governing these structures ere those which govern order in space and
may therefore be considered as significant for any investigation of order. The
points are extracted from two books:
- Keith Critchlow. Order in Space; a design source book. London, Thames and
Hudson. 1969
- Anthony Pugh. Polyhedra; a visual approach. Berkeley, University of
California Press. 1976
3.1

" ••• the equilateral triangle. the square and the hexagon. These three are
the only regular polygons that cover a plane surface. and are known as the
equipartitions of the plane surface. Earlier deductions have shown that there
cannot be lesB than three polygons nor more than six around a vertex."
(Critchlow. p. GO) "We find that the first two of the three regular equipartitions ••. reciprocate each other. i.e. the dual of the triangular pattern is the
hexagon and vice versa. The square is its own dual." [Critchlow. p. 76)

3.2

Three types of polygon are required to construct the Platonic polyhedra:
triangle. square. pentagon (Pugh, p. 1)

4.1

There are only four facially regular prisms and antiprisms using the faces
of the Platonic polyhedra (see 3.2): triangular prism. pentagonal prism.
square antiprism, pentagonal antiprism (excluding the Platonic polyhedra:
cube. tetrahedron. octahedron) (Pugh, 21) There four duals are: triangular
dipyramid. pentagonal dipyramid. trapezoidal octahedron. trapezoidal decahedron. (Pugh, p. 44) (N.B. The dipyramids have isoceles triangles)

4.2

There are only four nonconvex facially regular polyhedra (Kepler-Poinsot
polyhedra): small stellated dodecahedron. great stellated dodecahedron.
great dOdecahedron. great icosahedron. The dual of one Kepler Poinsot
polyhedron is another Kepler Poinsot polyhhedron. (Pugh. p. 84-7)

5.1

There are only five polyhedra composed of nonintersectlng regular. plane.
convex polygons with straight sides (the Platonic polyhedra): tetrahedron.
octahedron. cube. icosahedron. (pentagonal) dodecahedron. (Pugh. p 2-3)
The cube and octahedron are duals. as are the icosahedron and the dodecahedron.
The tetrahedron is self-dual. (Pugh, p. 19)

5.2

There are only five convex deltahedra:,triangular dipyramid. pentagonal
dipyramid. 12-faced deltahedron, 14-faced deltahedron, 16-faced deltahedron
excluding the Platonic polyhedra: tetrahedron, octahedron, icosahedron).
(Pugh. p. 35) (N.B. The dipyramids have equilateral triangles)

6.1

Six types of polygon are required to construct the 5 Platonic and 13
Archimedean polyhedra: triangle, square, pentagon. hexagon. octagon. decagon
(Pugh 26)
There can be no more than six polygons around the vertex of a mosaic. grid.
lattice or tesselation (Critchlow. p 60)

6.2
6.3

There are six basic ways in which one polyhedron can be joined to another:
- vertex to vertex
vertex of one figure pentetrates other
- edge to edge
until a common series of edges along which
- face to face
the figures can be joined is found
- edge of .one figure penetrates other figure
until a suitable common plane at which the
figures may be joined is found
- face of one figure penetrates the other
until a suitable common plane is found
(Pugh. p 46)
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7.1

There are 7 facially regular prisms and antiprisms using the 3 polygonal
faces of the Platonic polyhedra (see 3.2): triangular prism. square prism/cube.
pentagonal prism, tetrahedron. triangular antiprism/octahedron. square
antiprism. pentagonal antiprism (i.e. including three Platonic polyhedra)
(Pugh. P 27)

8.1

A deltahedron is a polyhedron with faces which are all equilateral triangles.
There is an infinite number of concave deltahedra ••• However. there are only
eight convex deltahedra: tetrahedron. octahedron. icosahedron. triangular
dipyramid, pentagonal dipyramid. 12-faced deltahedron. 14-faced deltahedron.
16-faced deltahedron. (Pugh. p. 34-5)

8.2

There are 4 prisms and antiprisms (using the 3 Platonic faces) with their
4 duals (see 4.1)

8.3

There are 8 polyhedra which may be used in any combination as all-space
filling solids. namely the eight deltahedra (see 8.1) (Critchlow. App. 2)

8.4

There are 8 polyhedra which are all-space filling on their own. individually:
triangular prism. cubic prism/cube. hexagonal prism. truncated tetrahedron
(produced). truncated octahedron. rhombic dodecahedron. twist rhombic
dodecahedron, rhombex dodecahedron (Critchlow, App 2 ) " "

8.5

There are '8 groups of three polyhedra which are all-space filling:
- cube, terahedron. rhombicuboctahedron
cube, cuboctahedron. rhombicuboctahedron
cube. truncated octahedron. truncated cuboctahedron
truncated tetrahedron, cuboctahedron. truncated octahedron
truncated tetrahedron. truncated cube. truncated cub octahedron
cUbe, triangular prism. hexagonal prism
cUbe. triangular prism, dodecahedra I prism
cube. hexagonal prism. dodecahedra I prism
(Critchlow. App 2)

8.6

(Excluding 3.1 above) "Thus there remain only eight conditions of meeting.
which it will be seen. give rise to twenty-two new patterns or grids (on a
plane surface). These can be divided by symmetry into those whose vertices
are similar on each occasion and those whose vertices vary. There are eight
semi-regular equipartitions of the plane surface and fourteen demi-regular
equipartitions." (Crltchlow. p 60) "The semi-regular patterns ••• each have their
characteristic dual." (Critchlow. p. 76)

10.1

There are 5 convex deltahedra (excluding the Platonic polyhedral together
with their duals (see 5.2l

10.2

There are 10 groups of two polyhedra which are all-space filling:
- octahedron. tetrahedron
triangular prism. cubic prism/cube
- octahedron. cub octahedron
triangular prism. hexagonal prism
- octahedron. truncated cube
triangular prism. dodecahedral prism
- tetrahedron. truncated tetrahedron
- cube. edge truncated cube
cUbic prism/CUbe. octagonal prism
- truncated cuboctahedron. octag. prism
(Critchlow. App 2)

10.3

There ar~10 facially regular prisms and antiprisms using the 6 polygonal
faces of the Platonic and Archimedean polyhedra (although excluding the
latter): triangular prism. pentagonal prism. hexagonal prism. octagonal prism.
decagonal prism. square antiprism. pentagonal antiprism. hexagonal prism.
octagonal ant1prism. decagonal ant1prism (Pugh 27l

11.1

There are 3 regular and 8 semi-regular equipartitions of the plane surface
(Critchlow. p 76)
f
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12.1~

There are 12 paired Archimedeen polyhedra (see 13.1)

13.1

There are 13 Archimedean polyhedra in which similar arrangements of regular.
convex polygons of two or more different kinds meet at each vertex of the
polyhedron [which can be circumscribed by a tetrahedron. with 4 common faces):
- truncated octahedron
- truncated icosahedron
- cub octahedron/vector equilibrium
- icosidodecahedron
- truncated cuboctahedron
- truncated icosidodecahedron
- snub cube
- snub dodecahedron
- [small) rhombicuboctehedron
- (great) rhombicosidodecahedron
- truncated cube
- truncated dodecahedron
- truncated tetrahedron
(Critcnlow. App t)
There are 13 duals to these polyhedra (Pugh. p 43)

13.2

There are 13 facially regular prisms and antiprisms using the 6 polygonal
faces of the Platonic and Archimedean polyhedra (namely 10.3 above. plus
square prism/cube. tetrahedron. triangular antiprism/octahedron). (Pugh p 27)

14.1

"There are eight semi-regular equipartitions of the plane surface and
fourteen demi-regular equipartitions" (Critchlow. p 60) (see 8.6 above)
The 14 have only four new duals (Critchlow. p 76)

16.1

There are 8 semi-regular equipartitions of the plane surface. together with
their 8 duals (see 8.6 above)

18.1

There are 5 Platonic polyhedra (see 5.1) and 13 Archimedean polyhedra (see
13.1). each of the latter being circumscribable by one of the former so that
all of its vertices lie evenly arranged on the faces or edges of the
circumscribing figure. (Pugh p 22)

19.1

There are 8 semi-regular equipartitions of the plane surface. together with
their 8 duals: there are 3 regular equipartitions of the plane surface which
are their own duals (see 3.1 and 16.1 above)

20.1

There are 10 facially regular prisms and antiprisms using the 6 polygonal
faces of the Platonic and Archimedean polyhedra. together with 10 duals
(see 10.3 above)

22.1

There are eight semi-regular equipartitions of the plane surface and fourteen
demi-regular equipartitions [see 8.6 above)

23.1

Platonic polyhedra (5). Archimedean polyhedra (13). convex deltahedra (5)

23.2

Facially regular prisms and antiprisms (see 10.3) plus their 10 duals. plus
the 3 Platonic polyhedra which can be inctuded and which are their own
duals (tetrahedron. cube. octahedron)

25.1

Regular (see 3.1). semi-regular [see 8.6) and demi-regular (see 14.1)
equipartitions of the plane surface

26.1

Archimedean polyhedra (see 13.1) and their duals

28.1

Platonic. Archimedean polyhedra. together with facially regular prisms and
antiprisms (see 10.3)

31.1

Archimedean polyhedra and their duals (see 26.1). plus the Platonic polyhedra
which are their own duals

92.1

Convex polyhedra with regular faces (exclUding Archimedean. Platonic. prisms
and antiprisms. ex c ept as combinations) (Pugh. p 28)
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CHLADNI PATTERNS

These patterns result from the oscillation of a plane metallic sheet covered with
a suitable fine powder.' Ithe patterns are determined by the frequency of oscillation
and the shape of the plate and the manner of its support. The patterns ere of interest
because they indicate ways in which a zone can be broken down "naturally" into
sub-zones under different conditions. The items below were extracted from:
- Mary D Waller. Chladni Figures; a study in symmetry. Lodnon. G Bell. 1961
0.1

"Similarly on plates which have only one line of sv.mmetry. the nodal systems
may be placed in one of two classes of vibration pattern symmetry. In one of
these classes the symmetry line is nodal while the other class is antinodal.
The displacements of the surface at corresponding points on either side of
the line of symmetry are equal to one another; when the line is nodal they
are out of phase. while when it is anitnodal they are in phase. The displacements of the vibrating plate at right angles to the equilibrium plane are thus
at every instant 'mechanically balanced'." (p. 14)

0.2

"The normal modes of vibration of all plates (of all shapes) correspond with
one another" (p. 26)

0.3

"For a plate with 1 line of symmetry there are 2 classes of vibration pattern
symmetry ••• When 2 lines of symmetry are present there are 4 classes •••• From
further observation on shapes •• ~it may be concluded that a particular vibration
yattern of a plate with n lines of symmetry can be classed according as it
possesses 1. a. b ••••• n lines of symmetry where 1. a. b ••••• n are the factors
of n. Since each line of symmetry can be either' nodal or antinodal it follows
that: The normal nodal systems of a plate which has n lines of symmetry may b~
divided into classes which are twice as numerous as the number of factors of
n." (p. 28)
n Line
symmetry

4.1

Triangle

4.2

(equllat)

Factors
of n

Number of
factors f

Number of
classes
2f
lE

3

1 .3

2

4

Pentagon

5

1 .5

2

4

6.1

Square

4

1,2.4

3

6

8.1

Hexagon

6

1.2.3.6

4

8

8.2

Octagon

8

1.2.4.8

4

8

8.3

Decagon

10

1.2.5,10

4

8

Dodecagon

12

1.2,3.4.6.12

6

12

12.1

